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ABSTRACT

A diagnostic system consisting of an array of 80 closely spaced Langmuir
probes (DENSEPACK) is developed and used to sample plasma that exists be-
tween the limiter radius and the wall of the Alcator C tokamak. Fast numerical
computer algorithms are written to reliably fit many Langmuir probe character-
istics and infer plasma density and electron temperature via both a simple plane
probe model and a more complicated magnetized probe model. Unexpectedly
large poloidal asymmetries in density, electron temperature, and radial density
e-folding length are detected. Factors of ~ 4-20 variation in density and ~ 5-10
variation in density e-folding lengths are typically recorded in discharges which
are bounded by poloidally symmetric ring limiters. These poloidal asymmetries
further imply that pressure is not constant on a flux surface. The magnitude of
the poloidal asymmetry and its functional dependence on poloidal angle persists
independent of machine parameters (toroidal field, plasma current, central den-
sity). Simple edge plasma fluid models which include poloidally asymmetric diffu-
sion and E x B convection are developed and used to examine mechanisms which
might support the observed asymmetry. Also unexpectedly, MARFE phenomena
appear as only a slight restructuring and reduction of this poloidal asymmetry.
The diagnosis of spatially oscillating MARFE activity supports the hypothesis of
a MARFE being the manifestation of a radiation thermal instability.

A database of edge plasma and central plasma parameters is compiled. Re-
gression analysis of edge density data identifies two distinct central plasma pa-
rameter scaling laws associated with MARFE and non-MARFE discharges. A crit-
ical value of the ratio of central line-averaged density to plasma current (f,/I,)is found to determine the transition between these two edge density scaling laws.
Edge plasma parameters, including global particle confinement time (r,), is cat-
alogued for a large number of ohmic, gas fueled discharges. Lower Hybrid Radio
Frequency (LHRF) heated discharges show a degradation in r, (up to ~ 50%),
proportional to RF power. Pellet fueling can result in up to ~ 100% increase in
r, when the pellet size is comparable to the target plasma density (An,/ft, Z 1).
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I INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis investigates conditions which exist in the limiter shadow plasma

of the Alcator C tokamak. The understanding of this edge plasma region is ap-

proached from both experimental and theoretical points of view. First, a general

overview of edge plasma physical processes is presented. Simple edge plasma

models and conditions which can theoretically result in a poloidally asymmetric

edge plasma are discussed. A review of data obtained from previous diagnos-

tics in the Alcator C edge plasma is then used to motivate the development of

a new edge plasma diagnostic system (DENSEPACK) to experimentally investi-

gate poloidal asymmetries in this region. The bulk of this thesis focuses on the

marked poloidal asymmetries detected by this poloidal probe array and possible

mechanisms which might support such asymmetries on a magnetic flux surface.

In processing the probe data, some important considerations on fitting Langmuir

probe characteristics are identified. The remainder of this thesis catalogues edge

versus central plasma parameter dependences. Regression analysis techniques

are applied to characterize edge density for various central plasma parameters.

Edge plasma conditions during lower hybrid radio frequency heating and pellet

injection are also documented.

First, to introduce and motivate the study of this plasma region in Alcator

C, some general remarks on the role of the edge plasma in thermonuclear fusion

research are made.
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1.1 Introduction to Edge Plasma

The term 'edge plasma' refers in a magnetically confined plasma to a pe-

ripheral plasma region in which the effects of a wall surface or divertor chamber

are felt. The edge plasma region can include plasma just inside a separatrix

or limiter shadow boundary as well as plasma in direct contact with divertor

neutralizer plates, limiters, or wall surfaces. Plasma-wall interactions differenti-

ate the edge plasma from the central plasma by adding the physics of recycling,

impurity release mechanisms, parallel transport to wall surfaces, and hydrogenic

and light impurity radiation. Discharges in which the effect of this 'edge physics'

appears in the center of the device is sometimes said to consist entirely of an

'edge plasma', extending the definition to mean a plasma state rather than a

location.

The edge plasma is strongly coupled to the central plasma. All plasma

lost from the center must pass through the edge, and reciprocally, all non-pellet

fueling processes must sweep particles through the edge into the center. In

addition, impurity release mechanisms such as sputtering, evaporation, and arcing

depend critically on edge conditions.' Impurities transported to the center can

dominate the central power balance and cause disruptions. 2

The study of edge plasma can therefore provide some answers to key ques-

tions about transport of particles and energy in the edge and the dominant

impurity generation mechanisms. Ultimately, a more complete understanding of

the edge plasma may lead to new techniques to maintain more desirable central

plasma conditions.

1.2 Motivation for Studying Edge Plasma in Tokamaks

There is increased interest in the edge plasma region of tokamaks particu-

larly with the observation of low temperature, high density plasma regions in the

edge in limited discharges 3 - 6 and low or high recycling regimes associated with
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the H and L mode regimes of diverted discharges. 7  It has been suggested that

the transition from low to high energy confinement time of the central plasma in

ASDEX depends on the edge temperature and the associated degree of recycling

in the divertor.7 H-mode is suppressed in ASDEX when the plasma is allowed

to lean on a limiter. PDX obtained a' similar H regime by closing the divertor

chamber and isolating neutrals from the main plasma region.' The important

common ingredient in all these results is the physical processes which are occur-

ing in the edge plasma region and how the edge plasma couples to the central

plasma region. Thus, the focus of controlled thermonuclear fusion research has

expanded more to encompass the understanding and controlling of edge plasmas.

In an engineering sense, the edge plasma poses one of the most severe ma-

terial problems in a reliable fusion reactor system. First generation tokamak

experiments used limiter systems exclusively to unload plasma energy near the

vacuum wall. Even in these relatively short pulse length plasmas, the limiter

structure could melt or fracture and become not only a major source of im-

purities but a mechanical failure mode for these machines. Data from surface

temperature measurements of the limiter system in the Alcator A tokamak 0

routinely detected transient power fluxes exceeding 20 kW/cm2 . Clearly, in a

near steady state reactor system which must function reliably over long periods

of time, power fluxes to wall surfaces must be greatly reduced through the use

of a more elaborate geometry limiter and divertor systems. Even with the most

exotic materials, a typical design power flux"1 is more on the order of 100-400

W/cm 2 for actively cooled surfaces.

Current generation tokamak experiments such as ASDEX and JT-60 use

such divertor systems; however, the problems associated with wall erosion and

impurity release remain. It is recognized that it would be beneficial to minimize

the edge plasma temnperature via such processes as radiative cooling through

controlled impurity injection or enhanced radial transport through ergodic field

line topologies.' 2" Thus. the reliable operation of a fusion reactor system may
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be contingent upon understanding and exploiting edge plasma processes.

The necessity of sustaining a steady state tokamak discharge for fusion

power production requires the development of auxilliary techniques to maintain

a plasma current and deposit heat in the central plasma region. Radio frequency

(RF) current drive and heating has shown significant progress in this area but

requires, detailed knowledge of edge plasma conditions to allow optimization of

RF power coupling to the central plasma. RF itself can affect the edge plasma.

High energy electron tails and large perpendicular energy ions generated by RF

injection can interact with wall surfaces and release impurities. Edge densities

and temperatures can change due to increased impurity levels, RF ionization, and

energy deposition, thereby changing the original coupling conditions. A general

characterization of edge plasma parameters with and without RF is useful in

itself for addressing these problems.

The edge plasma is an interesting phenomenon in itself. Gradients in den-

sity and temperature which can drive instabilities are largest in the edge plasma.

Neutral densities are relatively high and parallel electrical conductivity signifi-

cantly low there. The edge plasma is always measured to be strongly turbulent.

Much effort has been devoted to the study of plasma turbulence in the edge as

well as in the center of tokamaks." Drift wave turbulence is a widely accepted

mechanism that explains the Bohm-like magnitude of the edge diffusion rate-

and the fluctuation spectra measured in the edge. On a longer time scale. shari

gradients can drive bulk plasma convection which may contribute to increased

transport in a way similar to that in which convection cells operate in classical

fluid mechanics. The edge plasma then becomes a highly dynamic system in

which turbulence awl bulk plasma flows can support local variations in densl%

and temperature. I lie observation of the LkRFE phenomena in Alcator C i' t

manifestation of mn I a local variation in edge parameters."
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1.3 Motivation for Studying Alcator C Edge Plasma

Alcator C provides a unique opportunity for studying edge plasma. The

Alcator C tokamak with its Bitter plate magnet construction15 operates at the

highest magnetic field of any tokamak in the world (B ~ 6-13 Tesla). Cen-

tral current densities from ohmic current drive exceed 2 kA/cm2 in the highest

density plasmas ever achieved in a tokamak (ncenter > 101'5 /cm 3 ). With the as-

sistance of pellet injection, Alcator C currently holds the world record for Lawson

parameter16 , nr - 0.6 - 0.9 x 1014 sec/cm 3, in reactor-like plasmas with central

ion temperature - 1.5 keV. Alcator C also has an extensive program dedicated

to the study of lower hybrid heating and current drive and ion cyclotron heating.

The edge plasma in Alcator C is characterized by densities neg, ~ 1012-

1014 /cm 3 with very short radial scrape-off lengths - 0.3 cm. Early in the op-

erating life of Alcator C, it was found that heat loading on secondary limiter

surfaces was highly nonuniform. The mechanical failure of these 'virtual' limiters

prompted the first extensive Langmuir and calorimeter probe work on Alcator

C.' Another localized phenomenon in the edge plasma, later referred to as a

MARFE, was detected on the inside density interferometer cord and on the vis-

ible continuum array.3 The MARFE was found to grow in size and extent at

higher densities coincident with a reduction in pulse gas fueling efficiency at

these densities. Local radiated emission in the MARFE region was measured2 to

exceed 20 watts/cm3 . These results indicated at an early stage that edge plasma

phenomena in Alcator C could be important and impact the operation of the

machine.

The improvement in energy confinement due to pellet fueling emphasizes

the role the edge plasma plays on gas fueled discharges. By directly fueling

the center. neo-Alcator scaling is more closely followed at high densities.16 Tlim

transport processes which norimally fuel the center from gas puffing at the edge

are bypassed in a pellet fueled plasma. Thus, the degradation of rE OC n, scaling
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for strong gas puff discharges may be connected to edge conditions approaching

some critical state.

The motivation for studying the edge plasma in Alcator C is dominated

by the need to understand already identified phenomena such as MARFEs in

addition to a more general characterization of the edge during routine operation,

pellet injection and lower hybrid heating. For a doctoral thesis, the study of the

edge plasma in Alcator C is also exciting in that the potential for identifying

new phenomena exists. The limiter shadow plasma in Alcator C is, at least in

principle, easily diagnosed by Langmuir probes. This thesis makes use of this fact

and utilizes an edge plasma diagnostic system consisting of a poloidal array of 80

closely spaced Langmuir probes (DENSEPACK) to diagnose the limiter shadow

plasma of Alcator C in detail.
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1.4 Outline of Thesis

The results of this study are organized into twelve chapters. The chapters

are grouped under four major divisions of Introduction & Background, Experi-

mental Appantus & Data Reduction, Experimental Results, and Summary.

Introduction & Background includes chapters 1-4. An overview of relevant

edge plasma physics and experimentation is presented in chapter 2. As an intro-

duction to edge modelling, a simple radial diffusion model and a diffusion plus

convection model in the limiter shadow plasma is discussed in chapter 3. A set

of reduced fluid equations used in later chapters to evaluate transport in the

edge plasma is also presented. Chapter 4 focuses on the edge plasma in Alcator

C from an experimental point of view. Topics included in this overview are:

asymmetric limiter damage, first probe measurements, and MARFEs.

Chapters 5 and 6 are included in Experimental Apparatus & Data Reduction.

Chapter 5 describes the principal edge diagnostics developed during the course of

this thesis. A poloidal array of 80 Langmuir probes (DENSEPACK) is described

in detail. Probe characteristic models used to analyze DENSEPACK data is pre-

sented in chapter 6. An extensive numerical algorithm developed to fit the large

number of characteristics generated by DENSEPACK is also presented.

The main body of this thesis consists of chapters 7-11, Experimental Results.

Chapter 7 describes the poloidal structure of density. temperature. and floating

potential in the limiter shadow plasma. Mechanisms which might explain the

observed asymmetries are discussed in chapter 8. Chapters 9-11 present data

during routine ohmic. gas puff discharges, lower hybrid radio frequency heating,

and pellet injection. The difference between MARFE and non-MARFE discharges

is examined. The dependence of edge plasma parameters on central parameters

is presented.

Finally, Chapter 12 restates the major findings of this thesis and offers soie

suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

EDGE PLASMA PHYSICS

The edge plasma is easy to diagnose since, in many cases, a probe can be

used to directly sample the plasma. However, the many processes occuring in

the edge complicate the understanding of the overall picture. Sections 2.1-2.5

review some physical processes that occur in the edge plasma as background

for discussion in the later chapters of this thesis. Section 2.6 points to some

experimental techniques used in the study of edge plasma and reviews results

that have been obtained using Langmuir probes in tokamaks.

2.1 Introduction

A fusion plasma is sustained by maintaining a balance between power input

and power losses. The power input includes internal alpha particle heating, ohmic

heating in a tokamak, neutral beam, and RF heating. Power losses take the form

of bremsstrahlung radiation, impurity line radiation, charge exchange neutrals,

conduction, and convection. The success of the tokamak magnetic geometry lies

partly in the elimination of parallel conduction and convection losses by forcing

all particles exiting the central region to pass perpendicular to a strong magnetic

field.

In the edge plasma of a tokamak, this situation changes. Unlike the central

plasma, parallel conduction and convection becomes a dominant transport mech-

anism in this region. Flux tubes which intercept limiters or divertor neutralizer

plates are populated by particles which diffuse perpendicular to field lines from

the central plasma. Parallel effusion driven by pre-sheath electric fields carries

these particles to material surfaces where they can cause impurity release and

material damage and ultimately reappear as neutral atoms.
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All wall surfaces cannot be positioned exactly tangent everywhere to the last

flux surface. Local hot spots from even the slightest misalignment can develop.

Thus, a limiter or magnetic divertor system is used to preferentially unload

particles and energy exiting the central plasma and protect the vacuum wall

from thermal loading and high energy electron damage. Special geometries of

these limiter and divertor systems are employed to reduce thermal loading to

acceptable levels and to position the recycling region away from the central

plasma.

The above picture points out a number of important processes which need

to be considered when dealing with the edge plasma. The following sections dis-

cuss some basic concepts under the topics of electric sheath fornation, plasma-

surface interactions involved in particle recycling and impurity release, perpen-

dicular transport, and radiation processes.

2.2 Sheath Formation

Any solid object immersed in a plasma will float to a potential that is

different than the local plasma potential. The random flux of electrons exceeds

the random flux of ions in a plasma by a ratio . At a material surface,

the highly mobile electrons initially strike more frequently than ions until the

object acquires a sufficiently negative charge to repel electrons and equalize the

fluxes. A sheath region between the material surface and local plasma where

this potential drop occurs is thereby established.

The problem of sheath formation was originally considered by Tonks and

Langmuir18 and has been examined by many since. In connection with probe

data analysis, the sheath interface determines the rate of particle collection and

must be understood in order to deduce unperturbed plasma parameters away

from the probe. The sheath is important for plasma-wall interactions as well. Ion
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sputtering, particle and energy fluxes on wall surfaces depend on the accelerating

potentials in the sheath.

2.2.1 Description of Sheath

Stangeby" 9 covers the essential features of the plasma-wall sheath and pre-

sents a relatively simple formulation for particle and energy fluxes. Figure 2.1

depicts an electrically floating plane surface exposed to a plasma on one side.

The potential drop is typically a few tcT, and occurs mostly in a sheath region

near the surface - 10 debye lengths thick. The density at the sheath edge is

depressed to about - 1/2 the unperturbed density. A pre-sheath electric field

is also established. This potential drop is on the order of-~ 1 KT, and extends2

a few ion mean free paths into the plasma. The action of this pre-sheath is to

accelerate ions to the sound speed by the time they reach the sheath boundary.
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2.2.2 Particle Flux Through Sheath

The condition that ions arrive at the sheath with a bulk flow velocity

on the order C, is well established for both maxwellian and non-maxwellian

ion distribution functions.* This constraint is referred to as the Bohm sheath

criterion. 0 Because of the Bohm sheath criterion, electron and ion fluxes through

the sheath to a locally 'floating' or unbiased wall surface can be simply estimated

by

1
1i = r, ; -noC, (2.1)

2

where no is the unperturbed density away from the surface.

2.2.3 Power Flux Through Sheath

Calculation of electron and ion power fluxes through the sheath is more

complicated. Stangeby 2 1 most recently presented analytic relations for the float-

ing potential and power fluxes to biased surfaces which include secondary electron

emission and various TI/T ratios. The total power flux through the sheath can

be written as

Ptot _ bt T q S (2.2)

* From analysis of waves in plasmas, the sound speed is given by C. where

y ranges from 1 to 3 depending on thermodynamic state that is assumed for the ions (isothermal

one-dimensional adiabatic, etc.). For the case when Ti = 0, probe theory predicts that the ions

arrive at the sheath edgte with a sound speed flow velocity. For finite temperature ions this trend

is still followed 8 l althouhh it is unclear what value of 1y' should be used. For the discussion in

this thesis, y is taken a- zz 1.
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with 5t ~ 5-10 when T ; T, and the surface is allowed to float. For an Alcator

C edge plasma of Te, 10 eV, T e 2 T,, and n,~ 2 x 10 1 3 /cm 2 , Pt t 500

watts/cm 2.

If the surface is biased to a more positive potential than the floating poten-

tial, the electron contribution to the heat flux increases dramatically. A factor

of 5 increase in the power flux can easily result when the surface is biased at

the plasma potential. This is exactly the problem encountered when operating

a Langmuir probe in the electron saturation regime. Limiter surfaces can suf-

fer from this power flux enhancement problem as well. Generally, a limiter will

span large plasma density and temperature variations. A metallic limiter, being

an equipotential surface, will be effectively biased at some locations more pos-

itively with respect to the local floating potential and in other locations more

negatively. Local hot spots and places for unipolar arcing can develop in this

way. Additional effects of non-ambipolar transport and charge separation due to

B x VB drifts can also contribute to the limiter-floating potential mismatch.

Ideally, one would like to use a non-conducting limiter to let the surface

acquire the local floating potential everywhere. Alternatively, one might envision

using a specially biased limiter such as that proposed by Motley.22 Unfortu-

nately, the thermal characteristics of non-conducting materials is never as good

as metals, offsetting this advantage.

2.2.4 Effect of Magnetic Field

The above discussion has focused on a non-magnetized plasma or the varia-

tion along field lines in a 1-D magnetized plasma. In many instances, some sec-

tions of wall surfaces are parallel to field lines or intersect field lines at oblique

angles. Daybelge23 and Chodura 242 s have considered oblique angle effects and

concluded that although the sheath thickness along the B-field increases with
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increasing deviation from perpendicular, the total potential drop remains insen-

sitive to angle. However, with the surface aligned exactly parallel to the field,

a positive wall potential can develop due to the larger ion versus electron gyro

radii.

On probes, limiters, and divertor neutralizer plates, particle and energy re-

moval along field lines dominates. Thus, the parallel or non-magnetized approxi-

mation for sheath formation and energy transport to these surfaces is well suited

for describing these systems to first order. Further refinements in modelling par-

allel plasma flows and potential distributions at wall surfaces include an account-

ing for neutralization at the surface and the resultant cold ion refluxes.26 ,27
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2.3 Plasma-Surface Interactions

Particles impinging on wall surfaces drive a number of wall related pro-

cesses. Plasma-surface interactions in tokamaks is discussed in detail in a review

by McCracken and Stott.' There are two primary categories into which plasma-

wall interactions can be divided: recycling and impurity production mechanisms.

In the context of this thesis, recycling is important because it determines

the strength of the particle source/sink in the edge. Asymmetric edge particle

sources and sinks can lead to asymmetric edge parameters and vice versa. Im-

purity release from wall and limiter surfaces may be asymmetric as well. Locally

enhanced impurity sources can greatly influence the intrinsic impurity level in a

plasma. The identification of active impurity generation mechanisms has a high

priority, particularly during RF current drive or heating. The first four sub-

sections review the principal mechanisms involved in recycling. Impurity release

mechanisms are similarly discussed in the remaining subsections.

2.3.1 Recycling: Particles on Wall

Recycling includes all processes which allow an ion incident on a wall surface

to return to the discharge. When an ion or neutral strikes a wall surface it

can experience elastic and inelastic scattering. As a result, the particle can

backscatter or become trapped in the solid.

Backscattering is expressed in terms of a particle reflection coefficient RV,

and an energy reflection coefficient, RE, which characterize the fraction of parti-

cle and energy reflected per incident particle, respectively. R, and RE increase

with decreasing ion energy and increasing target atomic number. For a 10 eV

incident ion, RP is typically ~ 0.8 for molybdenum and 0.5 for carbon. Most

of the backscattered ions come off as neutrals carrying ~ 50% of the incident

ion energy. These neutrals have sufficient energy to stream back into the central

plasma region and ionize or charge exchange the-e.
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Trapping refers to all particles which do not backscatter. Hydrogen which

becomes implanted in a solid is still highly mobile due 'to its large diffusion

coefficient. Hydrogen atoms and molecules are eventually released by the solid

at a later time. The effective hydrogen diffusion rate in a solid depends on the

density of trapping sites from lattice imperfections and the temperature of the

solid. Ion bombardment can produce damage sites and affect the overall diffusion

rate over the course of time.

Ion impact itself can induce detrapping of hydrogen. This mechanism is

expressed in terms of a cross-section for the expulsion of hydrogen per incident

ion. Unlike diffusion, the release rate' is' not so strongly dependent on the tem-

perature of the solid. At low temperatures where diffusion is low, ion-induced

detrapping can still act to remove trapped hydrogen.

Both thermal desorption and ion-induced detrapping result in the release

of hydrogen atoms with energies of a few eV or molecules with energies on the

order of the wall, temperature. The low transit velocity of these particles causes

them to contribute more to local recycling near the surface.

2.3.2 Recycling: Neutral Transport and Ionization

Where the reflected flux of neutrals reappear as plasma ions depends on the

location of the wall surface relative to the central plasma and the penetration

depth of the neutrals before ionization. The transport and penetration of neutrals

is governed by the rates of charge exchange and electron-impact ionization. For

a less than 10 keV plasma, charge exchange is the dominant reaction for atomic

hydrogen having a (u-v), of - 4 x 10-8 cm 3/sec at 100 eV. In charge exchange.

an electron is transferred from the neutral to a plasma ion. In this way, a hot

plasma ion can change identity and become a fast neutral. Neutrals can be

effectively transported in this manner over long distances before hitting a wall

surface or becoming ionized.
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Electron impact ionization of atomic hydrogen is also, significant in this

temperature range with a (uv) 0,, of - 3x10" cm 3 /sec at 100 eV. For molecular

hydrogen, electron impact ionization is the single most important process. The

comparable charge exchange reaction for H 2 becomes significant only at plasma

temperatures above - 500 eV. A typical (uv)jo, for H2 at 100 eV is - 5 x 10--

cm 3/sec. Since molecular charge exchange is much less probable than molecular

ionization in the edge plasma, the molecular reflux component from wall surfaces

contribute more to local recycling than to fueling the central plasma.

2.3.3 Recycling: Neutral Penetration

The problem of calculating neutral transport in a fusion plasma is a very

difficult one. Because of the long mean free path of neutrals relative to the

gradient scale lengths of plasma density and temperature, a fully kinetic descrip-

tion must be used. Analytic solutions to the neutral kinetic transport equations

in simplified slab geometries have been obtained.2 9 More typically, Monte Carlo

techniques are employed for complicated geometries.3 0 ,3 1

Using a more simple-minded picture, the dependence of the effective pen-

etration depth of neutrals on central density is easily obtained. The effective

penetration depth, L, can be written as

L - "neutral (2.3)
ne (Cv) i

where ne(av)io, is the total ionization rate and V11eutral is the effective velocity

of the neutral including charge exchange transport. Letting Vneutral correspond

to a 100 eV neutral and using (uv)i0 , for a 100 eV background plasma,

2 x< 1014
L x ~ cm. (2.4)

ne(cm-a)
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Thus, at high densities the neutrals will not penetrate as readily into the

central plasma region. For Alcator C with ne - 2 x 10 4 /cm 3 , L, from this

scaling is only - 1 cm. This exercise states the fundamental problem of the

reduction in fueling efficiency at high discharge densities. Pellet fueling can

overcome this problem and has been used in Alcator C with great success.

2.3.4 Recycling: Summary

In summary, a simple picture of recycling in a limiter bounded discharge

depicted in Fig. 2.2 can be described. Ions arrive at the limiter through cross-

field diffusion and parallel effusion. A fraction, R, (~ 0.5-0.8 for 10 eV ions)

is reflected back to the central plasma as neutrals retaining approximately one-

half the incident ion energy. The remaining ions are trapped and re-released

with low energy and ionize or charge exchange near the limiter surface. At the

wall surface, the role of ions is replaced for the most part by incident neutrals.

Backscattering, trapping and neutral-induced detrapping take place on the wall

surface. Although the local recycling particle flux from the wall is much less than

that from a limiter, the wall surface area is much larger. The total inventory

of hydrogen adsorbed by the wall often exceeds the total number of ions in the

discharge.
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2.3.5 Low-Z Impurity Release Mechanisms

Another consequence of plasma-wall interaction is the introduction of light

impurity atoms on the wall surface into the plasma. The effect of these impu-

rities in the plasma is to increase the central plasma Zeff (= ), causing

enhanced bremsstrahlung losses and line radiation in the cooler outer regions of

the discharge. Although a cold, radiating plasma near wall surfaces is desirable

to minimize thermal loading and sputtering, control of low-Z impurity influxes is

necessary to avoid excessive central power loss and the propagation of a thermal

collapse from the edge which can lead to a disruption or hard termination. 33

Figure 2.3 illustrates processes which can lead to low-Z impurity release.

Light impurities such as oxygen and carbon remain adsorbed on wall surfaces

even in the cleanest vacuum systems. The surface bond can be chemical in

nature or depend on weaker Van der Waal forces. Wall baking and discharge

cleaning are techniques that are used to reduce the amount of adsorbed gas on

wall surfaces. During the plasma discharge, the remaining impurities are available

to be released by thermal desorption or particle and photon-induced desorption.

Another important light impurity release mechanism is chemical desorption.

A chemical reaction between-an incident ion or neutral and an adsorbed particle

can result in a molecule which is less tightly bonded to the surface. The chemical

erosion process that takes place can be quite important, particularly when the

subtrate itself is made of a low-Z material. This mechanism is sometimes referred

to as chemical sputtering.

In an effort to avoid high-Z contamination of the plasma, carbon materi-

als are used widely in tokamaks for limiters and wall armor plates. Chemical

sputtering of carbon can become an important contributor to carbon impurity

levels in this case. Carbon-oxygen reactions yield carbon monoxide while carbon-

hydrogen reactions result in methane and acetylene by-products.
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2.3.6 High-Z Impurity Release Mechanisms

High-Z contamination of the central plasma can be a more serious problem

in tokamaks. Even in the central plasma, high-Z impurities such as molybdenum

and tungsten are not fully ionized, resulting in line radiation from electron tran-

sitions. In addition, Zff can become high with only minimal concentrations of

these elements. The result of high-Z contamination can be large radiated power

losses from the center leading to hollow temperature profiles, setting the stage

for major disruptions.

The following discussion covers processes which cause atoms of the wall

structural material itself to find their way into the plasma. For the most part,

structural materials such as iron, nickel, molybdenum, and tungsten are high-Z

materials although low-Z materials such as carbon are finding a wider use and

are affected by the same processes. The dominant processes for present day

tokamaks depicted in Fig. 2.4 include evaporation, sputtering, and arcing.

2.3.7 Impurity Release: Evaporation

Evaporation is simply the result of surface heating. The evaporation rate of

a surface depends exponentially on the ratio of heat of sublimation to the surface

temperature. Vapor pressures from evaporation span many decades from room

temperature to melting point. It follows that higher melting point materials

possessing higher heats of sublimation exhibit lower evaporation rates at a given

temperature. At melting, vapor pressures on the order of 0.01-1 Torr are typical.

For transient heat pulses, either a direct estimate or measurement of the power

flux or a heat transfer analysis is required to calculate the surface temperature

as a function of time. Change in thermal properties with temperature, radiation

damage, and surface conditions need to be incorporated in such an analysis.
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2.3.8 Impurity Release: Sputtering

Sputtering results from the direct interaction of energetic ions and neutrals

on atoms in the solid matrix. An incident ion or neutral will produce a colli-

sion cascade with lattice atoms. Some of these atoms receive enough energy to

overcome their binding energy and escape. The sputtering yield depends on how

tightly bound the lattice atoms are (sublimation energy) and the momentum

transferred from the incident particle to the lattice atoms. Thus, lower melting

point materials sputter more easily, and low atomic mass ions such as hydrogen

and helium are not as efficient in sputtering as heavier impurity atoms.

There is a sputtering threshold energy for incident particles below which no

sputtering occurs. The threshold energy depends on the incident particle mass,

M 1 , target mass M 2 , and sublimation energy, E,, through the relation

E, 4M 1 M 2
- -) (MI t M 2 )2  (2.5)

For molybdenum, the threshold energies are 53, 94, and 176 eV for He+, D+,

and H+ respectively.

Sputtering yields depend on the angle of incidence of the impinging particle.

For grazing incidence, sputtering rates increase by a factor of 10 or more. High

perpendicular energy particles traveling along field lines to a wall surface can be

major contributors to the sputtering yield.

An important effect occurs when the sputtering atoms are allowed to re-

turn as incident particles to the surface. The efficient momentum transfer of

this self-sputtering can drive sputtering yields to exceed one atom per incident

particle resulting in a runaway sputtering avalanche. A calculation of the over-

all sputtering yield must therefore take into account the impurity species and

concentration near the surface by modelling impurity recycling and confinement.
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The plasma sheath plays a particularly important role here since it allows

a multiply charged ion to acquire energies exceeding many times the electron

temperature as it crosses the sheath and strikes the solid. Control of the edge

plasma electron temperature then becomes a critical issue when considering the

sputtering erosion of wall surfaces in a near steady state fusion device.

2.3.9 Impurity Release: Arcing

Arcing can occur between a conducting surface and the local plasma. These

single electrode, unipolar arcs are struck when a hot cathode spot is initiated on

the surface causing a local emission of electrons. Once electrons are kicked out of

the surface, the sheath potential accelerates them into the plasma. This emission

slightly raises the potential of the entire solid. Electrons then can be replenished

via conduction through the material from other areas of plasma contact where

the reduced potential drop permits more electrons to be collected. An arc is

sustained as long as it deposits sufficient power on the surface to maintain the

hot cathode region. With a magnetic field, J x B forces can drive the arc and

hot cathode spot along the surface. Arc tracks are often seen on large probes

and limiter surfaces.

The erosion rate of the cathode surface due to an arc depends on the

material and is generally found to be proportional to the current in the arc.

Erosion rates of 0.05-0.14 atoms/electron are typical for molybdenum and carbon

respectively. Material is removed as neutral vapor by evaporation or can be

released as droplets and solid pieces.
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2.4 Perpendicular Transport

Particle and energy transport is a central issue in the study of thermonu-

clear plasmas. Early experiments in stellarators revealed that particle confine-

ment for these machines scaled more like Bohm diffusion than the neoclassical

rates." More recent experiments in tokamaks have attained central confinement

times which are much closer to neoclassical values. 1" Perpendicular ion conduc-

tivities of a few times neoclassical have been observed. However, edge plasma

diffusion coefficients remain on the order of Bohm diffusion. There are several

explanations for this departure from neoclassical confinement in magnetically con-

fined plasmas. The following subsections discuss turbulence due to electrostatic

and magnetic fluctuations, and convection cells as mechanisms which can drive

anomalous transport..

2.4.1 Bohm Diffusion

The adherence of particle loss rates in early fusion experiments to the Bohm

diffusion law.

DB = Te V II /sec. (2f
16B Te

is typically explained in terms of transport due to E x B drifts. The muaxi-

mum potential variation in a plasma is limited by debye shielding to the local

temperature

qA4 a gr z T (27

Assuming a gradient scale length, A.
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Emax n ..
qA

Thus, E x B particle fluxes due to a perturbed t can be on the order of

E x B -Ten KTe
I J ;:z n ~ -~ -z - Vn.

B 2 qBA qB
(2.9)

This is exactly the scaling for Bohm diffusion.

2.4.2 Perpendicular Particle Fluxes

A simple yet more rigorous formulation for the perpendicular particle flux

in a collisional, magnetized plasma can be obtained through an MHD model.

Consider perpendicular force balance and Ohm's law (neglecting Hall current

and VP terms);

J x B = VP , (2.10)

E + V x B = 7- J. (2.11)

Taking B x (2.11) and substituting for J x B with (2.10),

E x B ijvp
B 2 B 2 (2.12)

so that the perpendicular fluix can be written as

r_ = n V
E x B n-f?7I(TI + Te)V

=-n B 2 B 2
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with the assumption that Tj and T, are independent of space. Letting E = EO+

El where El is a fluctuating E-field with characteristic frequency u (w < Wc)

and recognizing the classical diffusion coefficient., D 1 = "L +T, Eq. 2.13

becomes

E O xB E, x B
B 2  + V B 2  -DciVn, (2.14)

where the notation () denotes a time-average over the fluctuating quantitites.

Thus the perpendicular particle flux in this analysis results from three contribut-

ing terms, a steady state EO x B term, a fluctuating it, x B term, and a classical

Fick's law diffusion term. (Hall current and VP, terms can be incorporated into

an effective EO x B term.)

Classical diffusion places a lower bound on the rate of particle loss. It is

not surprising, therefore, that classical diffusion or neoclassical diffusion for a

toroidal system is not typically observed. Fluxes due to time-varying E-fields in

a turbulent plasma or relatively steady state E-fields in a convection cell can

contribute to the particle fluxes and. as discussed in the following subsections,

can dominate the overall particle loss rate.

2.4.3 Edge Plasma Turbulence

Density fluctuations have been recorded in many tokamaks through the us

of microwave and CO, laser scattering 35' 36 37. Langinuir probes38 ,39 , and visihl

light emission.40 The results of these data suggest that plasma exhibits small

scale fluctuations characteristic of a random 'turbulence'. The spatial exielt

of the turbulence measured to be on the order of the ion gyro radius ami

the wavenumber and frequency spectra, S(k.w). are broad with no evidence -

coherent modes. The spectral power, P(,c). is largest for frequencies f - 20,
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kHz. For frequencies above 200 kHz, P(w) rolls off according to a power law,

P(w) cx f with -y - 2-4.

The amplitude in the density fluctuations is found to vary most strongly

with radius from h/n ~ 0.01 near the center to h/n - 1.0 at the wall and is

relatively insensitive to the degree of collisionality, vei/vbounce. The parameter,

p6 /L, where p, =- and. L. - n/Vn is found to be important in deter-

mining the level of density fluctuations. Larger values of p,/L, generally result

in larger h/n.

Electrostatic potential fluctuations, 4, have also been detected using capac-

itive probes and Langmuir probes." The spectral features of 4 are similar to ii.

A phase correlation between 4 and h different than 90' can lead to turbulently

driven transport through Eq. 2.14.

Particle fluxes due to h and 4 have been evaluated using Eq. 2.14. For

measured i(w) and 4(w), the corresponding perpendicular flux would be

j V $ JB(w) x B cos-y(w) 9W (2.15)

where I(w) is the phase angle between h and V4). Turbulent transport calcu-

lated this way has yielded fluxes which are consistent with the global particle

confinement times.4 Thus there is experimental evidence that E x B transport

can dominate perpendicular particle fluxes and explain the Bohm-like diffusion

rates in the edge plasma.

Drift waves are accepted as the most likely cause of microturbulence and

anomalous transport in tokamaks. Quasilinear electrostatic drift wave theories

have been used to estimate anomalous transport; however, it is recognized that

the observation of a broad S(k,w) in k and w imply strong nonlinear coupling

between many modes. 1 4
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2.4.4 Magnetic Fluctuations

Enhanced radial transport also results when the local magnetic field pos-

sesses a radial component, B,, that allows particles to transit radially along

field lines. In the design of an experimental magnetic fusion device, great care is

taken to eliminate stray vacuum field lines and magnetic field ripple which can

cause increased radial transport and mirror trapped particle losses.

The plasma itself can develop magnetic perturbations such as island forma-

tion in resistive MHD instabilities4 3 which result in stochastic field line structures

in the central plasma. In the turbulent edge plasma of tokamaks, radial magnetic

field fluctuations, rBRT, have been measured.41 The finding is that b,/BT de-

creases with increasing minor radius. In Macrotor, B,/BT follows the density

profile, going to zero at the wall and taking on a value Br/BT ~ 5 x 10-5 near

r/a ~ 0.5. The low amplitude suggests that magnetic fluctuations are proba-

bly not responsible for the observed anomalous transport. However, in high j

tokamaks Er/BT may become more important.

2.4.5 E x B Cells

On a more macroscopic scale, spatial variations in 1' can lead to plasma

convection eddies. The result can be enhanced particle and/or energy transport

in a similar way that natural convection cools hot surfaces in air. There are a

number of ways that 4 can be perturbed to drive E x B fluxes.

In the edge plasma of a tokamak where density gradients are sharp and

parallel resistivity is high, B x VB particle drifts support poloidal variations

in D. Pfirsch-Schltiter currents flowing along field lines in this resistive plasma

do not cancel this potential completely. The resultant poloidal potential varia-

tion drives a radial Pfirsch-Schliiter plasma convection which increases the flux

surface-averaged particle loss rate. This effect leads to the neoclassical correc-

tion of D,,, z (1 + q2)Dai in the collisional plasma limit.44 D on a circular flux
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surface with a poloidally uniform density e-folding length, A,, can be estimated

at the limiter radius, a, by 45

-8.3>x 10-10 nZJfa4 AB
I() T-.3xA0sino (volts) (2.16)

with plasma current, I, major radius, Ro, and coulomb logarithm, A. Electron

temperature, T,, is in units of eV. All other quantities are in MKS units.

On flux tubes that intercept wall surfaces, 4 is determined by the wall-

sheath potential drop plus any potential drop along the, field line due to currents

(such as Pfirsch-Schliter) to the wall or limiter. In this case, the local electron

temperature greatly influences t through an equation of the form

4 3.5 T, + (PwaI1 + (2.17)

where the magnitude of the sheath drop is approximated to be a factor of - 3.5

times the local electron temperature. Thus, poloidal variations in T, can drive

radial particle fluxes on flux tubes that touch metallic surfaces. Spatial variations

in T, could be maintained by asymmetric heat fluxes from the plasma core, local

radiative losses or spatially nonuniform power deposition from RF heating.4 6

At the interface between open and closed flux surfaces, E-fields can ad-

ditionally arise from the potential mismatch between these two regions. In a

collisional edge plasma, a transition must occur between the Pfirsch-Schluter po-

tential distribution in the interior region to the wall sheath dominated potentials

in the wall or limiter shadow region. A sharp gradient in 4 can lead to large

E x B velocities with velocity shear. Strong convective transport and conditions

for shock formation4 7 or Henmholtz instabilities22,48 may form in this way.

A further complication arises when particle transport in the plasma center

and/or edge is nonambipolar. Through the use of heavy ion beam probes, it has
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been shown that the central plasma in a tokamak typically displays a negative

plasma potential while the edge plasma shows a positive potential.". Transport

mechanisms must be operating in the central plasma to initially remove ions

more effectively than electrons thereby setting up such potentials. Nonambipolar

transport has also been directly measured in the limiter shadow plasma through

the use of probes.5 Again, strong potential variations, this time driven by such

transport mechanisms, can support E x B flows with strong velocity shear. Such

a shear layer at the limiter radius with a corresponding reversal in poloidal flow

velocity has been observed in the TEXT tokamak.1, 52
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2.5 Edge Plasma Radiation

Radiation is an important power loss mechanism in the edge plasma. Elec-

trons moving through coulomb fields of ions radiate a bremsstrahlung continuum.

More importantly, the low temperature in the edge plasma allows both hydrogen

and low-Z impurity atoms to radiate via free-bound and bound-bound electron

transitions. 3 Under certain conditions, the total radiated power density in the

edge plasma can become as large as the power loss from parallel electron con-

duction. If the radiated power increases as the plasma temperature is lowered

further, a radiation thermal instability can develop. The existence of this ther-

mally unstable state is relevant to the formation of cold radiating plasmas near

divertor plates 1 2 and MARFEs.2,5 4 ,5 5

2.5.1 Bremsstrahlung and Cyclotron Radiation

Bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radiation place a lower bound on the total

radiated power from a plasma. Bremsstrahlung radiation classically arises from

the acceleration of an electron in the coulomb field of an ion. The resulting

bremsstrahlung continuum spans near infrared to X-ray wavelengths. In a high

temperature, maxwellian plasma, the total power radiated in all wavelengths can

be expressed as5 6

Pb, = 5.35 x 10- 31 n L(nZ)T 1/2 watts/cm 3  (2.18)

or

Pb, = 5.35 ', 10- 31 nZe ffT / 2  watts/cm3  (2.19)

with Te in units of keV and ne in cm-
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Cyclotron radiation results from the centripetal acceleration of electrons

about the confining magnetic field. Cyclotron radiation appears in the infrared

and microwave regions of the spectrum and is emitted in discrete spectral lines

which are harmonics, of the electron cyclotron frequency. Unlike bremsstrahlung,

the radiation can be reabsorbed in laboratory sized plasmas resulting in an op-

tically thick plasma ,at that frequency. An approximate expression for cyclotron

power in an optically thin plasma is

~5 x 10- 32 n2T watts/cm 3  (2.20)

with Te in units of. keV and ne in cm- 3. For an optically thick plasma, the

cyclotron emission from the surface is limited to the blackbody level.

2.5.2 Radiative Decay and Recombination

In the cooler edge region where a large population of electrons occupy

bound states in hydrogen and impurity atoms, radiative decay and recombination

are the dominant radiation power loss mechanisms. Photons are emitted through

radiative decay when a bound electron jumps from an excited state to a lower

energy level. Radiation from recombination results when a free electron is cap-

tured by an ion. A single photon with energy equal to the ionization potential

plus electron kinetic energy can be produced (radiative recombination) or two

photons totaling this energy can be emitted (dielectronic recombination).

In coronal equilibrium, radiative decay and recombination is balanced by

electron impact excitation and electron impact ionization. A plasma can be

considered to be in coronal equilibrium when photon re-absorption processes are

negligible, impact de-excitation is small compared to radiative decay, the charge

state densities are in steady state, and transport of charge states is negligible. In

laboratory fusion plasmas, only the latter constraint is often violated. Thus, the
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coronal equilibrium model fornis the basis for estimating charge state densities

and total radiated power in these plasmas.

Post, Jensen, et al." have compiled tables of steady state cooling rates

for elements in the range 2 < Z < 92 based on a modified coronal equilibrium

model. Total radiated power from this model'includes radiative recombination,

dielectronic recombination, radiative decay, and bremsstrahlung. For an impurity

density, nr, the total radiated power from all ionization states is written as

Prad = nenifj(T) (2.21)

where ne is the electron density and fj(T) is a cooling rate coefficient. f1 (T)

depends strongly on electron temperature, T, and on the details of the atomic

level structure for each impurity. Reference [66] tabulates f1 (T) for electron

temperatures in the range 2 eV < T < 200 keV and densities n. 5 1016 /cm 3 .

Near wall surfaces, impurity transport and recycling can strongly influence

the equilibrium charge state densities of an impurity species. The coronal ap-

proximation can underestimate the total radiated power in this instance. Carolan

and Piotrowicz 5 3 have considered this problem and have calculated an impurity

residence time, r,,, which an impurity must spend in the plasma before coro-

nal equilibrium is established. Also included in this model is recombination via

charge exchange with neutral hydrogen atoms.
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2.5.3 Radiation Thermal Instability

The radiative cooling rate, f1 (T), is a strong function of temperature. For

light irnpurities such as carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, f1 (T) typically has a

maximum around 7-10 eV. Consequently, an edge plasma with these impurities

present and an electron temperature above 7-10 eV will radiate more power as

the temperature is lowered. When radiation dominates the power balance, the

electron temperature will be effectively clamped at the 7-10 eV level.

In the limiter shadow plasma where electron parallel conduction dominates

the power balance, conditions for the onset of this thermal instability can be

simply estimated. Consider electron parallel conduction and radiation in a 1-D

time dependent electron energy equation5 9

3 nT a _ T M
2n at - 1nnif(T)+Q (2.22)

where K is the parallel electron thermal conductivity (K = KoT5/2) and z is a

coordinate along the magnetic field line. Radiation is included from M impurity

species. A net energy source due to perpendicular heat transport is written as

Qj (assumed to be independent of z and T).

Assume that T To(:) is the unperturbed temperature profile which sohvn

Eq. 2.22 with T = 0. Then, perturbing T such that

T = To(z)+T 1 (:, t) (2.23)

T 1 ,t 0 Aj (2.2-1 j

and plugging into Eq. 2.22 yields the parameters for thermal instability (grow

ing T perturbation) for any kj upon the condition that Re{aj} > 0. Using
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this procedure, the following condition for instability of a given k perturbation

results:

123&To\ a )0 M 0f1 (T)
2 + k > 0. (2.25)

1=1 T=T

Consider the simplest unperturbed equilibrium, To(z) = const., in the in-

terval 0 < : < L. In this case, Eq. 2.25 becomes

M' M -f 1 (T)
nenj T < -kKoT5/2

aT 0 (2.26)
1=1

Fixing the perturbation to be zero at z = 0 and z = L restricts the allowed kjs

to be kj = 7rj/L, j # 0, and sets A = -A-j. Equation 2.26 can be most easily

satisfied for the smallest 1kj perturbations, k = ±ir/L. Therefore, assuming that

- radiation is dominated by impurity species Z, the following instability condition

results:

fz(T) < rri 0T (2
aT =eTZL . (2.27)

Since 9,(T) is negative in the 10-100 eV range for light impurities, Eq.

2.27 can be satisfied in the edge plasma. This parallel thermal instability is

suggested as the mechanism responsible for the MARFE phenomena5 in Alcator

C. A similar argument involving perpendicular electron conduction is used to

explain the density limit in tokarnaks."
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2.6 Edge Plasma Parameters in Tokamaks

The edge plasma in many tokamaks has been diagnosed with Langmiur

probes. A review of some probe techniques and measurements in tokamaks is

covered by Staib. 0 Edge plasma densities of range ne ~ 1010 -101 4 /cm 3 vary

strongly between machines owing to the variation in central plasma densities.

Electron temperatures in the edge plasma are not as sensitive to central pa-

rameters and are typically Te 5-50 eV. Table 2.1 reproduced from Table I in

reference [74] displays characteristic values for edge plasma parameters in some

tokamaks.

The radial density profile in the limiter shadow plasma of tokamaks is

modelled well by a decaying exponential function. The density e-folding length,

An, characterizes the density gradients in the edge plasma and from a simple 1-D

diffusion model of the scrape-off plasma (discussed later in section 3.1) and allows

an estimate of the perpendicular particle diffusion rate. Diffusion measured in

the edge plasma in this way is found to be highly anomalous and is most often

reported as some fraction of the calculated Bohm diffusion rate.

High power fluxes on probe surfaces associated with high edge plasma den-

sities in tokamaks such as Alcator C restrict the use of Langmuir probes as

an edge diagnostic. The power flux to a floating surface given by Eq. 2.2 in

section 2.2.3 demonstrates this problem. Near the limiter radius in Alcator C

n, ~ 10 4 /cm 3 and Te - 20 eV. Equation 2.2 yields a power flux to a probe of

Ptt ~ 5kW/cm 2 . Molybdenum probes have been used to diagnose this plasma

parameter range in Alcator C; however, probe melting usually occurs. Plasma

parameters at minor radii less than the limiter radius are therefore inaccessible

even with the use of tungsten probe tips. Unfortunately, interesting physics as-

sociated with MARFEs occurs at the limiter boundary interface in Alcator C.

Conditions at the limiter edge can, at best, be extrapolated from measurements
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in the limiter shadow region. In contrast, probes in a low-field, low-density toka-

mak such as Caltech, Macrotor, and Microtor, do not encounter. the power flux

constraint even at radii much less than the limiter or wall radius.

Enhanced heat fluxes (anomalous bt in Eq. 2.2) due to non-thermal electron

tails can further restrict the use of Langmuir probes in tokamaks. On Macrotor

and Microtor", 6t factors on the order bt - 25-100 have been measured and

attributed to epithermal electron tails. Heat fluxes in the electron drift direction

exceed those in the ion drift direction in Mactrotor by a factor of - 4, supporting

this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 3

EDGE PLASMA MODELS

There has been much effort devoted to the modelling of edge plasmas partic-

ularly in connection with divertor systems.2- 6 6 A complete edge plasma model

must include particle, momentum, and energy balance with multiple ion species,

electrons, and neutrals. Fortunately, radial plasma density profiles in the limiter

shadow region of a tokamak can be simply modelled by considering only the ion

species and invoking continuity to balance perpendicular diffusion with parallel

flows to a limiter. Section 3.1 outlines this standard calculation which can be

used to obtain an estimate of the global particle confinement time.

This simple radial diffusion model is lacking in that it assumes a poloidally

symmetric edge plasma. Observations of MARFE phenomena and data pre-

sented later in this thesis will show that strong poloidal variations in density

and temperature are maintained in the edge plasma of Alcator C. It has been

suggested that sharp radial gradients in density and temperature may drive a

strong Pfirsch-Schlniter convection in the edge plasma which causes a natural

asymmetry.4 5 ' 67 Section 3.2 shows that the particle fluxes in the radial diffusion

model are greatly modified when one includes bulk plasma flows due to Pfirsch-

Schliter convection. An estimate is made of the expected perturbation of the

density and temperature profiles due to Pfirsch-Schliiter convection by consider-

ing the continuity and electron energy equations. The magnitude of both the

density and temperature poloidal perturbations are found to scale very strongly

with n/I, which is consistent with the observations of MARFE phenomena in

Alcator C. This exercise emphasizes the possible role of E x B convection in the

edge plasma and prompts a more detailed study of E x B convective transport

in the limiter shadow plasma of Alcator C.
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In order to investigate transport processes in the edge plasma of Alcator C

in a more formal manner, a system of reduced transport equations appropriate

for Alcator C edge plasma is identified in sectiori-3.3. These equations were ob-

tained in previous work67'6, and are used to infer the magnitude of perpendicular

transport from experimental data presented in later chapters.

3.1 A Simple Radial Diffusion Model

3.1.1 Radial Density Profile in the Limiter Shadow Plasma

Particle fluxes in the limiter shadow plasma can be simply modelled as

shown in Figs. 3.1a-3.1c. The poloidal symmetry of the limiter geometry in

a tokamak such as Alcator C (see Fig. 3.1a) suggests that only radial and

toroidal particle fluxes need be considered in the limiter shadow plasma. Figure

3.1b illustrates perpendicular radial flows into the scrape-off plasma and parallel

flows to limiter surfaces. The radial flow is assumed to be driven by a radial

density gradient through Fick's law

IF, = - .9n (3.1)
ar

At the limiter, a sheath is formed. The pre-sheath electric fields accelerate

ions so that they arrive at the limiter surface with the sound speed, C,. Thus,

the parallel flux to the limiter is some function of the distance along field lines.

S(),

rj(j)= n V,,(S11) .(3.2)
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For the purposes of this simple analysis it is assumed that n z const. while V

most strongly varies along a field line. The simplest form for V(S 11) shown in

Fig. 3.1c is

S11C,
VII(S) = L (3.3)

where L is the distance from the symmetry point between limiters, S11 0, to

a limiter surface. A more careful consideration of parallel momentum leads to

more complicated functions for n(S11) and VI(S1) (see sections 8.5.2 and 8.5.3).

Nevertheless, equation 3.3 with n ; const. suffices for the present analysis. (Re-

sults from more detailed analyses can be incorporated in the model used in this

chapter by replacing L by Leff where Leff ~ 1.6-2 x L.)
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a) Poloidal Cross-Section of Tokamak

Poloidally Symmetric
Limiter-Plasma Boundary

Limiter Shadow
Plasma
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b) Perpendicular and Parallel Fluxes in Shadow Plasma

r=O -------- Magnetic Axis -
Central Plasma
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r11 Shadow Plasmj
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c) Parallel Flow to Limiter
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0
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Figure 3.1 Simple 2-D Flow Model in Limiter Shadow Plasma
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With this model for the particle fluxes, a radial density profile can be

estimated. Continuity requires

V-F = S (3.4)

V- (E + F1 ) = n n,(av)i,0 (3.5)

where the source term, S, is due to ionization from background neutrals. Ap-

proximating the shadow plasma geometry as slab, and assuming uniformity in

poloidal angle, Eq. 3.5 becomes

( nV) + a \. Di r = n n,(Cv)ion (3.6)

Further, assuming that DI is not a function of r,

nC, ar2

L DiB2= " n " n.

Integrating for n(r) and imposing the boundary conditions n(r = a) = n,

n(r - oo) = 0, yields

n(r) = nee(a-r)/,\,

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)An = _
Cs/L-n.(av ),,,

when C,/L and nn(av)j0 n are independent of radius.
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An exponential variation of density with minor radius in a limiter shadow

plasma similar to Eq. 3.8 is most often measured in tokamaks. Even with com-

plicated limiter geometries or large probe systems where the effective 'L' length

changes with radius, Eq. 3.7 models the radial density profile well when solutions

in each region are matched with the appropriate boundary conditions.6 9' 70

3.1.2, Estimating Perpendicular Diffusion

Once a measurement is made of the radial density profile and it is verified

to be exponential, Eq. 3.9 can be used to estimate the perpendicular diffu-

sion coefficient. Consider the ionization term and sound speed flow term in the

denominator of Eq. 3.9. The perpendicular diffusion coefficient can be approxi-

mated as

Di ~ (3.10)
L

when

L nn(Orv)ion <(.1
C'

For a 10-100 eV hydrogen plasma, (av)i0n/C, ~ 3 x 10-'- cm 2 . Thus condition

(3.11) becomes

L nn < 3 x 1014 /cm 2 . (3.12)

In Alcator C with L - 100 cm, Eq. 3.10 can be used to estimate D1 as long

as n < 3 x 1012 /cm3.
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3.1.3 Estimating Particle Confinement Time

The measurement of radial density profiles in the limiter shadow plasma

allows an estimate of the global particle confinement time through the use of

this radial diffusion model. Consider the time dependent continuity equation,

a+ V. - = n .()ion (3.13)at

(No specification of particle species is made here; however, the electron density

profile is most easily obtained with probes, independent of the edge Zeff.) The

neutral species obeys the similar equation

at + V - n= -n n.)ion (3.14)

Thus, in a steady state plasma or when i -0, the plasma fluxes and neutral

fluxes are related by

V-F+V-n 0 . (3.15)

At this time in a discharge we are interested in calculating the particle confine-

ment time, -r. However, because of recycling and fueling implied by Eq. 3.15

the plasma density is not decaying in time. An estimate of r, can be obtained

by considering the situation that would result when n, -+ 0. In the absence of

a neutral species, Eq. 3.13 can be integrated over the total plasma volume to

read

n aV + r as = 0 (3.16)
vol surf
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where the plasma surface is assumed to be coincident with the wall surface. The

total number of particles would then decay in time. The characteristic time for

this decay, r,, can then be written as

f n aV
TP - fo s (3.17)

surf

which requires an accounting of the total number of particles in the plasma

and an estimate of the plasma flux to wall surfaces. The plasma flux to surfaces

perpendicular to B can be obtained through measured radial profiles of n(r) and

T(r) in the limiter shadow and the sound speed parallel flux condition of Eq.

2.1. If a significant density persists at wall radii where surfaces are parallel to B,

Eq. 3.1 in conjunction with Eq. 3.10 can be used to estimate the perpendicular

flux contribution to f F - aS.
surf

Alternatively, the plasma surface can be defined as the boundary at the

limiter radius, r = a. In this case the total number of particles is simply

Ntot = 47r2RoI n(r) r ar (3.18)

for a specified central density profile, n(r). The total flux through the surface

at r = a from (3.1), (3.8), and (3.10) is

f 42r2 R0 a A& n. C,
= L (3.19)

surf

In Alcator C, the central density profile follows a parabola to some power.

n(r) ;: n(o -- (3.20)
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with no being the peak plasma density on axis and y ~ 0.5 - 1.0. Combining

Eqs. 3.17-3.20,

no L
7rp ;Z n (3.21)2 ( y + 1) A, na C(

where na is the density at the limiter radius extrapolated from probe measure-

ments and C, is an average sound speed in. the limiter shadow plasma.

Finally, to arrive at a formulation of rT, in terms of readily measured quan-

tities, a relationship is needed between the peak plasma density, no, and the

more often measured central line-averaged density, ih. For Alcator C central

density profiles given by Eq. 3.20,

1 a" / 2
ne = f a no (1 - ' ' r .(3.22)

Ratios of fle/no for various parabola powers, -y, implied by (3.22) are plotted

in Fig. 3.2. Now 7p can be expressed as

TP -~ n L a (.3
2(-7 + 1) A. na C, f(-j)

with

f(h) = -n (in Fig. 3.2). (3.24)
no
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Figure 3.2 Ratio h,/no vs. -f (central density parabola power)
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3.2 A Diffusion Plus Pfirsch-Schliiter Convection Model

The diffusion model presented in the previous section made no statement

about perpendicular convective flows that can occur in the edge plasma. The

radial diffusion model mocks up the edge plasma density profiles well if con-

vection is small compared to diffusion, or convection is along constant density

surfaces. However, there are conditions when this is not the case, and perpendic-

ular convective flows must be considered. Section 2.4.5 already outlined a num-

ber of ways in which E x B convection could be established in the edge plasma.

Even in the absence of RF-induced eddies and potential mismatches from limiter

surfaces, the toroidal effect of neoclassical Pfirsch-Schlfiter convection remains.

Pfirsch-Schliiter convection has been examined previously in connection with the

MARFE phenomenon in Alcator C45'67 and provides an example of a situation

when convection can greatly influence the picture of particle and/or energy fluxes

in the edge plasma.

3.2.1 Origin of Pfirsch-Schliter Convection

The origin of Pfirsch-Schlfiter plasma convection in a tokamak can be seen

in Figs. 3.3a-3.3c. Due to the 1/R dependence of the magnetic field in a

toroidal geometry, particles drift in the qB x VBI direction. At the plasma

boundary where .sharp density gradients arise, charge accumulation can occur.

The rotational transform provides a path along magnetic field lines for currents

to flow and short out the charge imbalance. These are the Pfirsch-Schliter

currents which flow out of the page in Fig. 3.3a at large major radii and into

the page at small major radii. In the edge plasma, parallel resistivity can become

large so that the charge separation is not cancelled completely by these currents.

One can imagine a dipole-like field pattern as a result of this charge configuration

such as that shown in Fig. 3.3b. An E x B convection pattern, Pfirsch-Schliuter

convection, then arises as shown in Fig. 3.3c. This convection is across constant
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density and temperature surfaces and therefore can influence the equilibrium

density and temperature profiles under the appropriate conditions.
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Figure 3.3 Origin of Pfirsch-Schliuter Convection
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An analytic expression for the Pfirsch-Schliiter plasma convection in the

limiter shadow plasma, V1 , can be obtained as in Ref. [45] as follows: Let the

pressure profile depend on radius only and require perpendicular force balance

J x B = VP. (3.25)

The self-consistent pressure profile may depend on poloidal angle, but we are

interested in examining only the, magnitude and scaling of the Pfirsch-Schluiter

convection. In the edge plasma, the _B fields can be modelled by an equation of

the form

B = BO(r)/(1 + E cosO) (3.26)

which satisfies V - B = 0 in a toroidal coordinate systeni (Appendix A). Next,

obtain Ji which contains both Pfirsch-Schlilter and Ohmic heating currents from

JI above and the requirement

V -J + V-J =0'. (3.27)

Ohm's law in the parallel direction is used to obtain the E-field which

drives the parallel current,

E ! = r1 J11 .(3.2 '

The condition that V - E = 0 can be used to reconstruct the electrostatic part .I

E from _El. Finally the perpendicular Pfirsch-Schliter flow velocity is obtaiMed

from perpendicular Ohm's law
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V ExB - (3.29)
B 2  B 2  (.9

With the toroidal coordinate system and operators defined by Fig. A.1

in Appendix A, the above sequence leads to the following expressions for the

perpendicular flow velocity to first order in e (= r/Ro):

radial:

( B BaP E s- aP E gBe
V, = -27, 1 + B 4 f B2 W r B 2  (3.30)

poloidal component of perpendicular:

B4 a B2 \ P B4 O B4 &(r)
Vi =B2 [r 1 B+ 42 11 drB 2 c sinj + (3.31)

toroidal component of perpendicular:

VI = Bet, (3.32)
B4,

where 1(r) is a superimposed electric potential that depends on radius only. D(r)

results in a perpendicular rotation and can arise from non-ambipolar perpendic-

ular fluxes which are left unspecified in this problem. Also, the perpendicular

ion diamagnetic flow velocity not included in Eq. 3.29 can be incorporated into

an effective 1(r) term.
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3.2.2 Scaling of Pfirsch-Schliter Convection

In the radial direction, the total flow velocity given by Eq. 3.30 is made up

of three terms. The first term looks similar to a diffusion term. After averaging

over a flux surface, this first term combined with the second term leads to the

Pfirsch-Schliiter neoclassical correction factor of 1+q 2 times the classical diffusion

coefficient. The last term is an E x B radial inward velocity due to the toroidal

ohmic heating E-field included only for completeness in this model.

Since the perpendicular diffusion rate in the edge plasma is measured to

be Bohm-like, exceeding the classical 27i1nKT/B 2 value by orders of magnitude,

the enhanced radial component of flux due to Pfirsch-SchlNiter convection is not

itself easily observed. However, it will be shown in later sections that this term

has the potential to force a poloidally asymmetric perturbation to the density

and temperature profiles.

The non-radial part of the Pfirsch-Schlilter perpendicular flow, on the other

hand, can be much larger than the effective diffusion flow velocity as a conse-

quence of the second derivative of the pressure profile with radius in Eq. 3.31.

Vi can be simply scaled as follows: Let the edge radial density and temperature

gradients be written as

a n - (3.34)tBr A n

49T T (3.35)
49r AT

Since A,, AT < a, the radial derivatives of n and T dominate in Eq. 3.31.

Approximating BO ~ B, and allowing r711 - r711 T.-3/ 2 , V1 0 can be written as

4 r 2 711 n T sin . ( ) (3.36)ViRe -A- +n.T
Ro Be2 A, AT) (An 2AT
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Finally, when A, << 2AT, Vj_ near the limiter radius reduces to

n Zeff a4 A sinO I
VR 8.3 x 10-'0 (m/sec) (3.37)

I2 Ro Te nl

for plasma current, I, major radius, RO, and coulomb logarithm, A. Electron

temperature, Te is in units of eV. All other quantities are in MKS units.

Equation 3.37 in conjunction with Eq. 3.30 describes the flow pattern de-

picted in Fig. 3.3c. In the limiter shadow region, a is positive and approxi-

mated by Eq. 3.7 in the previous section,

a2n n n C,
ar 2  A ' D, L

The poloidal flow in this region always points to the inside of the torus through

the sinO dependence in (3.37).

Just inside the limiter radius where L -* oo in Eq. 3.7, a is negative and
ar2

depends on the local neutral ionization source term

a 2 n n nn (uv)ion (3.38)
r2 A2 D

The poloidal flow pattern therefore is opposite in this region and always points to

larger major radii. Thus, two closed convection cells form as shown in Fig. 3.3c.

An additional complication arises if the assumption A, < 2AT is not satisfied.

The point of V 1 9 reversal then depends on gradients in temperature profile as

well as the density profile such as in Eq. 3.36.
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3.2.3 Magnitude of Pfirsch-Schliiter Convection in Alcator C

The magnitude of V 1 6 can be estimated from Eq. 3.37; however, one must

keep in mind that this is not necessarily the total poloidal or total perpendicular

flow velocity. The total convective flow velocity can be formally written as

V V. r + (VI 0 + VIe) 0 + (VI10+VI) $ (3.39)

with the understanding that VL0 and V 1 g must satisfy Eqs. 3.31 and 3.32 in

order to maintain the perpendicular force balance stated by (3.25). The parallel

flow velocity does not enter into this perpendicular equilibrium and therefore

must either be specified or determined by solving an appropriate parallel mo-

mentum equation. As a result, V110 and therefore the total poloidal flow velocity

is left undetermined in this model.

Although the velocity components cannot be uniquely stated, the magnitude

of V 10 places a restriction on the actual flow velocities which must exist to satisfy

this toroidal equilibrium. Consider the case when the toroidal flow velocity is

fixed to zero,

Case 1:

VO(r,O) = 0 (3.40)

implying

V11 = -V 8  (3.41)

and therefore the total poloidal velocity is determined to be
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B 2V9  = (1 + ) V10  (3.42)

from the relationships for the parallel and perpendicular components discussed

in Appendix B.

Similarly, when the total poloidal velocity is fixed to zero,

Case 2:

Ve (r, 0) = 0 , (3.43)

the total toroidal flow velocity becomes

_1+B02 Be V

VO= -(1 + ) B 8  (3.44)

The actual poloidal and toroidal flow velocities in a real system will prob-

ably be some complicated function of radius and poloidal angle. Still, cases 1

and 2 determine the order of magnitude for convective flows in the edge plasma.

Notice that in case 1, the poloidal flow velocity is about the same magnitude

as the poloidal component of perpendicular flow. This is expected since the

perpendicular flow in a tokamak is mostly poloidal. On the other hand, case

2 forces the poloidal flow to be zero and requires the toroidal flow velocity to

make up the necessary perpendicular flow. The net result is that the magnitude

of the toroidal flow velocity is a factor Bp/Be larger and allows the toroidal flow

to acquire a significant fraction of the local sound speed.

Table 3.1 compares measured edge plasma parameters and calculated veloc-

ities for cases 1 and 2 for a typical Alcator C discharge. The sound speed, Bohm
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diffusion coefficient, and effective radial diffusion velocity due to Bohm diffusion

are included for reference. Note that although all flow velocities are under the

sound speed, the toroidal flow can be a significant fraction of the sound speed

and the poloidal flow is at least a few times larger than the effective radial

diffusion velocity. Thus, the simple picture of plasma diffusing radially out of

a cylindrical plasma column as presented in section 3.1 clearly does not apply.

Plasma flow in the edge plasma region with sharp radial density gradients such

as in Alcator C is dominated by flows perpendicular to r satisfying perpendicu-

lar equilibrium in a toroidal geometry and parallel momentum. The picture of

perpendicular flows in the edge plasma then becomes like the flow pattern shown

in Fig. 3.3c with a relatively weak radial flow pattern superimposed.
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Table 3.1 - Estimate of Pfirsch-Schlnter Flows in the

Alcator C Limiter Shadow Plasma

Edge Parameter Measured Value

n(r = a) 10 4 /cm 3

BO 8 tesla

1 380 kA

T(r = a) 20 eV

Ro .64 m

a .165 m

Zef f 1.2

An .0025 m

AT .0044 m

Transport Parameter Estimated Magnitude

C, 4.5 x 104' M/sec

DBohm .16 m2 /sec

Vr Bohm 64 m/sec

V1 9OMAX 285 m/sec

VqMAX 285 m/sec

VOMAX 5.0 x 103 m/sec
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3.2.4 Poloidally Asymmetric Edge Plasma: Asymmetric Density

The implication of Pfirsch-Schliiter convection discussed in the previous sec-

tion is that the edge plasma density and/or temperature profile can be perturbed

from poloidal symmetry. Although it was already shown that the convective flux

can easily dominate over the, diffusive flux in the edge plasma, convection itself

does not lead to particle or energy transport unless the flow is across a gradient,

or the flow has a non-zero divergence. This fact is simply stated in the case of

particle transport by the continuity equation which includes convection

V-(~ +EC) =S (3.45)

D -DVn (3.46)

FC n V (3.47)

so that

V.(-DVn)+V.Vn+ nV.V S. (3.48)

To examine the influence that Pfirsch-Schliter convection can have on the

density profiles, consider a bulk flow velocity which is composed of a cross field

Pfirsch-Schlfiter convection calculated in section 3.2.2 plus a diamagnetic fluid

velocity

B x V(PDs- B x VP,
B 2  q n B 2

The Pfirsch-Schlinter potential, 4 -s-, is approximately
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P.S.(r,O) :: K BO - sin9 (3.50)

for nearly poloidally symmetric density profiles with

K = 8.3 x 10-.10 Zef a 4 A (3.51)
r2 Ro T"(

in similar units as Eq. 3.37. Equation 3.50 requires that the temperature profile

be uniform in space or slowly varying compared to n. Maintaining this assump-

tion, we can now impose convection from (3.49) on Eq. 3.48 to examine the

effect of these flows on the equilibrium density profile. In a (r,9) plane slab

geometry, with B = Be + Bok and Ix'V B = 0, Eqs. 3.48-3.51 become
B2

a2n D 9 42n a2n 1 On K an 2
-- D1(+-Ksin9- (' cos9
0r2 a2 

a02 + r2 a69 a §r

K i8negr
K r 9 ) sin0 = S (3.52)

with the approximation, B, -: B. D1 and D0 are -assumed to be indepen-

dent of space and D9 includes perpendicular and parallel transport through the

relationship

De = D±( )+Dj( ) (3.53)

where is it assumed for simplicity that the parallel transport process can also be

written in the form of diffusion. The source term. S, can be approximated as
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S - -n C,
S L

L
(3.54)

in the limiter shadow region (r > a) as suggested by Eq. 3.7 and the discussion

in section 3.1.

Now, consider a perturbed density solution of the form

n(r,O) = no(r) + n 1 (rO) (3.55)

no(r) =naoe "-r)/

n 1 (r,O) =n.i()e(a-

(3.56)

(3.57)

near the radial location r :: a. With In. 1j < nao, Eq. 3.52 reduces to

D0 an, I
a2 92

near r -: a.

D
-n ( 2

C.
-)

K n Oa A cos
aA

(3.58)

A, is the unperturbed density scrape-off length and satisfies FF

3.10.

D1  C9
n

leaving a single term which drives a poloidal variation of n,

nal a K nao
2 ~ Do A2 s.
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The density profile in the limiter shadow plasma is therefore perturbed by

Pfirsch-Schliter convection to, a poloidally dependent profile of the form

n(r,O) = na(1 + b6cos9) e (a (3.61)

near the limiter radius with

K a na
= . (3.62)'

Parallel transport is much larger than perpendicular transport. As a first ap-

proximation, Do can be written as

Do =: DI::: Vhi kiB (3.63) .

where A, is the ion-ion mean free path. Using Eq. 3.51 for K, 6, becomes

Z 4 a' A 2 n2 \'i B 2

= 5.0 x 1018 IT, R. (3.64)

The density at the limiter radius, no, is defined to be the electron density and Z

in (3.64) includes the case of a Z # 1 ion species. p is the ion mass in AMU and

all other quantities are defined as in Eq. 3.37. This parameter. 64, is a measure

of the perturbing effect of Pfirsch-Schliter convection on a poloidally symmetric

density profile. Values of 6, for various edge parameters at the limiter radius in

Alcator C are assembled in Table 3.2. Equation 3.61 is valid only for 6, < 1:

however, Table 3.2 indicates that very large values of 6, can easily be obtained

in the edge. particularly at high densities and low currents.
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Table 3.2 - Density Asymmetry Parameter, 6,, for Various

Edge Parameters in Alcator C

n, (M-- 3 ) A (M) I (kA) Ai/Ali

.024 1019 .005 380 .10

.095 1019 .0025 380 .10

.21 5 x 10'9 .005 500 .026

.60 5 x 109. .005 380 .020

.79 5 x 1019 .0025 500 .026

2.4 5 x 10 9  .0025 380 .020

7.7 5 x, 1019 .005 200 .010

31 5 x 1019 .0025 200 .010

124 1020 .0025 200 .0052

Zeff a A B T, Ro

1.2 .165 m 11 1 8 tesla 15 eV .64 m
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The scaling of the density asymmetry parameter, bn, results from a combi-

nation of the Pfirsch-Schliiter convection scaling in Eq. 3.37 and the dependence

of D9 in Eq. 3.63. Care must be taken in using Eq. 3.64 for small na and high

Te since this result was derived using a collisional fluid model. The condition of

sufficient ion-ion collisions for Eq. 3.64 to be valid can be stated as

Ai < All (3.65)

where All is the parallel density gradient scale length. From the poloidal variation

in n suggested by Eq. 3.61, this condition becomes

Ai < B (3.66)

which leads to the constraint

4.8 x 1010 T< 1 (3.67)
Z 3 a 2 B ne A

at r = a. Table 3.2 includes Agi/Ali for the displayed parameters, indicating that

condition (3.67) is satisfied over the displayed range of parameters in the Alcator

C edge plasma.

The density and current dependence of 6, can be examined in more de-

tail by noting that there is a relationship between the central plasma density,

edge scrape-off length, and particle confinement time through Eq. 3.23. From

neo-Alcator scaling at densities below ie : 2 x 104 cm- 3 , the energy confine-

ment time scales with n, implying that the particle confinement time also scales

roughly with n,

Te T /2 cc n . (3.68)
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If the edge density follows the central density, then Eqs. 3.23 and 3.68 imply

A C o(3.69)

This suggests that the asymmetry parameter depends more strongly on density

than directly indicated in (3.64) and becomes

n4

b, oc .(3.70)

This very strong n/I dependence is similar to the observed n/I threshold for

the occurrence of a MARFE in Alcator C5 , and suggests a possible connection

between poloidal asymmetries, MARFEs, and Pfirsch-Schliter convection. Obser-

vations of MARFEs and MARFE threshold parameters are discussed in section

4.4.

A self-consistent calculation of Pfirsch-Schliter convection for a poloidally

asymmetric density profile which retains non-linear terms is needed to estimate

more accurately the poloidal structure of the density profile for large values of 6,.

In addition, the equilibrium limiter shadow density profile depends on the details

of the boundary condition at the limiter radius. The density profile in the limiter

shadow region must be matched to solutions in the region r < a where a net

plasma source must be included. Further complications arise when the diffusion

coefficients or source term are allowed to be some function of plasma density

and/or spatial position. Nevertheless, from the perturbation analysis above, one

expects that the edge plasma density in Alcator C can be greatly influenced

by the presence of Pfirsch-Schliter flows alone. The first order effect is a cosine

perturbation that leads to a decrease in edge density at small major radii and an

increase in edge density at large major radii. This perturbation has the potential
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to saturate at very large amplitudes in Alcator C edge plasma. The very strong

n 4 /I 4 scaling points to a possible asymmetry threshold in n/I similar to the

observed threshold for poloidally asymmetric edge conditions associated with a

MARFE.

3.2.5 Poloidally Asymmetric Edge Plasma: Asymmetric Temperature

The temperature profile can be perturbed from poloidal symmetry by

Pfirsch-Schliuter convection in a way analogous to the density profile. A poloidal-

ly perturbed temperature profile is perhaps a more interesting effect since it can

lead to a poloidally localized radiative thermal instability in the edge plasma.

Again, the observation of a poloidally localized, radiating edge region referred to

as a MARFE in Alcator C suggests that some poloidally dependent cross field

transport mechanism such as Pfirsch-Schlniter convection may indeed be active

in the edge plasma.

The starting point for the calculation of perturbed Te profiles in the limiter

shadow plasma begins with the electron energy equation5 9

3 dT 3RJ
3-n + -nVe -VTe + nTV -Ve = -V-q Q,ad + - (3.71)
2 at 2 e q n

when electron viscosity and electron-ion energy transfer terms are small compared

to conduction and convection terms.

In the perpendicular direction, the electron fluid velocity consists of Pfirsch-

Schlnter convection, electron diamagnetic flow, and diffusion,

B X-VP.s. B x VP, - Ln
VLe - - B2 B 2 Di , (3.72)
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while in the parallel direction, the electron velocity closely follows the ion flow

velocity to limiter surfaces in order to maintain arnbipolarity. As a result, V1e

has a positive divergence in the limiter shadow plasma so that

n C
n V -Ve nL (3.73)

in a manner similar to Eq. 3.54. The density profile is assumed to be poloidally

symmetric and given by Eq. 3.56. In a (rO) plane slab geometry, with VB2

0, Eqs. 3.71-3.73 reduce in steady state to

a , T, 1 8 r T, 3DInT9T, 3n 2KaTe
KI - -- + +cos-

r r a280 80 2 A, dr 2aA,.Ldr

3n 2K8Te n Te CS (3
+ _jsinO = - - Q,.ad + , (3.74)

2a A, 80 L -1d

where K' is defined as

=~ ~ B~2+ () (3.75)

K is defined previously in (3.51), and we have used the approximations Bo'- B.

and DI > D"fassical. Contributions from the V - term arising from par-

allel temperature gradients and subtle changes in the parallel electron distri-

bution function (important for maintaining the sheath) are neglected although

they should be included in a more accurate model of the unperturbed elec-

tron temperature profile. Furthermore, neglecting J, /uH and Qad compared to

nTeC,/L and dropping --,[9, T] relative to 3DnT. (valid if Ke is not

highly anomalous), Eq. 3.74 becomes
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a [ eDTe1 + 3 nD1 aTe +3 n 2 K aT,
2 , +9 + - cosO

a2 a 9 0o 2 An ar 2 a An ar

3 n 2 K sTe. n T, C (3.76)
2 a An a= L

In the absence of Pfirsch-Schlidter convection or when K -+ 0, the Te profile is

poloidally symmetric and Eq. 3.76 reduces to

3 nD1 dTe 4 nTeC, (377)
2 (. ar L

so that

To = Ta e2(a-r)/3,X" (3.78)

Thus, in the absence of radiation, the edge temperature radial scrape-off length

is estimated to be

3An
A ~ 2 

(3.

In a similar way that a perturbed density profile was obtained, the per-

turbed Te solution to Eq. 3.75 near r - a is found to be

T(r,0) = Ta (1 - b-r cosO - - b2 cos29) e 2 (a-r)/ 3 A,
16

(3.80)
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with

n 2Ka
nr= a (3.81)
AnKO

The temperature profile is therefore perturbed in a similar manner as the density

profile. However, the perturbed temperature profile has an additional cos20 term

which does not appear in the density perturbation even when expanded to second

order in b,.

6 T and 6, are simply related by

b" Z2 6 T (3.82)

The temperature perturbation is therefore not as large as the density pertur-

bation for the same edge plasma parameters. This is because electron parallel

conduction, KI, is a factor of Z 2 /mi/me larger than ion parallel conduction,

K , and the ion parallel diffusion scales like D ~ K'%/n.

bT can be evaluated numerically as

19 Z 2  a 7 A2 B2
6T ~ 1.1x10 (3.83)A J4 T2 Ro

with similar units as in equation 3.64. This temperature asymmetry parameter.

bT, is displayed in Table 3.3 for the same edge plasma conditions that were

displayed in Table 3.2 for 6,. As in the density calculation, the constraint

stated in (3.67) must be satisfied in order that this fluid treatment be valid.

The column, A i/A in Table 3.3 has not changed from Table 3.2 and indicates

that indeed Asi < A .
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Table 3.3 - Temperature Asymmetry Parameter, 6 T, for

Various Edge Parameters in Alcator C

n, (m -) An (M) I (kA) As/A

.0004 1019 .005 380 .10

.0015 1019 .0025 380 .10

.0032 5 x 1019 .005 500 .026

.0092 5 x 1019 .005 380 .020

.012 5 x 10'9 .0025 500 .026

.037 5 x 1019 .0025 380 .020

.12 5 x 1019 .005 200 .010

.47 5 x 1019 .0025 200 .010

1.9 1020 .0025 200 .0052

Zeff a A B Te Ro

1.2 .165 m 8 tesla 15 eV .64 m
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The condition that 6T < 1 for the perturbed Te solution to be valid is more

easily satisfied than the 6, < 1 condition for a wide range of edge parameters

in Alcator C, yet' at high densities and low plasma currents, the strong I and n

scaling can still take over and cause 6T to exceed 1. This implies that for some

critical combination of edge plasma parameters corresponding to a critical 6T,

the temperature in the inside midplane region may be sufficiently depressed to

cause a local radiation thermal instablity there. Certainly if a radiation thermal

instability were to occur at all in the edge plasma, one would expect from this

analysis that it would be initiated on the inside midplane where the lowest

temperature occurs in Eq. 3.80.

Examining the density and current dependence of 6 T more closely, similar to

the argument used in scaling 6n, 6 T is found to have the same strong functional

dependence on n/I,

6T OC .n) (3.8 4)-

This again suggests a possible connection between the perturbation in the tem-

perature profile due to Pfirsch-Schliiter convection and the observed threshold

n/I value that precipitates the onset of a MARFE in Alcator C.
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3.3 Reduced Transport Equations for Alcator C Edge Plasma

The previous section emphasized the role that convection can play in the

edge plasma. *Pfirsch-Schlinter convection was examined in particular, and it

was found that the edge density and temperature profiles could be perturbed

from poloidal symmetry with amplitude characterized by parameters b" and 6T.

Motivated by the coincidence in the scaling of 6, and bT with the observed

MARFE threshold scaling, the role of convection in the edge plasma is now

more carefully investigated.

With the assumption that the fluid description is valid in the edge plasma,

a system of fluid equations accurately describing physics in the edge must retain

terms as dictated by gradient scale lengths and characteristic parameters found

there. Such a scaling of transport terms in the fluid equations for a collisional

edge plasma has been performed before by Singer and Langer 7 ' in a somewhat

general form. Nevertheless, their analysis requires that the parallel flow velocity

be under the sound speed, a condition violated near limiter surfaces. In addition,

toroidal symmetry is assumed, and perpendicular Ex B convection is neglected in

their ordering. The analysis in sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 implied that perpendicular

convection -terms can, in fact, be substantial enough to perturb the pressure

profiles from poloidal symmetry.

This section restates a system of reduced transport equations appropriate

for the particular conditions found in Alcator C edge plasma. This system of

equations was obtained in earlier work68 and provides a more formal basis for

the evaluation of transport terms from experimental data in later chapters. The

system includes a simpler subset of terms identified by Singer and Langer in

that no neutral species is included. On the other hand, all explicit convection

terms are retained.

First, characteristic parameters and scale lengths found in the Alcator C

edge plasma are discussed. The fluid model is shown to be valid, and a sizing
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of convection terms is obtained. Finally, the set of reduced transport equations

is restated with some important points reviewed.

3.3.1 Characteristic Parameters in Alcator C Edge Plasma

From Langmuir probe measurements and spectroscopic observations of the

MARFE phenomena on Alcator C, a picture of characteristic edge plasma param-

eters has emerged. The following list of parameters is compiled for the purpose

of scaling terms in the fluid transport equations:

Edge Density and Temperature

Langmuir probe data obtained in the Alcator C limiter shadow plasma

indicates that near the limiter radius, 7 ,72

n 1013 - 1014 cm- 3  (3.85)

Te - 7 - 20 eV . (3.86)

The ion temperature has been measured as well through the use of a grid-

ded energy analyzer. 73 It is found that typically

T 1 - 3 x T, (3.87)

in the limiter shadow plasma.

For estimating the magnitude of transport parameters in the remaining

sections of this chapter, values of n, ; ni ~1013 - 1014 cm 3 , Ti ~ Te ~ 7 - 20

eV, Zeff ~ 1.2, B ; 8 tesla, A ; 10, yi ~ 1, E = a/Ro = .25, qi, = eB/Be ~ 3-8.

are taken as typical.
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Gradient Scale Lengths

The presence of limiter surfaces in the edge plasma forces gradients to

exist along B. No direct measurement of the parallel gradient scale length of

temperature or density along B has been made in Alcator C; however, from

geometry a value for the parallel gradient scale length, Al, can be estimated.

Taking All ~ 1/2 the distance between limiters,

All - _100 cm (3.88)

when two full poloidal limiters are used in Alcator C.

In the radial direction, Langmuir probes provide information about gradi-

ents in temperature and density. Typically, quantities vary exponentially with

radius so that

dn n
n - ; A,~ 0.3 cm (3.89)

(9r An,.

BT n
- ; ATr, 0.8 cm . (3.90)

Thus the characteristic radial gradient scale length can be taken as

Ar - Anr ~ 0.3 cm . (3.91)

The poloidal gradient scale length was at first the most difficult to charac-

terize in Alcator C edge plasma. Before the DENSEPACK experiment, the only

information about poloidal gradients in the edge came from spectroscopic obser-

vations of the MARFE phenomenon. It was recognized that poloidal gradients
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must exist in violation of the often assumed poloidal symmetry approximation.

From vertical brightness profiles during MARFE phenomena, a half-width extent

of ~ 5 cm was taken to be the order of the poloidal gradient scale length,

5 cm . (3.92)

Data obtained from the more recent DENSEPACK Langmuir probe data array

which directly samples the poloidal variation in n and T has subsequently ver-

ified this scale size for A6 used in Ref. [80].

Validity of Fluid Model

The fluid description of the edge plasma is valid when the plasma is mag-

netized, Wee, > 1, WeiTi > 1, and particle mean free paths are short compared

to characteristic gradient scale lengths. The nragnetized plasma condition can

be stated when Z ~ 1 as:

2 T3/2 (ev, B(T)
cirij = 2 x 10" 1 (3.93)

p ni(cm-3) A

-cere Wei Ti (3.94)

For typical edge parameters,

wej ri ~ 300 - 1.4 x 104 (3.95)

Wce r, - 1.3 x 104 - 6.1 x 105 , (3.96)
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and, as expected, the magnetized plasma condition is'satisfied in Alcator C edge

plasma.

The fluid model can be used to describe a plasma with gradients parallel

to B as long as

Aii ~z, Ac < All . (3.97)

A useful formula for Asi is

A1, 2.4 x 1013  T 2 (eV)
Z 3 ne,(cZm 3 ) A c

(3.98)

and typical values become

Ai ~ 0.7 - 56 cm . (3.99)

Condition (3.97) is therefore satisfied over most of the density and temperature

ranges at the limiter radius except when both T becomes large and ne small.

In the perpendicular direction, the corresponding scale length constraint is

on the relative size of the poloidal ion gyro radius and perpendicular gradient

scale length,

B pi
BO

(3.100)

pP is evaluated as

pP = 1.02 x 10-2 qlm A 1 2 T 2(e cm
EZ B(T)

100
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and typically,

pp ; 4.1 x 10-2 - 2 x 10-1 cm (3.102)

so that Eq. 3.100 is satisfied for edge plasma conditions except for the uppermost

range on Ti values.

In conclusion, the plasma near the limiter radius in Alcator C is reasonably

approximated as a collisional, two species fluid. Problems can arise when the ion

temperature becomes large as is observed in some cases,73 or the plasma density

becomes much smaller than the density stated in (3.85).

Bulk Plasma Flows.

In order to scale convection and viscosity terms in the fluid equations, an

estimate is needed of the magnitude of ion and electron flow velocities. In the

parallel direction, the ions can acquire the sound speed upon flowing to the

limiter surface. Since the ions carry the bulk flow momentum in the MHD

description, the size scaling for V1 is taken as

Vi - Villa C, . (3.103)

For the electrons, a similar sizing results in

V, Vig I C5 , (3.104)

even though the electrons carry the plasma current. This is because the parallel

drift velocity of the electrons due to parallel E-fields is well under C, in th4

edge plasma.
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Perpendicular to B, the electrons and ions have a fluid flow velocity due to

diffusion, E x B drifts, and diamagnetic flows. It can be shown that the diamag-

netic electron and ion flow velocity contributions to the continuity and energy

equations are small compared to diffusion and E x B velocity contributions. In

the electron and ion energy equations, for example, diamagnetic components of

nV . VT and nTV - V cancel with diamagnetic components of V - q, leaving

only terms which depend on llx7. These remaining terms are down by atB3

least a factor of c from non-diamagnetic terms. Thus, only diffusion and E x B

convection flows need be considered in these equations.

Experimentally, it is found that the cross field particle diffusion rate in the

edge plasma is on the order of Bohm diffusion, implying a size scaling for VD

of

D, -Ven (3.105)

V D 10 T(eV)
16 B(T) A,(cm) c 316

vD 104 T(eV)
Ve acm (3.107)16 B(T) AO(cm)

and typically

V, D 1.8 x 103 - 5.2 x 103 cm/sec (3.108)

VD e 100 - 300 cm/sec . (3.109)
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As an estimate of the perpendicular velocity, due to E x B conve ction,

Pfirsch-Schlilter convection velocities obtained in section 3.2.2 can be used. The

radial component is well under the diffusive velocity while the poloidal compo-

nent can be

V 9 xB ~ 1000 - 1.5 x 105 cm/sec . (3.110)
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3.3.2 Reduced Transport Equations

It is more convenient to, write the two-fluid equations as a single MHD fluid

with the usual definitions:

SnimiV'i + nfeme.V _ V
-- himi + ne me -

J = q(ZniV; - nee)

P = Pe + Pi = n T + nTi .

(3.111)

(3.112)

(3.113)

Using the characteristic parameters discussed in the previous section, one can

examine the magnitude of each term in the full MHD fluid equations. The

following set of reduced MHD transport equations for a steady state edge plasma

with no neutral species is thereby obtained:

Continuity

V-n V = 0

V-J = 0

(3.114)

(3.115)
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Momentum

JxB =VP

mi n (V )VI = -Vl P

Ohm's Law

E + VxB= + _-

_Ji Vi 1Pe VijTe
El = l -il 0.71V T

ai q n q

Energy

3RJ
-nV VTe + nTV Ve = -V - Qrad + R J
2 q n

3
-nV VT, + nT 2V- = -V q - r: VVi + Q-i
2 - -1

(3.116)

(3.117)

(3.118)

(3.119)

(3.120)

(3.121)

The continuity equations, (3.114)-(3.115), and perpendicular momentum

equation, (3.116), are unaffected by the scaling of terms and have the familiar

simple form. The parallel momentum equation, (3.117), retains the convective

derivative of the parallel flow velocity since we are allowing VII : C, at some

point in the plasma. Parallel viscosity in this equation can be significant at some

locations where the convective derivative is small but is not included in (3.117)

for simplicity.
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Ion pressure gradients which drive the diamagnetic ion flow in perpendic-

ular Ohm's law, (3.118), must be included. The classical perpendicular electron

conductivity in (3.118) is small enough to ignore. However, taking nB x (3.118)

leads to an expression for the perpendicular particle flux which contains a clas-

sical diffusion term that depends on 1/a±. Since it is known that perpendicular

diffusion in the edge plasma greatly exceeds this classical value, the cr term can

be rewritten as an effective al term so that

V = Dm'a" Vn , (3.122)
al B 2

and the diffusive flux agrees with experimental values. a* can be considered

as another way to represent a time averaged (5i_ x B) term that would result

when taking (nB x (3.118)) and accounting for turbulent transport driven by low

frequency electrostatic fluctuations.

Parallel Ohm's law contains two additional non-standard terms. The V1Pe

term cannot be ignored in the parallel electron momentum equation while the

0. 7 1V 1 lT, term results from the thermal component, R-, of the electron-ion

momentum transfer term, R.

In the electron energy equation, (3.120), both viscosity and electron-ion

energy transfer terms are dropped compared to the electron conduction term.

Radiative energy losses must be included in this equation. Electron-ion friction

heating, R - J, is also included in (3.120). Parallel currents driven by parallel

temperature gradients such as in Eq. 3.119 can lead to Joule heating that is on

the same order as the V -q. term in Eq. 3.120. Only when the parallel gradient

scale length is large can this term be neglected.

Unfortunately, the ion energy equation is not simplified at all from this

reduction process. Viscosity must be retained since the parallel flow velocity

can have a high shear in the radial direction. The electron-ion energy transfer
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term also becomes important relative to V q, in high density edge plasmas

characteristic of Alcator C.

In summary, Eqs. 3.114-3.121 are identified as an appropriate set of MHD

fluid equations which retain the dominant physics in Alcator C edge plasma. Par-

allel gradients in density in temperature and strong parallel and perpendicular

plasma convection are considered. Since the purpose of obtaining these equa-

tions is to investigate transport in the edge plasma, the neutral particle species

is neglected for simplicity. An additional observation is that diamagnetic flow

velocities implied by Eqs. 3.118, 3.116, and 3.112 do not need to be included in

Eq. 3.114 and Eqs. 3.120-3.121 as long as the diamagnetic components of V - q

are also neglected.
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CHAPTER 4

ALCATOR C EDGE PLASMA

This chapter traces the history of edge plasma phenomena in Alcator C.

Asymmetric limiter damage, first probe measurements in Alcator C, evidence of

MARFEs, and data from a Langmuir probe built to study the MARFE region

are presented. These sections serve as an introduction and summary of observa-

tions in the Alcator C edge plasma before the DENSEPACK probe system was

operated.

4.1 Alcator C Vacuum Vessel and Limiter Geometry

The Alcator C stainless steel vacuum chamber consists of six bellows sec-

tions welded to six wedge-shaped flanges forming a torus as shown in Fig. 4.1.

The bellows wall radius is at r ~ 19.0 cm and the major radius of the tokamak

is RO = 64.0 cm. Each wedge-shaped flange has a set of keyhole slots allowing

perpendicular to B diagnostic access from top, bottom, and outside locations.

Copper Bitter plates which make up the toroidal field magnets occupy the space

between the stainless steel flanges.

A system of 'virtual' limiters is used to protect the vacuum bellows from

thermal plasma loading and runaway electron damage. Each of the six ports has

a set of four stainless steel virtual limiter rings extending into r ; 18.0 cm as

shown.

The main limiter structure in Alcator C consists of segmented molybdenum,

carbon, or SiC coated carbon poloidal ring limiters. Typically, Alcator C oper-

ates with two sets of 16.5 cm radius limiters. A 16.5 cm limiter set is usually

composed of two full poloidal ring segments that straddle the access keyholes

as shown in Fig. 4.1. In this arrangement, the double limiter acts as a single
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poloidal ring limiter at that port, yet it protects diagnostics in the vicinity of

the keyhole.

Alcator C has also operated with single poloidal ring molybdenum lim-

iters of smaller radii, a = 13.0 and a 10.0 cm, in a series of size scaling

experiments. 9 For these experiments, the smaller size limiter diaphragm was

inserted between the 16.5 cm limiters at E-port.
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4.2 Asymmetric Limiter Damage

4.2.1 Qualitative Observations

Alcator C' first began operating in the spring of 1978. At that time, a

single 16.0 cm poloidal molybdenum limiter was used in E-port (see Fig. 4.1).

However, it was found that this single limiter did not adequately unload the edge

plasma, energy and protect the vacuum wall. A virtual limiter in the adjacent

F-port received a sufficiently high power flux to cause it to melt and become

unwelded from the flange wall. The damage pattern indicated that the virtual

limiter had received the most power flux on a location near the bottom of the

poloidal cross-section. This was the first indication that the edge plasma in Al-

cator C was poloidally asynimetric, and it prompted the first series of Langmuir

and heat fix probe measurements in Alcator C. 7

One result of this study was that the high heat flux to the virtual limiter

on F-bottom could be reduced by reversing the toroidal field direction and/or

adding another full poloidal limiter. Consequently, Alcator C has since operated

with at least two or more poloidal limiters when running discharges of minor

radii a Z 16.0 cm.

Limiter damage in Alcator C has always been highly asymmetric. There

are three distinct areas on a given limiter which show high power deposition: 1)

at the upper-inside or 2) lower-inside poloidal positions depending on the limiter

side (electron/ion drift), and 3) at the outside midplane position. These damage

areas are most clearly seen on the 10 cm and 13 cm limiters which were used

in the size scaling experiments. Figure 4.2 summarizes the damage observed on

these limiters. Discharges were run with the toroidal B-field anti-parallel to the

plasma current as shown in Fig. 4.1. These limiters consisted of 12 molybdenum

block segments arranged about a 10 cm or 13 cm radius circle and pinned to

a stainless steel back plate. Associated with the poloidal positions of enhanced
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limiter damage are areas of deposited molybdenum extending to large minor radii

on the stainless steel support plate.

On the side of the limiters which faced the electron drift direction, the

damage pattern indicates that molybdenum blocks near the upper to upper-inside

position received the highest power flux at large minor radii. Molybdenum blocks

show a melted surface extending back from the limiter radius - 1 cm. The

radial extent of the molybdenum deposited on the stainless steel coincides with

the severity of local molybdenum melting and aids in visualizing the poloidally

asymmetric nature of the limiter damage.

On the ion side of the. limiters depicted in Fig. 4.2, the pattern of damage

is instead at bottom to bottom-inside locations. The sharp boundary of the de-

posited molybdenum seen at radii far into the limiter shadow is due the presence

of 16.5 cm molybdenum limiters that remained in Alcator C during these dis-

charges. Thus, the effects of highly asymmetric limiter damage extend at least

~ 6 cm into the lirmiter shadow region.

The third area where the worst limiter melting and erosion occurred was on

the outside midplane. For molybdenum limiters, this location typically displayed

bulk melting, cracking and pitting of the limiter blocks. Carbon limiters did not

show these bulk effects but appeared to be 'shaved down' at the outer midplane

location. Carbon deposits on the vacuum wall were found toroidally about the

limiter location and suggested that carbon was sputtered from the tip of the

limiter and deposited there. This kind of damage was localized to an area at

the limiter radius and did not extend into the limiter shadow or display an

electron/ion side asymmetry as in the above two cases.

It is difficult to assess any more detail of the poloidal distribution of power

flux on these limiters from the damage pattern alone. However, the above picture

presents the overall trend. Unfortunately, the asymmetric deposition pattern

which highlights the poloidal locations of damage to the molybdenum blocks

can only be seen on the 10 cm and 13 cm limiters since the 16.5 cm limiters
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have very little exposed stainless steel structure. However, the pattern of molten

molybdenum on these limiters and the fact that the virtual limiters in F-port

were damaged early in the operation of Alcator C with 16.0 cm limiters indicates

that this kind of asymmetric power loading occurred for these larger minor radii

limiters as well.
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Figure 4.2 Summary of Limiter Damage Observations
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4.2.2 Possible Reasons for Asymmetric Limiter Damage

The localized limiter damage on the outside midplane is most likely due to

runaway electrons; however, the asymmetric damage on the molybdenum blocks

is not so easily explained. Nevertheless, there are a number of possible explana-

tions which come to mind.

Making the assumption that plasma density and temperature is constant

on a flux surface, the asymmetric limiter damage might be explained in terms

of displaced or distorted outer flux surfaces. Figure 4.2 illustrates the magnetic

field direction and damage pattern for the 10 cm and 13 cm limiters. During

a disruption or plasma termination, the plasma may crash inside. Alternatively,

the plasma outer flux surfaces might be systematically misplaced by up to - 0.5

cm inside throughout the duration of many discharges. Such a shift of circular

magnetic flux surfaces could allow the damage regions to be'connected along a

field line to large major radii regions of the plasma. Plasma could then diffuse

from the inner flux surfaces onto these flux surfaces which intercept the limiter

at the damage locations upon a single toroidal pass. However, the asymmetric

damage extends too far into the limiter shadow. This is evident in the top

and bottom damage locations and in the damage to the virtual limiters which

cannot be explained by only an inward shift of circular flux surfaces. These

points place in question the latter hypothesis of a badly positioned steady state

plasma unloading preferentially at these locations.

Assuming that disruptions and/or plasma termination is not the cause of

the limiter damage, one could consider non-circular outer flux surfaces. However.

the limiter damage again extends well into the limiter shadow region, and the

outer flux surfaces are measured to be very nearly circular.7 7

Finally, one could also consider a case when non-uniform density and, or

temperature is allowed to occur on circular flux surfaces in the limiter shadow

plasma. At this point in this discussion of edge asymmetries in Alcator C, the
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only basis for making this assumption is on the theoretical estimate of asym-

metrically perturbed density and temperature profiles in sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.

However, Langmuir probe measurements made by the DENSEPACK probe array

directly show that strong pressure asymmetries always occur in the edge plasma

of Alcator C. A possible connection between asymmetric limiter damage and

asymmetric edge plasma parameters is deferred to chapter 8 when DENSEPACK

data can be suitably presented and discussed.

4.1 First Probe Measurements in Alcator C

4.3.1 Langmuir and Thermocouple Probes

The first investigation of poloidal asymmetries in Alcator C edge plasma

was performed by Hayzen, Overskei, and Moreno.17 The motivation for these

experiments came from the observation of asymmetric damage to virtual limiter

surfaces discussed previously. The experimental -arrangement consisted of a series

of thermocouple probes imbedded in molybdenum blocks as shown in Fig. 4.3.

Langmuir probes were used at the same time and positioned near the set of

molybdenum blocks at F-top in this figure and by themselves at other port

locations. At two poloidal locations on the array, a pair of blocks were mounted

in tandem to allow a comparison between the power flux on the ion and electron

plasma current drift sides.

4.3.2 Experimental Results

Radial profiles of density and electron temperature were obtained using the

two Langmuir probes at F-port and single Langmuir probes at other port loca-

tions. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b display the typical radial density and temperature

profiles that were obtained during the steady state portion of the discharge.
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These particular data were taken at D-bottom but are characteristic of the pro-

files at other locations. Central plasma parameters were I ; 250 - 300 kA,

ii ~~ 2 x 10 1 4 /cm 3 , and B ~ 6 tesla. For these experiments, the number of

limiters as well as the toroidal field direction was changed. Data presented in

Ref. 117] and reproduced in this section is for the three cases of: (1) a full

16.0 cm radius molybdenum ring limiter in both B and E-ports with reversed

toroidal field direction (e in Fig. 4.1); (2) a single limiter in B-port with re-

versed toroidal field (o); and (3) a single limiter in B-port with forward toroidal

field direction (x).

Densities and temperatures inferred by the Langmuir probes were typically

n - 10 1 1 -10 14 /cm 3 and Te - 7-25 eV. The Langmuir probes were used in con-

junction with the thermocouple probes to verify that the heat flux was primarily

due to a thermal flux from the plasma and not due to a high energy electron

or ion component of their distribution functions.

Noting the temperature rise of the molybdenum blocks after the discharge,

the poloidal variation in the time integrated heat flux was obtained near the

bottom of the vacuum chamber at F-port. Figure 4.4c shows the typical poloidal

variation across the array for the three cases. Thermal fluxes on the order 50-

300 kW/cm 2 were estimated at a minor radius of r ~ 17 cm. For all three

cases, a variation of a factor of 20 or more over a poloidal extent of 600 was

measured. Peak heat fluxes occurred near the 00 location in Fig. 4.4c, which

corresponds to the very bottom location in F-port. The toroidal field direction

and number of limiters changed the magnitude of the heat flux, but the poloidal

shape remained unchanged.

The two sets of double molybdenum blocks provided information about the

ion drift side versus electron drift side power loading. Figure 4.4d displays the

ratio of electron side to ion side thermal loading on F-bottom, 5.70 outside.

for cases (1) and (2). For case (3), the ratio is inverted. Unfortunately, data

from case (3) does not extend inside r ~ 17.5 cm, yet there is a clear toroidal
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asymmetry of a factor of 2 or more in the power flux which depends on the

direction of the toroidal field. Furthermore,. when two limiters are used as in

case (1), the toroidal asymmetry increases to a factor of - 6 at a radius of 17

cm.

4.3.3 Possible Reasons for Asymmetric Power Loading

The poloidal and toroidal variation in heat flux to the array of molybdenum

blocks is consistent with the limiter damage pattern discussed in section 4.2.

Case (3) in Figs. 4.4c and 4.4d indicates that the highest power flux at the F-

bottom location in the limiter shadow plasma is on the ion side and peaks near

the bottom-center poloidal position. The damage pattern on the limiter and the

molybdenum deposition pattern on the stainless steel support structure in Fig.

4.2 coincides with these heat flux measurements. The implication is that the

asymmetric heat flux is not occurring only during a disruption or termination

and is not a consequence of superthermal particle fluxes. The asymmetric heat

flux and subsequent asymmetric limiter damage at large radii is more likely a

consequence of poloidally and/or toroidally nonuniform edge plasma conditions

existing throughout the duration of the discharge.

In Ref. [17], noncircular outer flux surfaces in Alcator C were considered

in detail as a possible explanation for the observed poloidal and toroidal heat

flux asymmetry. However, the flux surfaces displayed in Ref. [17] were obtained

by modelling the single turn current in the toroidal field coil and computing

the flux surfaces. Near the edge, the accuracy of the computation is uncertain.

Direct measurements of the outer flux surfaces in Alcator C using a series of

12 poloidal flux loops has since indicated that these surfaces are very nearly

circular 77 . Furthermore, if one assumes that flux surfaces are responsible for the

heat flux asymmetry, then the flux plots in Ref. [171 are inconsistent with the

measured poloidal variation in heat flux shown in Fig. 4.4c for case (3) with BT
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anti-parallel to P,. The flux surfaces plotted in Ref. [17] with BT anti-parallel

to I, are slightly elliptical so that a peak in the heat flux would be expected

near the inside and outside midplane poloidal positions. However, the heat flux-

was still measured to have a maximum at the 0 ~ 0" position in this case (Fig.

4.4c). Finally, the limiter damage in Fig. 4.2 would require a very distorted

outer flux surface to explain the ; 1 cm radial extent of the damage pattern

at minor radii r ~ 10 cm. The hypothesis of a flux surface distorted to this

degree is inconsistent with both the measured poloidal flux and the theoretical

flux plots displayed in Ref. [17].

The conclusion drawn from looking at the limiter damage and heat flux

measurements is that edge plasma conditions are most likely nonuniform on a

flux surface in the limiter shadow plasma region of Alcator C. As indicated in

the previous section, this hypothesis is consistent with the data obtained by the

DENSEPACK Langmuir probe array and is discussed in detail in chapters 7 and

8.
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4.4 MAR-FES

The edge plasma in Alcator C can exhibit a strong poloidal asymmetry in

local radiated power. At moderate to high densities and/or low plasma currents,

a cooler, radiating plasma region forms typically just above the inside midplane

of the torus extending a 300 in poloidal angle and 3600 in toroidal angle. This

phenomenon is referred to as a 'MARFE' in Alcator C2,3,,5 5 and a similar phe-

nomenon in other tokamaks has since been detected. 6 54 " 2 0 This section reviews

the principle observations of MARFEs in Alcator C as background for discussion

in later chapters.

4.4.1 Asymmetric Edge Radiation

Diagnostic traces for a typical discharge which exhibited a MARFE at 120

ms are shown in Fig. 4.5. Central parameters for this discharge were B ~ 8

tesla, ii, - 2.5 x 10", I, ~ 400 kA. The central line-averaged density vertical

cord in trace (b) shows a smooth increase, leveling, and decay of plasma density,

typical of all discharges. On the other hand, the inside vertical chord in trace

(a) appears to be interrupted 120 ms into the discharge. At this time, the

interferometer beam is scattered or refracted and not seen by the collection

optics. The total radiated power as inferred by a bolometer looking along a

vertical chord on the inside in trace (c) increases at 120 ms and remains at

a higher level throughout the duration of the MARFE event. A similar time

behavior is seen on non-spatially resolved H,, and C"' line emission in the

remaining two traces.

The location of the MARFE region in the poloidal plane is obtained by si-

multaneously monitoring the enhanced emission on a vertically viewing bolome-

ter array and a' horizontally viewing visible continuum array. Figure 4.6 shows

brightness profiles obtained by these two diagnostics for a non-MARFE and a
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MARFE discharge, It is thereby determined that the radiating region is re-

stricted to the upper-inside location of the poloidal cross-section as shown.

The toroidal extent of the emission region was investigated as well. A 16

chord horizontally viewing H, array system (discussed in chapter 5) was used

to obtain vertical brightness profiles as in Fig. 4.6 at different port locations.

The radiating region was found to extend 3600 toroidally and appeared to be

toroidally symmetric, not following field lines.

It seemed curious that the MARFE region typically appeared on the upper-

inside location rather than on the midplane or lower-inside locations. It was

thought that the direction of the B-field might play a role similar to the way that

it affects heat flux asymmetries discussed in the previous section. Consequently,

for a limited number of discharges, the direction of the toroidal magnetic field

was reversed while the vertical brightness profile was monitored using the same

Ha array. The emission profile was found in fact to peak at the lower-inside

position. However, there were a number of discharges where the emission profile

peaked on the inside midplane or at the usual upper-inside position.
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4.4.2 Edge Density

The 'breakup' of the inside interferometer in Fig. 4.5 signifying the begin-

ning of the MARFE suggests that edge density conditions change in conjunction

with a MARFE. The most probable- explanation outlined in Ref. [5] for the loss

of signal is that during a MARFE a strong density gradient develops perpendic-

ular to the path of the probe beam (wavelength = 119 pm). A perpendicular

gradient of a ; 10 15/cm 4 is sufficient to refract the interferometer beam out

of the field of view of the detector.

The interferometer beams pass vertically between the limiter set in B-port

(see Fig. 4.1). A very sharp radial density e-folding length in the limiter shadow

is therefore expected since the effective 'L' length (see Eq. 3.9) is L ~ 1.2 cm

in the gap between limiters. Scaling A, in this region (region A) from An and

L at non-limiter port locations region (B)

LA _ 0.3 1 = 0.033 cm. (4.1)

Since the inside interferometer beam passes ; 450 with respect to the radial

direction, it might be possible to explain the 'break-up' as a refraction due to

this sharp gradient. In this case, the condition for refraction of a > 1015/cm 4

becomes

j7n 20 nxL 20 na A n0'5 /cm 4  (4.2)

which could be satisfied at the limiter radius when the density there exceeds

na Z 5x1013 /cm 3 . However, there is other evidence suggesting that the refraction

does not necessarily occur in the shadow region.
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During the confinement size scaling experiments when single, 10 cm and

13 cm minor radius poloidal limiters were inserted in E-port, MARFEs were

observed. The corresponding inside interferometer channel for these geometries

exhibited the same 'break-up' feature as previously shown in Fig. 4.5. Since

there was negligible plasma between the limiter gap for these experiments, the

short limiter shadow scrape-off length argument does not apply. 'It is more likely

that the interferometer beam is being refracted at radii just inside the limiter

radius.

Further evidence supporting this hypothesis comes from the observation of

anomalously high line-averaged densities on the inside interferometer channel for

some MARFE discharges. Figure 4.7 displays the interferometer output from

three vertical chords at -12.0 cm, -6.0 cm, and +1.3 cm. Central plasma pa-

rameters were B ~ 8 tesla, Ip ~ 200 kA in a 16.5 cm radius plasma. The central

interferometer channel displays a peak line-averaged density of 1.3 x 10 4 /cm 3 .

The -6.0 cm channel in trace (b) peaks at a- value of 1.2 x 10 1 4 /cm 3 , which 'is

typical for the radial density profiles in Alcator C. Trace (c), on the other hand,

records a line-averaged density at -12.0 cm which exceeds the central chord value

by a factor of - 2 before the signal is lost. This implies that there exists a

localized high density plasma region in the path of the beam. Furthermore, the

detection of this high density plasma region preceeds the enhanced H" emission

and interferometer break-up which defines the beginning of a MARFE event.

The inside interferometer chord length in an a = 16.5 cm plasma is - 22 cm.

It is not likely that this density asymmetry extends very far to inner flux surfaces

where parallel transport is high. On the other hand, edge probe measurements

do not record such a high density in the limiter shadow region. Therefore, in

order to explain the high density recorded by the inside interferometer and yet

retain poloidally symmetric inner flux surfaces, a poloidally asymmetric high

density plasma must exist just inside the limiter radius. The high line integral

density and subsequent refraction of the inside interferometer beam suggests that
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a plasma density on the order n - 1015 /cm 3 over a distance of - 1 cm might

be forming near the limiter radius. Such a situation of a' high density plasma

occurring near limiter surfaces has been observed in Doublet III

In summary, it is conceivable that highly asymmetric plasma density and

sharp density gradients exist inside the limiter radius and are responsible for

refracting the inside interferometer beam. In any case, the edge plasma density

in Alcator C is found to be highly poloidally asymmetric in discharges which

display a MARFE. The density asymmetry appears before the enhanced radiation

is detected and implies that cooling via radiation of the MARFE region itself is

not solely responsible for the density asymmetry.
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4.4.3 MARFE Probe

In order to investigate MARFE phenomena further, a Langrmuir probe was

constructed to directly sample plasma in the limiter shadow at the upper-inside

location.. The 'MARFE Probe' shown in Fig. 4.8 used the inside keyhole on the

top of F-port. Radial profiles of ion density, electron temperature and fluctua-

tions just before and during a MARFE are shown in Fig. 4.9. The ion density

profile fits an exponential for both cases, but the scrape-off length increases al-

most a factor of 2 during a MARFE. The density. at the limiter radius does not

appear to change during the MARFE, whereas at larger minor radii, a dramatic

density change takes place.

It should be pointed out that the absolute density calibration for the data

shown here is uncertain. The densities displayed seem to be high, by a factor of

2-10, considering subsequent data taken by the DENSEPACK probe array at this

same poloidal location (chapter 7). The MARFE probe collection area was not

accurately known and/or incorrectly used in reducing this data. Nevertheless,

this data does display the relative change in edge conditions during a MARFE.

The radial electron temperature profile in Fig. 4.9b also changes when a

MARFE occurs. Without a MARFE, typical temperatures at the limiter radius

are - 20 eV. During a MARFE, the electron temperature falls to a ; 10 eV

level. This is consistent with the hypothesis that a MARFE is a consequence of

a local radiation thermal instability.

The fluctuation level in the ion saturation current collected by the MARFE

probe is displayed versus radial position in Fig. 4.9c. The abscissa displays

the RMS amplitude of the ion saturation current, J,,t, about the mean value

normalized to the mean value for a sampling period of 10 ms. J,,t includes

frequencies up to 10 KHz. Before a MARFE, the radial profile of fluctuations

spans values of 0.06-0.25. During a MARFE, the fluctuation amplitude increases

to 0.15-0.3 with some stray points around 0.4-0.5. This data suggests that there
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might be a connection between the increased fluctuation level and the observed

flattening of the radial density profile through increased turbulent transport.

CO 2 laser scattering recorded a strong increase in the level of density fluctuations

in the MARFE region.5 Also, FIR laser absorbtion measurements indicated an

anomalously high nonresonant absorbtion or scattering of FIR radiation just

prior to and/or during the MARFE. 79 The latter measurement was made along

a horizontal chord slightly above the plasma midplane.
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4.4.4 MARFE Threshold Parameters

MARFEs do not occur in all discharges in Alcator C. There appears to be

a fixed range of central plasma densities and currents where a MARFE does and

does not occur. Holding the plasma current constant, the MARFE threshold cen-

tral density can be found by raising the density until a MARFE is detected. Re-

peating this procedure for various currents allows a mapping of MARFE threshold

central line-averaged densities, ie(= nm) and plasma currents, I,, as is shown

in Fig. 4.10. A constant nm/Ip line passing through these data points is also

shown and yields a value of

__ th5.4 x 1011 /kA cm 3  
(4.3)

jp thres.

It appears, therefore that a MARFE, occurs whenever the critical ie/Ip

value given by Eq. 4.3 was reached or exceeded. This result is similar to the

observed n/I, scaling for the formation of cold, high density plasmas near the

limiter in Doublet III4 where r. is the vertical elongation. A critical value of

nic/I, inferred from Ref. [4] is

thres. - 9 x 101 /kA cm 3  (4.4)

which is similar to the Alcator C MARFE threshold relationship above.

It is possible to induce a MARFE 'at lower values of iie/Ip than in Eq. 4.3

by the injection of low-Z gaseous impurities. As discussed in Ref. [5}, a MARFE

can be triggered by puffing nitrogen into a non-MARFE discharge. This result

further supports the radiation thermal instability model and/or a Z-dependent

asymmetric perpendicular transport such as Pfirsch-Schliter convection discussed

in chapter 3. A further discussion of MARFE threshold parameters relevant to

data obtained by the DENSEPACK probe array is included in chapter 9.
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II EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

CHAPTER 5

EDGE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

As indicated in the previous chapter, the edge plasma of Alcator C exhibits

strong poloidal asymmetries through non-uniform limiter power loading and en-

hanced edge radiation characteristic of a MARFE. The idea of a fixed array of

Langmuir probes, 'DENSEPACK', grew from the need to map the poloidal varia-

tions in n and T over short distances in the limiter shadow plasma. DENSEPACK,

a poloidal array of 80 Langmuir probes and the principal diagnostic developed

during the course of this thesis, is described in detail in this chapter. A visi-

ble light imaging system was also developed to follow spatially the location and

size of enhanced H, emission in the edge. This system was used in conjunc-

tion with DENSEPACK to correlate changes in edge plasma parameters during

the occurence of a MARFE. Other diagnostics which are described in remaining

parts of this chapter include a system of twelve poloidal flux loops operated and

analyzed by P. Pribyl7 7 for outer flux surface shape and position.
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5.1 DENSEPACK Hardware

5.1.1 Probe Array Structure

A system of 80 Langmuir probes, 'DENSEPACK', was used to study plasma

in the limiter shadow region of Alcator C. The probe array shown in Fig. 5.1

and 5.2 consists of three different length molybdenum probes mounted with ~

1 cm poloidal spacing on a rigid stainless steel support ring. Plasma is sampled

at minor radii 16.8, 17.2, and 17.6 cm over a poloidal angular extent of 360*

excluding two - 40" segments on top and bottom. The stainless steel support

ring is divided into six segments which are inserted through the access keyhole

slots and clamped into place with wedge-shaped expansion blocks. The outer

radius of the support ring is designed to rest against the vacuum vessel wall,

insuring that the ring structure is positioned accurately with respect to minor

radius. The inner radius of the support ring is at 18.0 cm which coincides with

the radial extent of the nearby virtual limiters.

Data aquisition electronics (discussed in section 5.1.4) allow 30 probes to

be operated simultaneously. The goal was to map out any poloidal variations

in plasma density and temperature, particularly during those discharges which

exhibit a MARFE event. Through the use of fast analog-to-digital converters,

this system was also used to look for large spatial scale fluctuation correlations

between probes.
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5.1.2 Shadow Plasma Geometry

Two physical configurations of both DENSEPACK and Alcator C's poloidal

ring limiters were used. The first configuration, "'A", is diagrammed in Fig. 5.3.

In this configuration, the full array of probes is installed with both a complete

and a partial (3/4) poloidal ring of carbon limiters located ~ 600 and - 120'

toroidally away from DENSEPACK. The double limiter ring segments straddle the

Lower Hybrid Radio Frequency (LHRF) waveguides and allow unimpeded launch-

ing of RF power in the electron drift direction for current drive. This limiter

configuration scrapes off the plasma on the DENSEPACK half of the torus with

poloidal uniformity. Consequently, poloidal variations in edge plasma parameters

were studied using configuration A.

The exposed probe tip lengths were measured and recorded before instal-

lation. After ten run-days, DENSEPACK was inspected with a fiber optic scope.

Only minor pitting and melting was observed on most of the probe tip surfaces.

Partial melting of the molybdenum tip and molybdenum sheath tubing was de-

tected on the upper and lower inside probes, particularly on the longest probes.

Data obtained from these probes late in DENSEPACK operation is treated with

caution due to the uncertainty in probe collection area. Plasma density inferred

from these probes is taken as a lower limit since the probe area generally de-

creases with increasing damage. Parameters such as electron temperature and

floating potential which do not depend on the collection area remain unaffected.

After fourteen run-days in configuration A, DENSEPACK was removed. A

total of six damaged long probes on the upper and lower inside were cut and

reworked as medium-length probes. DENSEPACK was re-installed and operated

for 16 more run-days in configuration B.

Configuration B, shown in Fig. 5.4, utilized only the inside half of the array

to make room for a LHRF waveguide on the outside. A small outside limiter

segment (1/4 ring) was installed at D-port, and the limiters in the adjacent B-

port were all changed to 3/4 rings. The pellet injector87 was installed at E-port.
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The primary focus of study with configuration B was on changes in edge plasma

parameters during RF heating and pellet fueling.
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5.1.3 Detail of Probe Assembly

A close-up view of the upper-inside segment of the DENSEPACK probe as-

sembly is shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. Figure 5.7 shows a detailed schematic for

the assembly of an individual probe. Each Langmuir probe consists of a 1 mm

diameter molybdenum wire with an exposed length of - 1 mm. The remaining

wire length is insulated from plasma by a Al 2 0s sleeve which is thermally pro-

tected by an outer, electrically-floating molybdenum sheath. A spring roll pin

interlocks with a groove on the ceramic sleeve securing it to the stainless steel

support ring. A small molybdenum button is e-beam welded to the molybdenum

sheath and traps the sheath on another groove on the ceramic sleeve.

Current is -carried in vacuum to each probe through a single conductor

mineral insulated cable. A 0.032 inch diameter copper conductor size was chosen

to minimize the voltage drop in the cable and provide a thermal conduction

path for probe cooling between shots. A 850' C copper to molybdenum braze

provides a good electrical and thermal connection between the probe wire and

copper conductor. The other end of the mineral-insulated cable connects to high

vacuum feedthroughs at the port access flange. Instrumentation cables carry

current on the air side of the feedthroughs to probe driver and data aquisition

electronics in a nearby isolated rack.
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Figure 5.5 Close-Up Photograph of Upper-Inside Segment of DENSEPACK
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5.1.4 Probe Driver and Data Acquisition Electronics

A conceptual diagram of the DENSEPACK probe electronics system is shown

in Fig. 5.8. Probe voltage is maintained on a common feed line by two 1400

Watt TECRON 7570 audio amplifiers which are driven by two TEKTRONIX

502 function generators. The TECRON amplifiers provide up to 40 amps of

total probe current in the range of ±80 volts for frequencies less than 40 KHz.

A triangular voltage waveform sweeping from -60 to +40 volts at 100 Hz was

typically programmed to drive the Langmuir probes. Data was also taken with

a 5 KHz sweep frequency although above 5 KHz, displacement current due to

stray capacitance starts to appear as probe current on the current monitors. The

electronics did not have any stray capacitance compensation since the system was

designed to be operated at frequencies less than 5 KHz. In any case, whatever

stray capacitance component remaining was numerically subtracted out during

data processing.

Voltage outputs corresponding to the gang bias voltage'and individual probe

currents were digitized and stored by two types of CAMAC modules. Two

LeCroy 8212 CAMAC units were used to store a total of 32 channels of data

with a sampling rate of 10 KHz for 600 msec. Sixteen of these channels where

also sampled at 1 MHz by four LeCroy 8210 units with an 8 msec storage ca-

pacity. Ten pole Tchebyshev-Ellipsoidal lowpass filters with a cutoff frequency

of 416 KHz were inserted before the fast digitizers to suppress digital aliasing

below -60 db for frequencies greater than 500 KHz.

The system was set up to drive 30 of the 80 Langmuir probes during a

single discharge. Any combination of 30 probes could be selected via a patch

panel located on the back of the electronics rack. Maximum currents drawn by

the longest probes could sometimes exceed 2 amps. Each probe driver line had

a 1-2 amp fuse in series with the probe for protection against shorted probe

wires or to shut down the probe should it receive too much power flux.
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A switch selectable current monitor load resistor was used to maintain the

optimum signal to noise ratio over a wide range of collected current. The design

criteria was to have a typical voltage drop across this resistor of ~ 1 volt. Due

to large radial and poloidal variations in plasma density, a switch selectable

resistance range of at least 1-200 ohms was necessary. Further details of the

probe current monitor and bias voltage circuitry are outlined in Appendix C.

All probe driver and digital data storage electronics were grounded at the

C-port, top location on Alcator C's vacuum vessel. This common ground point

eliminated the need for isolation amplifiers and the associated loss of frequency

response. A 5 KVA isolation transformer provided power to the insulated rack

and cable trays. Digital data stored in the CAMAC units was read out by

Alcator C's VAX computer between plasma shots via a fiber optic link.
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5.1.5 Typical Raw Voltage and Current Traces from DENSEPACK

Each of the 30 driven DENSEPACK probes was operated in one of three

modes: sweep mode, ion saturation mode, and floating potential mode. Figure

5.9 displays typical current and probe voltage traces that were recorded on the

LeCroy 8212 Data Loggers for a r = 16.8 cm probe in sweep mode. A triangular

bias voltage waveform of 100 Hz spanning +40 to -60 volts is used. Current

collected by the probe displays the usual Langmuir characteristic from the begin-

ing of the discharge at 40 ms to the end at 490 ms. With a, digitizer sampling

rate of 10 kHz, 50 data points are recorded during a -60 V to +40 V or +40 V

to -60 V sweep. A 1 fl series load resistor was selected to monitor this probe

current. Ion saturation is achieved around -15 to -25 volts and fluctuations in

plasma density appear as 'hash' on the signal. Downward 'spikes' in the current

trace can be seen as the probe is biased more positively to collect electrons. On

closer inspection these 'spikes' have an exponential dependence on voltage and

suggest a maxwellian distribution of electron particle velocities. Electron satura-

tion is not achieved at the maximum positive potential of +40 volts. Maximum

collection currents of - 1 amp become the limiting factor in setting the range of

bias for electron collection. Further details of the probe characteristic and fitting

technique can be found in chapter 6.
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Figure 5.10 displays a typical probe current trace versus time for a probe

biased in ion saturation mode and a typical probe voltage trace versus time in

floating potential mode. In ion saturation mode, the TECRON amplifier was

held at -60 volts throughout the duration of the discharge. Ion saturation

mode was used primarily to record density fluctuations on the 1 MHz LeCroy

8210 digitizers. The probe floating potential displayed in Fig. 5.10 is obtained by

disconnecting the probe from the main feed bus and monitoring the zero current

or 'floating' probe potential. Both floating potential and ion saturation modes

were not used as often as sweep mode was since the ion saturation current and

floating potential could be deduced from the complete Langmuir characteristic.
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5.2 Hc. Camera Imaging System

A simple visible light imaging system illustrated in Fig. .5.11 was built to

monitor non-uniformities in edge plasma radiation particularly during a MARFE

event. A linear array of 16 silicon PIN photodiodes is positioned in the focal

plane of a PENTAX K-1000 SLR camera body. Four LF347N quad FET input

op-amps mounted in the camera back convert each diode current to an output

voltage with a fixed gain of 1 volt/pamp. The signals are further amplified xi-

x1OO through a sixteen channel gain selectable amplifier box. Finally, the output

signals are digitized and recorded in a Lecroy model 8212 CAMAC data logger.

Data in each channel is digitized at 5 kHZ and stored for 400 ms.

The use of a standard PENTAX camera body as the base of the optical

system allowed readily available SLR camera lenses to be utilized, eliminating the

need for custom designed optics. Light passing through the lenses was focused

onto the photodiode array just as it would normally focus on the film. In

addition, a gradicule mask in the viewfinder enabled the 16 photodiodes to be

aimed and focused onto the desired location in the plasma, thereby bypassing the

usual uncertainty and complication associated with an external optical alignment

procedure.

Since the system was based on glass optical elements and silicon photodiode

detectors, any plasma emission in the visible wavelengths could be monitored.

Typically, a 30 A bandpass interference filter centered about A = 6563 A was

placed in front of the lens to restrict the spectral response to the 3 -+ 2 hydrogen

Balmer line transition, H,. Weaker spectral lines such as from CI could be

monitored but the signal to noise ratio of the photodiode detector system became

limiting. This system was also successfully used to record visible continuum

emission in a 1000-600 A region centered about A = 5500 A, similar to a 20

channel fiber optic system at Alcator C based on photomultiplier tubes.8-8
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The camera system was compact and could be held in one hand. Conse-

quently, it was easily moved and realigned at any available access port. Since

the view of the plasma in Alcator C is through a narrow rectangular keyhole, a

linear array of photodiodes was most appropriate. Lenses were selected to view

the desired vertical extent when looking from an outside keyhole or in-out extent

when looking through a top or bottom keyhole. Extender tubes were used, for

long focal length telephoto lenses in order to achieve the required close focusing

distance. When the light emission became very bright, such as H, emission at

a limiter location, the camera could be 'stopped down' to avoid saturation and

achieve the optimum dynamic range.

This camera system was primarily used to correlate spatial changes in H"

brightness with changes in edge plasma parameters detected by the DENSEPACK

array. Brightness profiles from this H, diagnostic along with DENSEPACK data

during MARFE phenomena are presented in chapter 11.
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5.3 Other Diagnostics

.In addition to the usual traces of plasma current inferred from a Rogowsky

coil and line averaged densities via a laser interferometer system, there are a

number of other diagnostics which were relied upon in this study of the Alcator

C edge plasma. Figure 5.12 displays output from other diagnostics that were

recorded along with DENSEPACK probe data.

The inside interferometer cord at -12 cm in trace (c) was used to detect

MARFE activity. The central soft X-ray channel, (d), and central visible contin-

uum brightness, (e), were used to detect anomalous conditions such as a sudden

increase in impurity concentrations due to a 'natural' impurity injection. In ad-

dition, the visible continuum brightness allowed an unambiguous following of the

rapid density increase during a pellet injection. (The interferometer can change

by an unknown number of fringes.) The output of a non-spatially resolving H,

detector, (f), was typically recorded to monitor MARFE activity. Finally, output

from cos# and saddle coil magnetic pickup loops were processed to indicate the

outer flux surface in-out, (g), and up-down, (h), plasma position.

One important result of the DENSEPACK probe study was that plasma

pressure is not constant on a flux surface in the Alcator C limiter shadow plasma.

In support of this finding is the data obtained by a series of twelve poloidal flux

loops used to reconstruct the outer flux surface shape and position. Consquently,

a brief discussion of the flux surface measurement and determination is in order.
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5.3.1 Outer Flux Surface Measurement

An array of twelve poloidal flux loops used to infer the outer magnetic flux

surface shape is diagrammed in Fig. .5.13. Details of data analysis from this

diagnostic are presented in Ref. [77].

The poloidal field pickup coils are located on the vacuum chamber surface

and are absolutely calibrated to within - 0.5% . Maxwell's equations are solved

in toroidal coordinates and used to interpolate for the magnetic field between

loops and in the vacuum region surrounding the plasma. This 'vacuum region'

approximation is valid everywhere that there is no significant toroidal current

which includes the region between the vacuum chamber wall and the limiter

radius. Once the field is determined, the outer flux surfaces can easily be drawn.

Toroidal harmonic amplitudes of the poloidal field are fitted to the data

from the twelve pickup loops. Consequently, the accuracy of the low order har-

monics is very good and not sensitive to random errors in flux loop calibrations.

The error in the inferred shape of the last closed flux surface (tangent to the

limiter) is estimated to be less than 0.5 mm.11 8 Plots of magnetic flux sur-

faces inferred by this diagnostic along with pressure surfaces inferred by the

DENSEPACK probe array are included in chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 6

DENSEPACK PROBE DATA ANALYSIS

In a typical plasma shot, DENSEPACK can generate over 100 Langmuir

probe characteristics for each of the 30 data channels. Much effort was spent

on developing a series of data processing programs and in particular a numerical

algorithm to facilitate fitting many probe characteristics in a fast and reliable

way. Section 6.1 outlines the overall data acquisition, display, and storage pro-

cedure which was needed in order to handle the high volume of data. Sections

6.2 and 6.3 discuss Langmuir probe characteristic models and fitting procedures

which were used in DENSEPACK data analysis. A probe characteristic model

based on the work of Stangeby" is presented which includes perpendicular dif-

fusion into the particle collection flux tube. Appendix D includes more details

of a fast numerical algorithm which was developed to infer density, electron tem-

perature, floating potential, space potential, and estimates of the corresponding

uncertainties from fitting the Langmuir characteristic.

6.1 Data Processing

Starting with the raw digital data stored in LeCroy 8212 and 8210 data log-

gers and producing a graphic display of constant density or temperature contours

in the edge plasma in Alcator C involves the execution of a number of successive

data reduction, archiving, and display programs. The multiple steps that occur

in this data processing is presented chronologically in this section beginning with

raw data acquisition and ending with a description of a DENSEPACK database

program.
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6.1.1 Raw Data Acquisition and Display

During an Alcator C run, data is archived and displayed as shown in Fig.

6.1. Diagram (a) depicts the flow of data during execution of a data aquisition

program, 'PROBE', which is run after each shot. DENSEPACK, data stored in

CAMAC memory modules is read out, combined with other diagnostics' output,

such as plasma current and density, and stored in a disk file. The DENSEPACK

configuration and load resistor settings are read from a set-up file and saved

as header information in the raw data file. A separate editor program allows

information to be updated in the set-up file any time changes are made in the

DENSEPACK hardware.

Between plasma shots, raw data stored in the disk files can be displayed

in graphical form on the terminal, (b). A number of programs are available to

display all 8212 channels, all 8210 channels, or all other diagnostic channels that

were recorded for a quick check of the system's operation. Alternatively, any one

channel can be displayed in detail.
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6.1.2 Data Reduction and Archiving

Figure 6.2 diagrams procedures used after a run to. summarize, reduce,

and archive data for later reference. A, more tangible record of the raw data

accumulated during the day is first produced using hardcopy programs, (a),

which output all data channels on a three page summary for each shot.

The task of reducing raw probe data into plasma parameters such as density

and temperature is then handled by the program 'DPACK' in Fig. 6.2, (b). The

raw data files are read in, fitted, and a reduced data file is generated. Optimized

fitting parameters and program control parameters are stored in a menu file.

This allows the program to be easily executed as a batch job to process data

from many plasma shots. Section 6.3 and Appendix D cover the data fitting

section of the program 'DPACK' in more detail.

Once the probe data for a particular day is reduced, it is copied along with

the raw data to magnetic tape for permanent storage, (c). A log file records the

file names archived on a given tape. volume for later reference. Data files on the

disk drive are cleared to reserve space for new data.
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6.1.3 Reduced Data Display Programs

The benefit of reducing all the probe data beforehand in the program

'DPACK' is that the data can then be reviewed with fast, easy access and plot-

ted in a number of different formats. Figure 6.3 shows a simple single channel

display program, (a), and a more complex multiple probe, 3-D display program,

(b). The multiple probe data display' program, 'DPKPLOT', can plot directly

inferred plasma parameters such as density, electron temperature, and floating

potential as a function of time, radius, or poloidal angle. Three-dimensional

surfaces or contour plots representing the data can be displayed.

The program also has the capability of plotting in the same 3-D or contour

plot format quantities which are calculated from the reduced probe data. This

feature was incorporated to study the particle and energy balance in the limiter

shadow region. Terms in the continuity and energy equations can be computed

directly from probe data and displayed versus spatial position.

The 'DPKPLOT' program is controlled via a menu file and all output can

be directed to the terminal or sent to a graphics line printer. Most of the

graphics is based on a software package obtained from NCAR. 8 9
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6.1.4 DENSEPACK Database Programs

Typically, one or two days of DENSEPACK data completely fill a magnetic

tape reel. In order to correlate edge plasma parameters with central plasma

parameters in a systematic way, a database generating program was written

(DPKBASE). 'DPKBASE' summarizes DENSEPACK and central plasma param-

eter data from each discharge and writes it in a common database file. Figure

6.4 shows the operation of 'DPKBASE' and a corresponding database display

program, 'DBPLOT'. The database file contains central and edge plasma param-

eters at four specifiable times during each plasma shot. The display program

allows the user to choose any quantity in the database as the independent and

dependent variable for a graph. Data before or after an event such as a pel-

let injection can be selected. Maximum and minimum value restrictions can be

applied to any or all variables to 'window-in' on a particular subset of data.

This feature allows the selection and plotting of shots with only certain plasma

currents, densities, or horizontal position, for example. The program utilizes an

advanced graphics package developed by McCool90 which handles multiple labled

axes and includes an extensive library of interactive features.
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6.2 Probe Characteristic Models

There have been many treatments of the plasma-sheath problem published

in connection with electric probes since Tonks and Langmuir. Unfortunately, no

complete and rigorous theory exists to cover the many regimes that a Lang-

muir probe can operate. Nevertheless, there are a number of well established

rules which govern the plasma near a metallic surface. The general features of

a Langmuir probe characteristic can be understood in terms of these rules. For-

tunately, when they are employed to analyze Langmuir probe data, they yield

results which are typically accurate to within the experimental uncertainty of

the data itself.

The first part of this section discusses relationships useful for Langmuir

probe data analysis. A first-cut Langmuir probe characteristic model based on

these relationships is stated. Some refinements of the probe model are then

mentioned in a section on Langmuir probes in a magnetized plasma and in a

section on a model developed by Stangeby.19

6.2.1 General Features of a Langmuir Probe Characteristic

As discussed in section 2.2, a consequence of a metallic surface in contact

with a plasma is that a sheath region of a few debye lengths thick forms at the

surface-plasma interface. For an electrically floating surface, the sheath potential

drop acts to equalize the impinging electron and ion currents. A pre-sheath

electric potential variation farther away from the surface is also established to

insure that the ions arrive at the sheath edge with a velocity characteristic of

the sound speed. This 'Bohm sheath criterion' must be satisfied in order for a

stable sheath to exist. From both a collisionless-kinetic and a fluid treatment of

the presheath, the density at the sheath edge is found to be approximately 1 2

the density far away from the probe. Thus, a simple estimate of electron and

ion fluxes to a floating surface is
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1
re =ZI i ~ no C,, (6.1)

2

Where no is the electron density far away from the probe, and Z. is the ion

charge.

When the surface is biased negatively with respect to the floating potential,

electrons are repelled by the increased sheath drop, but ions arrive at the sheath

edge with the same sound speed flow., Therefore, at large negative biases, one

expects that only the ions will be collected at a 'saturated' rate

1
ZiF - no C,. (6.2)

2

Biasing the surface more positively with respect to the floating potential

reduces the sheath potential drop, allowing more electrons to be collected. For

a maxwellian distribution of electrons, the collected electron flux will depend

on the probe potential, VP, relative to the plasma space potential far away, V,,

through a Boltzmann factor

Fe ~ no Ce e(v,,-V)/T . (6.3)
4

For Vp > V,, Eq. 6.3 breaks down since the electrons cannot be collected

any faster then the unimpeded random flux,

1-
FeMa = 4no Ce , (6.4)

with Ce = V/8qTe/7rme. (Here and throughout this section the electron temper-

ature is in eV and all other units are in MKS.) At these positive biases, the
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sheath and the density around the probe can be greatly perturbed. In general,

it is not easy to determine the proper value for n in Eq. 6.4.

The potential that a probe acquires when no net current is drawn is termed

the 'floating potential', Vf. Vf can be simply estimated by setting equal Eqs.

6.1 and 6.3, resulting in

V = V, - TeI n 2 Mi1/2 . (6.5)
7r m,

For hydrogen, the floating potential is approximately

Vf : V, - 3.5 Te. (6.6)

Equation 6.5 must be derived from a more complete model to predict accurately

the floating potential in the presence of finite temperature ions or secondary

electron emission from the probe surface.

In a magnetized plasma, any metallic surface extending over many ion Lar-

mor radii will collect current primarily along the field lines. Thus, the surface

can be considered to act as a one-dimensional probe which conceptually simpli-

fies the geometry. The appropriate current collecting surface then becomes the

total perpendicular projected area.
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Combining Eqs. 6.1-6.3 for a plane collection area, Ap, yields a first-cut

estimate for the probe characteristic

1 C, C e(V,-v)/T ; for Vp < V, (6.7)
q AP no 2 4

I(V,) I
q ) -- C ; for Vp ;> V, , (6.8)

q A,,no 4

which is graphed in Fig. 6.5. Notice that there is a disagreement in the probe

current predicted by Eqs. 6.7 and 6.8 at V = V,. However, since IC is much

larger than -C, the latter term can be neglected in the electron saturation

regime. A more precise treatment would include finite temperature ion effects

to properly match these two regimes.

When the probe is biased at the space potential, Va, no sheath exists and

the electrons are collected at the random flux rate in this simple theory. In

practice, the sharp 'knee' at the space potential is not observed. A more typically

observed curve for the electron saturation regime is sketched in Fig. 6.5. The

location of the V, point on the characteristic is therefore not well defined. In

addition, the electron saturation flux given by Eq. 6.4 is rarely seen even for

very large positive biases. This effect is due to the limited rate at which electrons

can diffuse perpendicularly into the collecting flux tube. The following sections

consider this and other effects as refinements to the characteristic model.
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6.2.2 Langmuir Probe in a Magnetized Plasma

A probe immersed in a magnetized plasma collects particles along the mag-

netic field as shown in Fig. 6.6. The probe surface is a particle sink which is

balanced by particle fluxes parallel and perpendicular to B. The parallel mobil-

ity of particles is much greater than perpendicular mobility, causing the-probe to

collect particles primarily along a 'flux tube'. The implication is that the Lang-

muir probe does not sample plasma parameters immediately about the probe but

rather samples average plasma parameters over a long parallel collection region.

The parallel extent of this region, d, can be simply estimated by equating the

perpendicular fluxes to the total current collected by a square probe with area

s2 as drawn in Fig. 6.6. Assuming that the characteristic density gradient scale

length perpendicular to B is ~ n/s and that Eq. 6.1 applies for a floating probe,

one obtains the relation7 0

4 D n d = nCs .2 (6.9)2

Using the relationship for D 1 given by Eq. 3.10, d can be written as

d L s2
8 .~ (6.10)n

For DENSEPACK probes with s ~ 0.12 cm, L z 100 cm, A- X .3 cm, d is

approximately

d ~:: 2 c m .(6.11)

When the probe is biased to collect electrons, the flux tube collection length

increases. Consider a probe collecting the random electron flux of Eq. 6.4. The

same analysis yields
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de Ce d 2 mi
d ~ C d (6.12)

2 C, 7r M,

de 69 cm . (6.13)

The condition that the flux tube just intercepts the limiter surface, d, L,

places a restriction on the probe size relative to the scrape-off length,

s, /(6.14)

For a probe larger than the characteristic size given by Eq. 6.14, the flux tube

can be bounded by a limiter. This may affect the rate of particle collection

at some point on the I-V curve. Ideally, one would like the flux tube to never

touch the limiter surface over the range of bias or always to intercept the limiter.

In the latter case, the probe can act as a local limiter itself. In this case, the

density depletion due to particles collected by the probe must be considered. 9 !70

An Alcator C hydrogen plasma with A z 0.3 cm and p. ; 1 results in

S ; 0.15 cm. (6.15)

DENSEPACK probes are small enough to be considered as a set of probes im-

mersed in a infinitely large magnetized plasma over most of the bias range. In

electron saturation, Eq. 6.14 indicates that this approximation starts to become

marginally satisfied. This point is raised again later during electron saturation

data analysis in section 7.2.5.
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6.2.3 Description of the Stangeby Model

Stangeby 9 has considered the problem of probes in a magnetized plasma in

some detail. The approach is based primarily upon a two-species fluid treatment

which is not rigorously correct in a nearly collisionless regime. Nevertheless,

the essential features of a Langmuir probe characteristic are predicted. Further

justification for using such a model lies in the fact that most results obtained

by other authors who have used more elaborate kinetic treatments can be re-

produced by this model in the appropriate limits. From the point of view of

an experimentalist, Stangeby's model is attractive since it is relatively simple in

form, covers the entire range of the probe characteristic, and incorporates such

refinements as cross-field diffusion into the flux tube.

In this model, the electrons are assumed to be collisional up to the sheath

edge while the ions are assumed to follow a Boltzmann relation. In the limit

of electron saturation, the electron flux collected by the probe is shown to be

reduced from the n Ze/4 value to

l e = no r (6.16)4 1 + r

similar to the analysis by Bohm 20 where the reduction factor, r, is defined as

16 Aes g' (1+± r) (.7r = (6.17)

The following definitions apply: Aei = electron mean free path, a = DI/D

7 = Ti/TeZi, and s = effective probe diameter. The reduction factor, r, is a

measure of how efficient perpendicular electron diffusion is in populating the

flux tube. For a high magnetic field (low D-) and/or large probe size, the

electron saturation flux received by the probe can be significantly reduced.
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The more general expression for electron collection at arbitrary probe bias

involves accounting for the possibility of a potential 'hill' in the pre-sheath. Fig-

ure 6.7 illustrates the potential variation versus distance from a magnetized probe

that was considered by Stangeby. The plasma space, potential far away from the

probe is taken as the zero voltage reference point. The potential hill aids in'

pulling electrons to the sheath edge against their collisional drag when the probe

is biased to collect electrons preferentially. The Boltzmann relation for the ions

in the pre-sheath allows a connection between the plasma density and electric

potential at the hill crest through the ion. temperature. Electrons experience a

repulsive potential in crossing the sheath so that the flux collected is reduced

by the usual Boltzmann factor, except that the potential drop now involves the

difference between the hill potential and the probe potential. This formulation

leads to the expression for the collected electron flux,

1 - r r
Ilie =- no C e ll ; for , < r (6.18)

4 L1+ refl~h??~

and I

17e= no Ce r; for rh, > r mn ], (6.19)
4 1 +r r

with the additional transcendental relationship for 7h,

7 In[r- e~"'C' + 1] = . (6.20)

77P (= Vp/Te) and 17h (= V T,) are the normalized probe and hill potentials.

When 7, = r ln((1 + r)/rl. the hill potential equals the probe potential, and the

electrons arrive with the reduced random flux as in Eq. 6.19. For a given r,
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r, and r7p, rqh can be found using Eq. 6.20 and the corresponding I'ge found

from 6,18 or 6.19. Notice that when r - 0, ?ih becomes zero. Furthermore,

when r -+ oo, the simple expression for the electron flux in Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4 is

recovered.
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The ion flux collected by the probe also depends upon the probe potential

relative to the hill potential. At positive probe potentials when 7, > 77 (r

r ln[(1 + r)/r]), the ions arrive at the probe at the random rate reduced by the

Boltzmann factor

Zi IF - 4 n0 Ci e~,/ (6.21)
4

with Z% = v/8qTi/7rmi. When 7, < 17, the ions are repelled by the hill potential

but accelerated to the probe by the sheath drop. The ion density at the hill

crest is reduced by a Boltzmann factor so that the free streaming ion flux from

this point to the probe is

Z1 fj f (r) no C; e- h/1 (6.22)

C; is defined as vqZiTe(1 + r)/m, and the term f(r) is included to allow the

flux to agree with that obtained from a collisionless model of ion flow developed

by Emmert et al .8 f(r) takes on values around ~ 1/2 as stated earlier in Eq.

6.2.

Equations 6.21 and 6.22 do not join smoothly at the point r7p = r 1nl(1 A

r)/rl. Stangeby's model does not attempt to reconcile this difference by including

a transition regime. Fortunately, the current collected by a Langmuir probe in

the regime r/, > r 1n[(1 + r)/r] is dominated by the electrons. The discontinuity

in the total current due to the mismatch in the ion fluxes is therefore small

enough to be neglected. In fact, it is a reasonable approximation to assume that

Eq. 6.22 applies for the entire range of r/,.
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6.2.4 Magnetized Langmuir Probe Characteristic

The total current collected by a Langmuir probe with projected area, A,,

can be obtained from Stangeby's magnetized probe model by combining Eqs.

6.18, 6.19, and 6.22, resulting in

,(rip) f() C; e-,"/ - I +e](6.23)
q AP no 4 1+rey-?1

when 7;p r ln[tI], and

f(r) C e(7-) -C C r h (6.24)q AP no 4 1

when rl, > r in[ ]. The previously mentioned approximation for ion collection

has been used in Eq. 6:24.

The Langmuir probe characteristic described by Eqs. 6.23- and 6.24 is plot-

ted in Fig. 6.8 for various r parameters with r z 2 and f(r) ~ 0.5. Note that

the characteristic in Fig. 6.5 is recovered for r -+ oo.

The probe floating potential of the Langmuir probe relative to the space

potential is obtained from this model using Eqs. 6.23 and 6.20. The result is

f = r n 1+ + i (6.25)

with

4 f(r) C
- . (6.26)
Ce

In the limit that f(r) - 1, 2. T 0, Zi = 0, and r -+ oc, the earlier result for

Vf in 6.5 is recovered.
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6.3 Fitting to the Langmuir Characteristic

The principle quantities which can be'inferred from a Langmuir probe char-

acteristic are ion saturation current, Iset, electron temperature, Te, and floating

potential, Vf. Using the Stangeby model, it is also possible to obtain the reduc-

tion factor, r. These fitted values depend on the model that is selected for the

characteristic and can also depend on the fitting technique that is used. When

the probe is operated in a continuous ion saturation mode or continuous floating

potential mode, measurements of 4at or Vf can be, obtained.

This section covers some important considerations in the fitting of Langmuir

probe data starting with first the simple probe model and then the Stangeby

model as was described in the previous section. Finally, techniques used to char-

acterize fluctuating quantities such as i and Va are discussed. Some comments

about the optimum range of probe bias are included in closing.

6.3.1 A Typical DENSEPACK Langmuir Characteristic

Figure 6.9 shows a typical Langmuir characteristic from a probe on the

DENSEPACK array during the steady state portion of the discharge. The trace

was obtained by monitored current to the probe over a 10 msec period when the

voltage was swept from -65 to +40 volts and back. The 8212 10 kHz digitizers

record a 100 data points at this time. The current-voltage data pairs are ordered

according to voltage and displayed in Fig. 6.9 with straight lines connecting the

points.

The ion saturation portion of the probe characteristic is clearly visible for

probe voltages less than - -20 volts. In the range ~ -20 to +20 volts, the

curve displays the electron transition regime and is, approximated by an expo-

nential function. At biases above - -- 20 volts, the trace deviates from a simple

exponential and tends to flatten out. This suggests that electron saturation is

being approached.
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6.3.2 Estimating no, Te from Simple Characteristic

The most straightforward approach in extracting plasma density and elec-

tron temperature from the probe characteristic is to use the simple Model out-

lined in section 6.2.1. In this case, the measured I-V curve can be assumed to

follow Eq. 6.7 within a random error, E,, up to some cut-off voltage, Vknee,

where the model no longer applies:

I(V,) 1 1
S -Z CS - - Ce e(V,,v-)/T- E ,; for V, < Vknee . (6.27)q A, no 2 4

The random error may be due to electronic noise or density fluctuations.

In the latter case, the amplitude of E, is usually found to be proportional to

the current as suggested by Fig. 6.9, but for simplicity it will be assumed

independent of bias voltage in the following analysis. Er can be considered as a

random error distributed according to a gaussian distribution with a standard

deviation, c.

The strategy for fitting a probe characteristic is simply to select Vkne, and

find the best combination of no, Te, and V, that minimizes the difference between

the data set and the ideal characteristic model. It is more convenient to write

Eq. 6.27 for a discrete {1J,Vpj} data set as

Ii = I(Vpi) a It - b evvi /T ± E ; for Vpi < VIenee (6.28)

since the ion saturation current, I,,, is determined directly from the character-

istic. Here, the space potential. V,, is absorbed into the coefficient, b, and V, is

the bias voltage for each data point, i.
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6.3.3 Estimating no, T: Logarithmic Approach

One procedure which is often used to estimate no and T, from a Langmuir

trace utilizes the fact that only ion saturation current is sampled at large nega-

tive biases. An estimate of I,,,t can therefore be made and subtracted from the

characteristic at all probe voltages leaving only the exponential electron contri-

bution. The electron temperature is simply determined by fitting a straight line

to the logarithm of this difference. Once the temperature is known, the density

can be inferred from I,.. However, this procedure can lead into some problems

particularly when ion saturation is not quite reached or the random error, o,

in the data set is large.

Consider the estimate of Iat as an average of k data points during the ion

saturation portion of the characteristic,

I I ,t - - . (6 .2 9 )

Including more data points reduces the uncertainty in I'{ by a factor 1/V' for

random error contributions. Subtracting the data set given by Eq. 6.28 from

Ila and taking the log results in

When the exponential term dominates over the random error terms, a plot of

Eq. 6.30 versus voltage yields a straight line with a slope characteristic of the

inverse of the electron temperature. However for data points where the error

terms become significant, Eq. 6.30 becomes independent of bias voltage. If these

points are included in the straight. line fit, the slope will become flatter and

the electron temperat iire will be overestimated. In the extreme case when

dominates, a negative argument for the logarithm can result. This technique i
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therefore limited on the low bias voltage side to data points where the expo-

nential dominates and on the high bias voltage side by Vknee. Furthermore, a

proper linear least square fitting treatment should include data weighting that

is consistent with the logarithmic transformation.
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6.3.4 Estimating no, T,: Exponential Approach

A better approach is to accept the nonlinear nature of Eq. 6.28 and fit

Iat, b, and T simultaneously. The least squares fitting problem implied by Eq.

6.28 can be written as

(Ijea* - Iat + b eVPd/T)2 (6.306)

for n data points, where I7,"ea is the measured current for each applied voltage,

V . The goal is to choose values of Isat, b, and T, that minimize the sum of

the squared error, E. At the optimum values of I,,,t and b,

191t= 0= ZInea -n Isat + b e vp/T (6.30c)

and.

& n n

= 0 = e /IT ,.t -e + b e 2Vp, T/r. (6.30d)
i=1 i=1 =

From these two equations. I,, and b can be solved for a given data set it

terms of T,.. Thus. can be written in terms of T. alone. A minimization (1

e can therefore be performed by iteration of this single parameter. Once Te i

determined by this method, I., is readily obtained from Eqs. 6.30c and 6.30d.

This technique bypasses the undefined logarithm problem at negative biases.

fits the data with uniform weighting, and does not require the Langmuir probe

to operate at large negative biases in order to estimate 'sat. The only remainimz

problem lies in determining an appropriate high voltage cut-off value, I"

The voltage at which Eq. 6.28 no longer descibes the electron collectiun

part of the characteristic is a loose definition. Fortunately, it is only necessar\
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to obtain a rougi estimate of this voltage, 'knee. The technique that is used

for DENSEPACK data to estimate Vnee is based on an approach similar to the

logarithmic fitting procedure outlined earlier. An estimate is made of the ion

saturation current from the most negatively biased data. The new quantity,

Y= - I) as in Eq. 6.30; is calculated for all bias voltages. Only data

points in which the exponential term dominates over the random error terms are

accepted for negative biases. A plot of typical probe data processed in this way

is presented in Fig. 6.10. At more positive biases, the curve deviates from this

straight line and appears to follow another straight line. This tendency of the

curve to exhibit a 'knee' is exploited to find a transition voltage, Vknee.

First, a value for Vk,,, is guessed. Then, straight lines are fitted to the

data points {Yi, V,} on the left and right of Vkn,,. The intersection of these

lines provides a new estimate for Vanee. The procedure is repeated until Vkne,

does not change or changes less than some minimum parameter. Characteristics

in which Vkne, cannot be determined in this way because of a bad probe bias

range are discarded.

With YVne, determined, the three parameter non-linear fit of Eq. 6.28 can

be applied to the data set. Figure 6.11 shows probe data and a corresponding fit

using this method. The characteristic is fit well by an exponential up to Vknee.

An estimate of 1,, and T, is thereby obtained. The electron density can then

be inferred by assuming a value for T, (such as T -:- 1-2 - T,) and applying Eq.

6.27 for ion saturation.
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6.3.5 Estimating no, Te with finite r: Stangeby Model

The previous technique does not attempt to deal with the electron satu-

ration portion of the characteristic. As discussed in section 6.2, the shape of

the characteristic near electron saturation is determined by the rate of cross-,

field electron diffusion into the collecting flux tube. The reduction parameter,

r, in Stangeby's model quantifies this effect. The previously discussed fitting

technique leads to a reasonable estimate of the electron temperature; however, it

is unsettling that points near electron saturation must be ignored. This section

outlines a procedure that is used to fit no and Te to DENSEPACK data which

attempts to include data points from the electron saturation portion of the probe

characteristic.

The Stangeby model contained in Eqs. 6.23-6.26 can be written more con-

veniently as

I(77p) = Isct (e r (6.31)

when r1, < r In r], and

I(rip) = Isat (e-~/ -r F (6.32)

when r7, > r n["r). 3 is defined as

= 4 (() (6.33)8 m

and it is understood that r7p and rh satisfy

e = -; (6.34)
Te
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n h =r inr' e?' 1  + 1 . (6.35)

For an assumed value of r (= Ti/TeZi), an optimum combination of the

parameters Iat, Te, and r can, in principle, be fit to probe data using Eqs. 6.31-

6.35. This problem is complicated by the fact that I(r1,) depends non-linearly

on Te and r with a transcendental relationship for the intermediate quantity, 17h.

Also, the model equation changes form at r,7 = T n[lr]. Nevertheless, there

is a systematic way to arrive at optimum Isat, T,, and r values.

At large negative biases, the electron term vanishes in Eq. 6.31 and 77-

0. Thus, only the ion saturation current is collected. I,2t can therefore be

determined independently of Te- and r using data at these biases in a way similar

to Eq. 6.29. However, it is better not to rely on the probe achieving ion

saturation at all. I,t and a first guess estimate of Te can be best obtained

by using the exponential fitting procedure outlined in the previous section. In

the limit that r7p becomes a large negative value, the exponential model and the

Stangeby model must agree. Therefore, this value for I,,t is a good estimate.

Now the non-linear fitting problem reduces to a two parameter iteration for the

best combination of Te and r with the first try value for Te already determined.

A fast numerical algorithm (discussed in Appendix D) was written to iterate

Eqs. 6.31-6.35 for an optimum combination of Te and r. Figure 6.12 displays

a typical fit to a complete DENSEPACK probe characteristic obtained in this

manner. For this fit, it was assumed that r ~ 2. The reduction parameter, r,

is found to be around 0.2, indicating that perpendicular diffusion into the flux

tube is indeed important for DENSEPACK probe data.
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- The inferred values for the electron temperature using the Stangeby model

is notably different than that obtained from the exponential model. For this fit,

Te is e 8 eV, while for the same data fit by an exponential in Fig. 6.11, Te is

found to be ~ 13 eV. It appears that the electron temperature inferred by the

Stangeby technique is lower because, by including the r parameter, the fitting

function rolls over more gently at lower T, values. This implies that it may

be necessary to incorporate such effects as a collecting flux tube into the data

analysis. In any case, it demonstrates a situation where the electron temperature

can be model-dependent.

Finally, with the electron temperature determined, the electron density can

be obtained by this model. From the value of I,,t, no can be calculated using

no = (6.36)
q AP f(I-) C;
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6.3.6 Comparison of Exponential Model and Stangeby Model

As shown in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12, both the exponential and Stangeby probe

characteristic models fit the data reasonably well. It is therefore difficult to

readily eliminate one fitting procedure in favor of the other. However, the dif-

ference in the inferred Te of 8 eV for the Stangeby model versus 13 eV for the

exponential model is worrisome and places an emphasis on identifying the more

accurate fitting model.

Recent results from a combination retarding field energy analyzer/Langmuir

probe/heat flux probe diagnostic9 4 operating in the Alcator C limiter shadow

plasma offers more information on this problem. Data obtained simultaneously

by the retarding field energy analyzer and Langmuir probe sections of this diag-

nostic show that in most, but not all cases, the electron temperatures inferred

from the Langmuir probe using the exponential fitting algorithm more closely

agree with the electron temperature inferred from the energy analyzer. The

electron temperature obtained using the Stangeby model is consistently lower

than the exponential model by ~ 20-40%. In some cases the Stangeby model

Te more closely agrees with Te from the analyzer, but the fits to the analyzer

data may merely be coincidently low. It appears, therefore, that although the

Stangeby model nicely reproduces the entire probe characteristic, the inferred

temperature should not be taken as absolutely correct. Perhaps the physics in

the model is not precise enough, or there are some systematic errors associated

with energy analyzer and/or Langmuir probe electron temperatures.

No attempt is made to eliminate one fitting procedure in favor of the other

in this thesis. Fortunately, temperatures obtained by either model show simi-

lar spatial and temporal variations, only differing in absolute magnitude. The

temperature data is therefore treated with allowance for some systematic er-

ror. Typically, results from the exponential model could be predicted from the

Stangeby model by multiplying Te by a factor of 1.2-1.8. Both algorithms were
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used in reducing DENSEPACK probe data. The particular fitting algorithm used

to generate a given plot in this thesis is stated in the text.

One benefit in using the Stangeby model over the exponential model is that

an estimate of the reduction parameter, r, is obtained. However, once again the'

absolute value of the r parameter obtained by Stangeby's model should be treated

with caution. It is found for DENSEPACK data that the magnitude of r depends

on the assumed ratio of Ti/Te. Figure 6.13 illustrates two fits to the same probe

data assuming Ti/Te 1 (a) and Ti/Te = 3 (b). Note that the inferred electron

temperature does not change significantly. However, the inferred r nearly doubles

from 0.15 to 0.27.

It is interesting to note the r changes as r changes to hold Aeivl roughly

constant in Eq. 6.17. Thus, it may be still possible to extract information about

Di/D using Stangeby's model. The only drawback lies in obtaining a good

estimate for the absolute value of Te. Further comments on obtaining DI/DII

from Stangeby's model is included in section 7.2 where 2-D plots of DENSEPACK

results are presented.
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6.3.7 Fluctuating Quantities

When a probe is continuously biased in ion saturation mode or allowed

to float, measurements of Isat or Vf can be made. Experimental techniques

for the study of fluctuations using probes have been employed extensively by

Zweben 3 8, 4 0 ,4 1,4 2 in recent pioneering work on turbulence in the edge of toka-

mak plasmas. The fluctuating quantity is typically recorded digitally on a fast

data logger and fourier transformed to yield a fluctuation spectrum. Various

statistical techniques 39 ,91 ,92 such as autocorrelation and crosscorrelation of probe

signals can be employed to infer the wavenumber and frequency spectrum of the

turbulence.

Fluctuations in the ion saturation current are in general due to fluctuations

in density and temperature through Eq. 6.36. However, it has been shown by

fast-sweeping Langmuir probes to infer electron temperature and by correlating

'sat with visible light emission or CO 2 laser scattering that variations in Isat are

most likely due to density fluctuations and not temperature. fluctuations. Thus,

'sat obtained from probe data is often translated into ho.

In a similar manner, fluctuations in Vf are sometimes assumed to be pri-

marily due to fluctuations in V, and not in Te as is suggested by Eq. 6.6. It

is therefore possible with a single Langmuir probe to obtain information about

both h and V,, but not simultaneously. Ideally, one would like to record 'sat

and Vf simultaneously in order to correlate density fluctuations with potential

fluctuations and estimate a turbulent h, V, transport flux as discussed in sec-

tion 2.4.3. However, this type of fluctuation analysis is beyond the scope of the

present work with the DENSEPACK array. Fluctuation information obtained dur-

ing the DENSEPACK experiment is limited primarily to recording the magnitude

and spectral features of ion saturation current fluctuations.
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Data obtained by DENSEPACK probes was processed to yield information

about fluctuations in two ways. Since the primary goal of DENSEPACK was to

record poloidal variations in density and temperature, the gang probe voltage

was -swept to generate Langmuir characteristics most of the time. Thus, the

first way in which fluctuation information was obtained was to examine the ion

saturation current during the portion of the characteristic when the probe was

biased in ion saturation.

For some channels, fast LeCroy 8210 data loggers digitizing at 1 MHz

recorded ~ 1000 samples during the ion saturation portion of a sweep. Fig-

ure 6.14 displays a Langmuir sweep recorded by a 8210 fast digitizer. This

characteristic includes ~ 7,000 data points (shown here as dots) recorded during

part of a 10 msec sweep. A fit based on the Stangeby model (solid line) is

made to the data in order to demonstrate the goodness of fit for this case of

very good statistics and to illustrate the level of fluctuation that typically occurs

in the data sample. Data points in ion saturation indicated on this graph are

typically fast fourier transformed in time to yield.spectral information about the

fluctuations.
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The ion saturation portion of the probe characteristic was also processed for

all active probes using the data recorded by the 8212 data loggers. This data was

not digitized fast enough to yield spectral information; however, an estimate of

the RMS deviation in the ion saturation current about the mean was calculated.

When divided by the average ion saturation current, this number quantifies the

relative level of h/n turbulence at that location in the plasma.

The second way in which fluctuations were examined was by holding the

probes continuously in ion saturation. For a limited number of discharges, the

probes were also allowed to float continuously to record floating potential fluc-

tuations. However, both these measurements had the drawback that the density

and temperature could not be simulatenously obtained, and therefore they were

not performed very often.
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6.3.8 Optimum Probe Bias Range and Waveform

One important decision that an experimentalist must make when designing

a Langmuir probe system is choosing an optimum probe bias range and bias

waveform. Ideally, one would like to record the complete probe characteristic

slowly from large negative biases to large positive biases with very fine current

and voltage resolution. In practice, however, the probe usually cannot withstand

the power flux associated with drawing large currents, particularly in electron

saturation. In addition, plasma parameters may be changing in time, forcing

one to sweep the probe through a characteristic quickly. At the other extreme;

a very fast changing probe voltage can result in displacement currents from stray

capacitances to appear as probe signals.

Using the exponential or Stangeby model of the probe characteristic dis-

cussed earlier, it is not necessary to achieve full ion or electron saturation in

order to infer plasma density and temperature. The probe bias range can be

adjusted so that a relatively flat ion saturation begins to appear at the negative-

most biases, and a deviation from exponential begins to appear at the positive-

most biases. In this way, the exponential model or Stangeby model will yield a

reasonable estimate for Isot. Also, the algorithm will be able to find the 'knee'

in the electron portion of the curve where the 'r' parameter begins to take over.

This is the strategy that was used in operating DENSEPACK probes and yielded

I-V characteristics such as in Fig. 6.12.

The sweep time and digitization rate should be chosen so that at least 50-

100 data points are recorded during a single sweep. This allows good statistics

and enables the fitting algorithms to converge reliably. A sweep time of 5-10 ms

with 10 kHz digitizers was chosen for DENSEPACK probes. Over the 5-10 ms

period, plasma parameters in the Alcator C edge plasma were roughly constant.

This sweep rate was found to pose no capacitance coupling problems.
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The shape of the probe bias waveform provides an additional degree of

freedom. Waveforms from a. pure sinusoid to a sawtooth have been used to

sweep Langmuir probes. Since the electron temperature is the most uncertain

parameter obtained from fitting to the probe characteristic, one would like to

choose a bias waveform that aids the fitting algorithm in estimating T,. The

electron temperature is determined primarily by points in the transition region

of the probe characteristic. An ideal waveform would therefore sweep slowly in

this region, generating more data points there. Additionally, one would like to

minimize the time spent in ion and electron saturation, thereby reducing the

time-integrated heat flux to the probe.

Figure 6.15 displays three waveforms that could be used to bias a Langmuir

probe. Although a sinusoidal waveform is pleasing in that it contains only one

frequency component, it is not the best choice for a probe bias. Most of the

time the probe is held in ion or electron saturation with a sinusoid. Few data

points are sampled in the transition region. A better choice in this respect might

be a triangular waveform or a special waveform as in Fig. 6.15 (b) and (c).

The RMS bias voltage about the mean is a simple figure of merit which

can be used to compare the amount of time spent in ion or electron saturation

relative to the time spent in the transition region for different waveforms. Using

this criterion, nearly a factor of 2 reduction in the time-integrated heat flux can

result by using a special waveform as in Fig. 6.15 (c).

For simplicity, a triangular waveform was used to drive the DENSEPACK

probe array. However, with the advent of software programmable waveform gen-

erators, special waveforms of any shape can be used. In any case, it is advanta-

geous to select a waveform that is symmetric in time. This allows the option for

positive-going and negative-going sweeps to be folded together to form a single

sweep. Fitting to this composite sweep, any capacitance coupling contributions

in the data tend to cancel out.
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III EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CHAPTER 7

POLOIDAL STRUCTURE OF LIMITER SHADOW PLASMA

The edge plasma in Alcator C was determined by DENSEPACK to be highly

asymmetric independent of the occurence of a MARFE. A relatively high density

and temperature plasma was detected on the top and bottom of the poloidal

cross-section and the density scrape-off length -was measured to be short on the

inside (- 0.15 cm) and long on the outside (- 0.8 cm). In addition, the probe

floating potential was found to depend on poloidal angle. A -sinO variation was

typically' recorded, consistent in sign and magnitude with charge separation in

the edge plasma due to B x VB particle drifts. This 2-D structure of the limiter

shadow plasma as inferred from DENSEPACK is presented in sections 7.1 and

7.2.

The fluctuation spectrum in ion saturation current, S(w), at various poloidal

angles was also recorded for a number of shots. The probe spacing on the

DENSEPACK probe array (- 1 cm) was large compared to the typical spatial

correlation length for fluctuations (- 2r/k, a 67rp , ~ 0.1 cm). 4 As a result, a

cross-correlation of signals between probes did not reveal any significant coher-

ence. It was also found that j/I (~ h/fz) recorded at various poloidal angles

did not vary in any systematic way, independent of central and edge plasma

parameters,. Fluctuation spectra and poloidal variations in J/J are presented in

section 7.3.
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7.1 Shadow Parameters versus Angle, Radius, and Time

The reduced DENSEPACK data file generated for each shot includes plasma

density, electron temperature, and floating potential as a function of poloidal

angle, minor radius, and time. Additional parameters which can be inferred are

pressure, scrape-off length, and space potential. The reduction factor, r, obtained

from the probe fitting algorithm is also recorded and offers information about

perpendicular diffusion through Eq. 6.17.

Clearly, a presentation of all these edge parameters as a function of angle,

radius, and time for various central plasma parameters can easily lead to a

confused picture of the edge plasma. Consequently, this section focuses on the

general spatial and temporal variation of limiter shadow plasma parameters in

typical Alcator C. discharges. A more detailed look at the poloidal structure

during the steady state portion of the discharge is presented in section 7.2.

The variation of edge parameters with changing central plasma parameters is

presented later in chapter 9.

7.1.1 Edge Density

The plasma density in the limiter shadow region of Alcator C was found

by DENSEPACK to be a strong function of poloidal angle. Figure 7.1 displays

density at, a radius of 16.8 cm versus poloidal angle and time as both a 3-D

surface and a contour plot. The diagram of DENSEPACK indicates which probes

were operating during this shot (o and e) and the poloidal location of probes at

r = 16.8 cm which generated this data (*). A single poloidal profile at 250 msec

is also plotted. Central parameters were ii - 2 x 10O4 /cm 3 , I, P 350 kA, Bt - 8

tesla, in deuterium plasma. Each data point was generated from a fit of two 5

msec Langmuir sweeps folded together., No poloidal or temporal smoothing was

performed for the plots in this figure.
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The most striking feature in this data is the poloidal variation of the den-

sity. Density maxima appeared on the top and bottom of the poloidal cross-

section while minima appear on -the inside and outside. The lowest densities for

a given radius always appeared on the inside midplane. In fact, some probes

along the inside wall were not used on this day because the collection current

was found to be too low there.

There is no immediately obvious reason why the density should exhibit

such a poloidal asymmetry. For this data and the data shown in the rest of

this chapter, the limiter configuration was as shown in Fig. 5.3. Given that the

limiters are poloidally symmetric, the edge plasma should be scraped off with

poloidal uniformity. However, despite of this limiter configuration, it was found

that the edge plasma displayed a strong poloidal asymmetry.

The sharpest poloidal gradient was detected by two probes near the 2700

location. Density changed by ~ 2 x 1013/cm 3 in a poloidal distance of ~ 3

cm. The poloidal structure was established quickly (5 20 msec) and persisted

throughout the duration of the discharge. Data in Fig. 7.1 is cut-off in time

for display purposes at 400 msec. The structure in the density profile at longer

times during current ramp-down remains similar, displaying a smooth, decreasing

level to plasma termination.

The two density peaks shown in Fig. 7.1 achieve roughly the same level.

n, ~ 5 x 10 13 /cM3 . However, the usual value for the bottom peak was typically

20% lower than the top peak. When the toroidal field was reversed, the bottom

peak became the larger in almost a symmetric way. This finding is reminiscent

of up-down asymmetries in the edge impurity radiation on Alcator A 2 ' and

PDX12 2 as well as the pressure in the divertor chambers of ASDEX,1 2 3 all of

which depended on the direction of the magnetic field. Nevertheless, it should

be pointed out that comparing density peaks measured by DENSEPACK can

be misleading since the highest density might have occurred in the top and
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bottom 400 gaps between probes. In any case 'this top-bottom variation was

small compared to the dominant poloidal variation in density.
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The poloidal asymmetry in density becomes more pronounced at larger mi-

nor radii. Figure 7.2 shows poloidal density profiles at 250 msec for the three

DENSEPACK radii of 16.8, 17.2, and 17.6 cm in a i ;z 1.8 x 1014 /cm 3 , 200 kA,

8 tesla, hydrogen discharge. The positions of the probes on the DENSEPACK

backbone that generated this data are also shown. The density scale for the

17.2 and 17.6 cm data is multiplied by factors of 2 and 4 respectively for ease

of comparison. The density measured by probes near the inside midplane (1800)

at r = 17.6 cm is at or below a level of 7 x 10 10 /cm 3 , while near the top and

bottom locations the density is on the order -~, 2 x 10O'/cm 3 . This is at least a

factor of 25 density variation in poloidal angle at this radius.

The locations of the density maxima in poloidal angle appear to be a func-

tion of minor radius although the exact location is not easy to discern with this

probe spacing. At r = 17.6 cm, the maximum density data points .change loca-

tion by ~ 450 relative to the 16.8 cm data, moving .toward the outside midplane.

This implies that the actual location of the density maximum changes from at

least a few degrees to ; 450 over a radial span of 0.8 cm. Unfortunately, the

density maxima occur in the two regions where there are no probes. By biasing

many close-spaced probes near these regions, it was found that the locations of

the density maxima occurred in the gaps so that their positions still could not

be resolved.
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The poloidal variation of plasma density along the inside wall is displayed

with high spatial resolution at a radius of 16.8 cm in Fig. 7.3. The poloidal den-

sity gradient which appeared across only two probes in Fig. 7.1 is shown to be

smoothly varying over, three or more data points. This verifies that the density

variation displayed previously is not due to a bad probe or some instrumental

artifact.
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7.1.2 Temperature

The temperature profile in the limiter shadow plasma was found to exhibit

a poloidal variation similiar to the density profile. Figure 7.4 shows plots of tem-

perature data points, in a similar f6rmat and for the same probe arrangement as

displayed in Fig. 7.1. The temperature data points were obtained by performing

a 20 msec time average of temperatures inferred by the Stangeby model (section

6.3.5).

One might expect that the temperature would exhibit a poloidal variation

such that the plasma pressure remains relatively independent of angle. However,

the reverse was found to be true. Poloidal positions of electron temperature

maxima and minima coincide with locations of density maxima and minima.

A low temperature point always occurred on the inside. Figure 7.4 shows

the lowest temperature at this radius occurring at 0 ;:: 2250. It is interesting to

note that this is the typical poloidal position where the MARFE phenomenon

occurs in Alcator C. In fact, this discharge happened to display a MARFE at

this location throughout the duration of the shot. Nevertheless, in discharges in

which a MARFE did not occur, this poloidal variation in temperature generally

still existed. However, the minimum temperature in the non-MARFE case was

not as low as ~ 5 eV at 16.8 cm as is displayed here.
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The poloidal variation in electron temperature was not as dramatic as den-

sity. Contrary to the density variation, the poloidal variation in temperature

became less pronounced at' larger minor radii. Figure 7.5 displays poloidal elec-

tron temperature profiles at the three DENSEPACK radii. At 17.2 and, 17.6 cm,

most of the poloidal variation is within the experimental uncertainty, although

there is a suggestion that the poloidal position of temperature maxima is a

function of minor radius similar to the density in Fig. 7.2. In any case, the

temperature was found to be a weak function of minor radius.

In some cases, the radial temperature profile appeared to invert. Data

points at 3150 in this figure show that the electron temperature increases in

minor radius at this pbloidal location. At first it was thought that there was a

problem with the fitting algorithm or that one or two probes were mislabelled.

Yet, no such 'problems were found, and this inverted temperature data remains

as a curiosity. However, in most other discharges this feature was not seen.
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7.1.3 Pressure

Since the edge plasma density and temperature was asymmetric, it follows

that the plasma pressure was asymmetric as well. The plasma pressure (n x Te)

inferred from density andtemperature data in Figs. 7.1 and 7.4 is plotted in Fig.

7.6. The poloidal structure in pressure is dominated by the density, although

the temperature variation adds to the asymmetry.
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7.1.4 Density Scrape-off Length

With density at three radii being recorded simultaneously for a given shot,

the density e-folding length as a function of poloidal angle could be estimated.

Since the three radial measurements occurred at different poloidal angles, a linear

interpolation scheme was used to estimate the radial density profile at a given

angle. An exponential was then fit to these points versus radius to yield a

scrape-off length. Figure 7.7 displays the result of this procedure. Again, a clear

poloidal structure appears but with a different poloidal dependence.

While density and temperature data showed maxima near the top and bot-

tom poloidal positions, this figure shows an overall scrape-off length maximum

that is nearer to the outside. This is because the poloidal locations of the den-

sity maxima were found to be a function of minor radius. A factor of 5-10

variation in scrape-off length was recorded with the shortest scrape-off lengths

occurring on the inside midplane (- 0.1 cm). The poloidal structure appeared

to be more like cosO except for a slight relative minimum on the outside. The

density and temperature profiles shown previously are more like -cos20 with a

deep absolute minimum on the inside.

The scrape-off length is related to the balance of parallel and perpendicular

fluxes in the limiter shadow plasma. An accounting of these fluxes is often used

to develop a simple expression for A as derived previously in section 3.1.1.

Although the connection length to the limiter, L, changes from - 125 cm on the

outside edge of the plasma to - 73 cm on the inside, this cannot account for

the observed factor of 5-10 variation in A,. Such a large poloidal variation in

A, therefore suggests that the perpendicular and/or parallel transport processes

that are active in the edge depend on poloidal location. The poloidal density

and temperature profiles shown earlier suggested that this might be the case;

however, the poloidal variation of the scrape-off length shown here more strongly

supports this idea and is considered in more detail in chapter 8.
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7.1.5 Floating Potential

In addition to-recording density and temperature data, probe floating po-

tentials were recorded on the DENSEPACK array. Figure 7.8 displays floating

potential data in the standard format. Once again, a well defined poloidal-vari-

ation was recorded for this edge parameter. Data is presented here using a 30

msec time average. The floating potential was found to vary in poloidal angle

like -sinO, being negative at the bottom location and positive at the top. Typ-

ical extreme values at this radius were z ±(8 to 15) volts. In addition, when

the direction of the toroidal field was reversed, the poloidal variation changed to

something more like +sinG (dotted line in Fig. 7.8).

Unlike the density and temperature data shown previously, the poloidal

structure in the floating potential can be simply explained at least to first order.

The floating potential of a DENSEPACK probe relative to the limiter potential

(taken as 0 volt reference by the electronics) is diagrammed in Fig. 7.9. The

limiter is a perturbing structure -and sets the local value of the space potential

through the sheath drop to be roughly ~ 3.5 Te. However, B x VB charge

accumulation can increase or decrease the space potential farther away from the

limiter surface. At the probe surface another sheath drop of ~ 3.5 Te occurs.

The floating potential of the probe relative to the limiter (4f) therefore becomes

~ 64, + 3.5 (Tlimiter - Tprob) . (7.1)

If Te along a field line varies little so that T robe ~ THm"ter then 4Pf ; 64,, and

the spatial variation in the floating potential should reflect the spatial variation

in the plasma potential due to effects such as B x VB particle drifts.

For the normal magnetic field direction, the direction of the Bx VB drift in

Alcator C is from the bottom to the top as in Fig. 3.3. The potential variation

near the limiter radius, 64,, due to this charge separation goes like -sin and
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can be estimated using Eq. 2.16. For Alcator C, potentials are obtained on

the order ~ ±8 volts from Eq. 2.16 which is similar to the observed values.

The result that the sign of the potential depends on the direction of B is also

consistent with the B x VB drift explanation.

The assumption that Te'robe ; T"miter along a field line is not expected to

be satisfied in general. The departure of the measured floating potential from

a pure -sinO variation may be reflecting this fact. Discharges shown in Fig.

7.8 were picked because they displayed the clearest sin9 structure. However,

discharges can display a more distorted angular dependence of floating potential.

This may be attributed to a non-negligible difference between the local probe

and limiter electron temperatures.
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7.2 Poloidal Contours of Shadow Plasma Parameters

The 2-D structure of plasma parameters in the limiter shadow plasma can

be most 'easily displayed at a specified time in the discharge as a contour plot

in the (r,8) poloidal plane. This section presents both measured and derived

Alcator C limiter shadow plasma parameters in this format.

7.2.1 Coordinate System and Data Processing for Contour Plots

The DENSEPACK probe array samples plasma in a thin annular region as

shown in Fig. 7.10 (a). In order to view contours of constant edge plasma pa-

rameters plotted on this poloidal cross-section, it is more convenient to artificially

expand the radial dimension leading to a 'conformal mapping' as shown in Fig.

7.10 (b). The DENSEPACK probe locations for a particular discharge are shown

on this conformal mapping in Fig. 7.11 (b). Data obtained by DENSEPACK

during this discharge is displayed using the conformal mapping in subsequent

sections. An example of density and temperature contour plots is shown in Fig.

7.12 and discussed in the next section.

In generating these plots, a fair amount of data processing was performed.

First, the 3-D data arrays (angle, radius, time) were smoothed in time. Typically,

a 40 msec time average was performed. Time smoothed data points near t =

250 msec were then selected for plotting, reducing the plotting array to two

dimensions. Next, an interpolation procedure was performed to' fill data points

between probe locations. A three radial node by 216 poloidal node mesh was

thereby generated over the conformally mapped region. Finally, data on this

mesh was smoothed in both radius and angle before contour plotting.

Data was smoothed in radius by fitting a straight line to the three radial

points at each poloidal angle. An estimate of the uncertainty level in each

parameter that was generated by the fitting algorithm was used in weighting

this fit. The density was treated as a special case. Here, a fit was made to the
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logarithm of the data since it was expected that the density varies in radius as

an exponential instead of a linear function.

Data was repeatedly smoothed in angle by setting the value at a node to

be equal to the average of neighboring nodes. The smoothing in poloidal angle

was used, to improve the aesthetic. appearance of the plot. A high degree of

poloidal smoothing tended to deemphasize the poloidal variation. On the other

hand, without any smoothing, systematic and statistical variations in the data

from adjacent probes could show up as fine structures in the contour plot. Such

fine structures are misleading since error bars cannot be explicitly shown on

these plots. By averaging in angle and fitting in radius, uncorrelated errors in

measured parameters between probes tend to cancel out.

One way to overcome this 'spatial aliasing problem in poloidal angle is to

monitor a region of closely-spaced probes on DENSEPACK, as was done to gen-

erate Fig. 7.3, and smooth this data over space. However, the trade-off is that

a 3600 poloidal mapping as shown here is too large to be covered with only 30

active probes. As a result, only low poloidal resolution (~- 300), 3600 poloidal

plots will be shown in this section. Consequently, these plots should be taken

only as an indication of the large spatial scale variation of plasma parameters

in the limiter shadow region. The actual poloidal variations can be more abrupt

than those plotted.
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7.2.2 Density and Temperature

The poloidal variation in density and temperature of Alcator C limiter

shadow plasma is most clearly illustrated by this technique of contour plotting in

Fig. 7.12. The data displayed here is taken at 250 msec from the same discharge

as was shown in Fig. 7.1. Central plasma parameters are fi, ~ 2 x 1o1"/ cm 3 ,

I, ~ 350 kA, Br ~ 8 tesla, in. deuterium plasma.

The density contour plot in Fig. 7.12 (a) shows the two density lobes on

the top and bottom of the poloidal cross-section. A marked poloidal asymmetry

is seen extending well into the limiter shadow plasma. The density contour

labelled .800 (x 10 1 3 /cm 3 ) maps the density asymmetry a full 360' in poloidal

angle. The smallest minor radius that this contour approaches is r ~ 16.9 cm

near the lower-inside position. The largest radius is r ~ 17.5 cm near the upper-

outside position, indicating an effective total radial displacement from circular of

0.6 cm. By extrapolation to smaller minor radii, it appears that higher density

contours, such as those near the density maxima, may experience a much larger

radial displacement versus poloidal angle, extending inside the limiter radius.

However, there is no way to verify this directly by using DENSEPACK probes.

The temperature contour plot in Fig. 7.12 (b) also shows a poloidal vari-

ation extending into the shadow plasma. The dashed lines were drawn in by

hand to aid in visualizing the poloidal variation. Although the isotherms must

form a closed loop encircling the plasma, this representation is not unique.

The most interesting poloidal variation in temperature occurs at smaller

minor radii where the most reliable data points are obtained via the fitting

algorithm. A temperature variation from - 11 eV near maxima at the top and

bottom to ~ 5.5 eV near a minimum on the upper-inside occurs at the inner-

most probe radius. The location of a temperature minimum (labeled 'L') at

the upper-inside position is coincident with the typical location of the enhanced

H, emission associated with the MARFE. This discharge displayed a MARFE.
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Other discharges which did not display a MARFE still displayed a temperature

minimum at this location although it was not as low as -5.5 eV.

It should be pointed out that the Stangeby algorithm was used to generate

this temperature data. When the exponential fittng technique is used, Te values

scale up uniformly by about a factor of 1.5. (See section 6.3.6.)
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. 7.2.3 Pressure

Contours of constant logarithm of density and plasma pressure are shown

in Fig. 7.13. Both contours are similar as expected, since the density variation

in radius and angle dominates over the temperature variations. The temperature

variation acts to enhance the pressure variation slightly.

The logarithmic plots directly display the poloidal variation in density and

pressure scrape-off length since the spacing between the contours is proportional

to the e-folding length. As shown previously, the .density or pressure scrape-

off length is 4-5 times longer on the outside than on the inside midplane.

This scrape-off length. variation is found to persist at least out to the largest

DENSEPACK radius of 17.6 cm, a full 1 cm beyond the limiter radius.

As a consequence of the scrape-off asymmetry, the logarithm of the pressure

becomes poloidally more asymmetric at large minor radii. At a radius of 17.6

cm, the pressure varies from nT, ; 7 x 1012 eV/cm 3 near the upper-outside

position to nTe ~ 10" eV/cm 3 on the inside midplane. This pressure ratio

of ~ 70 is much larger than the pressure ratio of ~ 7 at r = 16.8 cm shown

previously in Fig. 7.6. However, the poloidal variation of the absolute pressure

difference is greater at 16.8 cm radii.
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7.2.4 Floating Potential and Space Potential

A conformal contour plot of floating potential in the shadow plasma is

shown in Fig. 7.14 (a). The floating potential measurement is not sensitive to

systematic errors from probe collection area variation as the density measurement

is and 4b is not subject to uncertainties in the probe fitting technique as Te

is. Consequently, no smoothing in angle or fitting in radius is performed on

this data. However, the usual 40 msec time average is applied to reduce the

statistical error from fluctuations.

The overall structure of floating potential in Alcator C discharges consis-

tently showed more positive floating potentials near the top of the poloidal cross-

section for this toroidal B-field direction. When the B-field was reversed, more

positive potentials appeared near the bottom location. There was also a finer

detail structure which disrupted this pure sinusoidal appearance in both radius

and angle. Sharp spatial variations in the floating potential over distances on the

order of the probe spacing are seen in Fig. 7.14 (a). This is somewhat expected

because the electron temperature is found to vary in space, and tpf depends on

the local Te through Eq. 7.1. Since the probe spacing limits the spatial resolu-

tion, the actual spatial structure can be finer in some locations than is displayed

here.

An important point that Fig. 7.14 (a) makes is that in the limiter shadow

plasma, where field lines intercept a grounded limiter surface, a steady state

floating potential variation was maintained by some process. The overall floating

potential variation can be explained in terms of B x VB particle drifts across

a pressure gradient. The detail structure appears to be related to tempera-

ture variations although some other process such as non-ambipolar perpendicular

transport cannot be ruled out.
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In principle, the local plasma space potential can be obtained from the

electron temperature and floating potential. Relative to the limiter potential

(defined as 0 volt reference), the local space potential is roughly given by Eq.

6.5. A finite r parameter and ion temperature can be included in the space

potential calculation through Eqs. 6.25-6.26. Figure 7.14 (b) shows poloidal

contours of space potential using the latter correction and Stangeby's fit for

the electron temperature. Here, the usual smoothing in angle and radius is

performed.

Because of the strong dependence on the electron temperature, the space

potential contour plot looks similar to the electron temperature plot. Unfortu-

nately, the accuracy of the space potential is also no better than the accuracy

of the inferred electron temperature. Using temperatures obtained from the ex-

ponential fitting algorithm, the space potential contours in Fig. 7.14 (b) become

a factor of 1.2-1.5 larger. This estimate of V, is limited further by the uncer-

tainty of the ion temperature which was assumed to be ~ 2 x Te for this plot.

Nevertheless, a number of important points can be made from Fig. 7.14 (b).

First, it can be simply stated that near steady state radial and poloidal

plasma potential variations existed in the limiter shadow plasma of Alcator C.

The existence of steady state potential variations imply that steady state E-fields

perpendicular to B must also exist in the shadow plasma. From Fig. 7.14 (b),

the peak magnitudes of these E-fields were at least Z 15 V/cm in the radial

direction and Z 2 V/cm in the poloidal direction. The E x B convection velocity

of particles in the shadow plasma implied by these potential measurements are

V, e 2.5 x 103 cm/sec (7.2)
B

VO E: ; 2 x 104 cm/sec. (7.3)
B
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An effective radial velocity due to diffusion, V, ~ D 1 /A,, can be estimated

from an average density e-folding length of A, ~ 0.25 cm for this discharge (Fig.

7.7). Using Eq. 3.10 for D1 ,

V, _ _ A C 5.6 x 103 cm/sec. (7.4)

Thus, the potential variation in the limiter shadow plasma can result in E x B

flow velocities which are significant compared to the effective radial diffusion

velocity. This leads one to suspect that E x B convection may be acting in a self-

consistent manner to -perturb the edge plasma density and temperature profiles

from poloidal symmetry in a way analogous to the diffusion plus convection

model discussed in section 3.2. The possible impact of this inferred E x B

convection in the edge plasma is discussed further in chapter 8.
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7.2.5 Reduction Parameter: Dt

The Stangeby fitting algorithm arrives at an estimate of the reduction fac-

tor, r, for, each Langmuir characteristic. Insofar as the reduction parameter is

theoretically related to parallel and perpendicular diffusion coefficients through

Eq. 6.17, the magnitude and spatial variation of r bears attention. Figure

7.15 shows a conformal contour plot of the reduction parameter fitted from the

Stangeby algorithm. The usual spatial and temporal smoothing was performed.

The plot in Fig. 7.15 displays an unexpectedly narrow range of r with only

a gentle spatial variation. Assuming that D11 = AYeg/4, similar to the analysis

by Bohm, 2 0 Eq. 6.17 can be written as

32 Di Aet(7
r = (1+r) (7,5)

7r 5 Ce

showing the explicit dependence of r on D 1 and Ae. It has already been stated

in section 6.3.6 that even though r (= Ti/Te) must be assumed, the r parameter

obtained for a given characteristic via the Stangeby algorithm is found to depend

on r such that the quantity D±Aei/Ce is roughly constant. Thus, it is only

necessary to fix r to some value (here, r = 2), not worrying about the true Tj/Te

ratio, in order to compare relative r values over the poloidal cross-section.

The electron-ion mean free path can be expressed as

Acej = 4.5 x 10" cm , (7.6)
Zeff n(crn-3) A

allowing for impurity ion species through Zeff. In Fig. 7.12, the plasma density

was shown to vary over the poloidal cross-section from a maximum of n :

5 x 1013 /cm 3 to a minimum of n ~~ 1o"/cm 3 . Consequently, with Te varying at

most by a factor of 2. A, given by Eq. 7.6 should change by at least two orders
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of magnitude over the poloidal plane. If all other parameters remain relatively

constant in space, Eq. 7.5 would predict that r should vary by at least an

order of magnitude over the poloidal cross-section. However, Fig. 7.15 clearly

indicates that this is not the case. In fact, what little spatial variation in r that

is displayed in Fig. 7.15 is, in some instances, opposite to the expected scaling

of r through ALi.
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There are a number of possible reasons for this apparent contradiction.

First, the simplest conclusion to draw is that Eq. 7.5 does not properly include

the physics that gives rise to a reduced electron saturation value. The argument

that is used in obtaining Eq. 7.5 simply involves conservation of particles with

parallel and perpendicular diffusion. A Fick's law formulation of diffusion is valid

when the particle mean free path is short compared to the density gradient scale

length or characteristic dimension of the region considered. In the perpendicular

direction, the electron Larmor radius is much smaller than the probe size, vali-

dating the use of a perpendicular diffusion model. In the parallel direction, the

situation is different. At the limiter radius where n ; 5 x 101/ cm 3 , Te ; 15 eV,

Eq. 7.6 predicts Ae; ; 10-15 cm so that the limit Aej < L (L a 100 cm, distance

to limiter) is satisfied. Farther out in radius where the density drops off expo-

nentially, this inequality is reversed so that Aet >> L. Thus, a parallel diffusion

model, and therefore Eq. 7.5,.is not valid over the entire shadow plasma region.

Before returning to this point later in this discussion, other possible explanations

are now considered.

Another explanation of this apparent contradiction is that maybe the r

parameter as inferred from the probe characteristic is not reliable. However, this

point is easy to dismiss. The variation in r sweep to sweep for a given probe

during a discharge is typically 5 0.07. The r parameter is uniquely determined

for each probe characteristic and is not very sensitive to noise or changes in

probe bias. There may be a systematic error in r of up to a factor of 2 due

to the characteristic model and the fact that electron saturation is not actually

achieved by the probe. Nevertheless, the uncertainty in the fit of r is found to

be much too small to account for the unseen order of magnitude variation that

one would expect from Eq. 7.5.

Upon accepting that Eq. 7.5 is valid and that r is being accurately de-

termined at least within some systematic error, another possibility is that D 1 ,

Aei, and Ce are indeed changing in such a way as to keep r nearly constant in
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space. This hypothesis is not so unreasonable since typical values for D 1 in the

edge plasma are far from classical. The appropriate value for the electron mean

free path may not be the classical Aej value but rather some anomalously small

value due to the same turbulent processes that drive an anomalous DI. In this

way, D and Ae in Eq. 7.5 could be coupled so that r appears independent

of space. However, one problem with this explanation is that an anomalously

short electron mean free path would necessarily imply an anomalously large par-

allel electron resistivity. This is inconsistent with the observed agreement of the

floating potential variation with an estimate based on classical resistivity and

B x VB drifts in section 7.1.5.

Our attention therefore returns to Eq. 7.5 and to the question of validity.

The distance to the limiter is shorter than the. electron mean free path over

much of the limiter shadow plasma. This implies that in electron saturation

the particle collection 'flux tube' can intercept the limiter surface. The rate of

electron diffusion to the probe surface is affected by this change in geometry. It

is expected that the role of Aej should somehow be replaced by L in Eq. 7.5.

Appendix E considers this case of electron collection when Aei < L. Assuming

that the density along a field line in the flux tube is approximately constant, an

effective reduction parameter is found to be

6
r = (7.7)

with

2 1, (3s)

s JO3S)

and
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# (7.9)
27r L D (+7)

where Ii is a hyperbolic Bessel function of order n, and s is the length of one

side of a square probe collection plate. When Os 2 8, Eqs. 7.7-7.9 can be

approximated as

2 1 87rLDj(1+r)
r ~ -C= (7.10)

Note that from this analysis, Aei does not appear in the expression for r. As

expected, L takes the place of Aei in this formulation. The net result is that r

is mere nearly independent .of position in the poloidal plane, which is consistent

with what is experimentally observed. Nevertheless, a problem still arises in

comparing the expected value of r from Eqs. 7.7-7.10 with the measured values.

From Eq. 7.10 and measured values of r between 0.1-0.5, one expects that

Os be a 4-20. Using the estimate of Dj given by Eq. 3.10, Os can be written

as

6 1/4
#s ;z 3.3 - (7.11)

A, (1 + r)3/4

With s ; 0.15, 7 : 2, y ~ 2, and typical A, values of ~ 0.2-0.5 (see Fig. 7.7),

Os is estimated to be around 0.6-1.5, which is a factor of 10 below the expected

values. For comparison, Eq. 7.5, evaluated near the limiter radius where Aei ~ 15

cm, is also off by a factor of 10, predicting r values of ; 2. It appears that

there is either some gross systematic error in fitting r from the data, which is

highly unlikely, or that Eqs. 7.5 and 7.10 are incorrect and need to include some

anomaly factor.
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It is beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate the possible mechanisms

for this anomaly. Since Eq. 7.10 scales more favorably in radius than Eq.

7.5, a semi-empirical approach can be taken based on Eq. 7.10 to express r.

Introducing an empirical factor, A, r can be written as

A 2 ir D1 (1+r) (
r a (7.12)

S. Ce

so that D1 , L, Ce, and r agree with typical experimental values. Unfortunately,

due to the uncertainty in this model, r cannot be used to independently infer

a value for D1 as was initially suggested at the beginning of this section. All

that can be safely said about r from DENSEPACK data at this time is that Eq.

7.12 is consistent with an anomaly factor, A, equal to ; 0.1.
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7.3 Fluctuations

In addition to recording time averaged quantities such as density and tem-

perature shown in the previous sections, the DENSEPACK hardware was also

configured to record high frequency fluctuations in the ion saturation current

collected by 15 of the 30 active probes. Data from these probes was sampled at

1 MHz for 8 msec during the steady state portion of the discharge by LeCroy

model 8210 data loggers. Spectral analysis techniques were performed on this

data to infer fluctuation power spectra and to look for coherent modes appearing

across probes.

Section 7.3.1 presents ion saturation current fluctuation spectra and auto-

correlation time histories typical of the edge plasma sampled by DENSEPACK.

The fluctuation power spectra were found to exhibit no discernable features and

are typical of the broad-band 'turbulence' that is generally found in the edge

plasma of tokamak discharges. In addition, no coherent modes were detected

between probes, consistent with expected spatial correlation lengths for fluctua-

tions. Section 7.3.2 focuses on the fluctuation amplitude in ion saturation current

which is characterized by the quantity J/J. An important result is that unlike

the time averaged quantities, n and Te, J/J did not depend in any systematic

way on poloidal location in the limiter shadow plasma.

7.3.1 j Power Spectra and Correlations

Data sampled and recorded at 1 MHz was analyzed using Fourier transform

methods. When a DENSEPACK probe was biased in sweep mode, a data sample

of typically 1024 or 2048 points during the ion saturation part of the character-

istic was used (see Fig. 6.13). For operation in continuous ion saturation, all

8192 data samples (8K, 10 bit words) are used in the spectral analysis.
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The first step in this analysis was to compute the Fourier transform of the

ion saturation data samples. This was done by employing a fast Fourier trans-

form (FFT) algorithm on suitably 'prepared' ion saturation data. The data was

'prepared' by first subtracting any linear trend. In this manner, the D.C. level

and any slow time (2-8 msec) variation was removed. Then, the time sample

was multiplied by a Hanning function to minimize frequency artifacts in the

transform due to 'leakage'." Finally, the time series was doubled in length by

appending it with zeros. This technique defined the signal to be zero outside the

time window of measurement and made the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation

calculations evaluated in the frequency domain agree with comparable calcula-

tions using the time series data directly. The resultant FFT of this time series,

s(t), was a discrete representation of the Fourier transform for a continuous,

finite length, time series,

N-i

S(f.) = s(kT) e-i 2 rf~k ; n = 0,1, ... N - 1 (7.12)
k=O

] s(t) e-if Nt ; A = T (7.13)

as long as the highest frequency component in s(t) was less than the Nyquist

sampling rate, fc = 1/2T, where T is the sample time interval. Ten pole.

Tchebyshev-ellipsoidal, lowpass filters with a cutoff frequency of 416 kHz were

inserted before the fast digitizers to insure that the recorded signal was at least

60 db down for frequencies above the Nyquist limit of f, = 500 kHz. However.

it was found in most cases that spectra naturally rolled off at high frequencie,

to avoid significant aliasing even without filtering.

Once the Fourier transform was calculated, the discrete power spectrum.

P(f,) was simply estimated by computing
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(7.14)

Figure 7.16 displays a typical power spectrum of ion saturation fluctuations from

DENSEPACK probes. This power spectrum was obtained from an ion saturation

current time series of 2048 points. A numerical Gaussian filter in frequency

with a half width of ~ 1 kHz was used to smooth the spectrum. The spectrum

displays no evidence of any clear modes localized in frequency. The fluctuations

appear as a broad-band 'turbulence' and exhibit a bandwidth and roll-off similar

to the spectra obtained using probes by Zweben. 38 The effect of the 416 kHz

lowpass filter is seen on the semi-log plot in Fig. 7.16 (a) at frequencies above

400 kHz, indicating the level of digital noise for this spectrum.

The power spectrum can be characterized by the.same parameters as those

used by Zweben, namely, a critical frequency, fit, below which the power spec-

tra are relatively flat and above which the power rolls off as P(f) 0c f -. The

exponent, a, was found to be in the range 1-3 for DENSEPACK data, similar to

Zweben's result. The critical frequency as defined by Zweben appeared similar.

The 'flat' region in DENSEPACK's data was in the range f < fo where fo ~

10-20 kHz. Typically, 80-85% of the fluctuation power was at frequencies below

50 kHz.

Power spectra obtained from probes at different poloidal locations were

compared to search for a spatial dependence of the fluctuation spectrum. The

spectrum was found to be very similar at all poloidal locations. The only notable

difference from probe to probe was the rate of high frequency roll-off. For the

same shot, a was found to be on the lower limit, - 1, for some probes and on

the upper limit, - 3, for others. However, no systematic relationship between

spatial position and a was detected.
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Cross-correlations and auto-correlations of probe signals can be computed

efficiently using Fourier transform techniques. A time delay correlation between

two signals, x(t) and y(t), defined by the continuous integral,

C(r) = x(t) y(t + r) dt , (7.15)

is simply the inverse Fourier transform of the cross-power spectrum,

C(r) X(f) Y (f) e i27r f . (7.16)

In an analogous way, the discrete time delay correlation which approximates Eq.

7.15,

N-1

C(kT) E x(IT) y((k + )T)
1=0

(7.17)

can be obtained from the inverse FFT,

C(kT) FFT-{X(fu) Y(f-)}

N-1

- >) X(f.) Y-(fa) ei2lrk I.
n=U

(7.18)

(7.19)

When x(kT) = y(kT), then C(kT) becomes the discrete representation of the

autocorrelation, which is the inverse FFT of the discrete power spectrum.
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The correlation function, C(kT), was computed in this manner to obtain

autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions between 15 active probes on the

DENSEPACK array. A typical autocorrelation function calculated from the power

spectrum shown in Fig. 7.16 is plotted in Fig. 7.17. The sin(at)/at structure in

Fig. 7.17 (a) is due to wiggles in the low frequency end of the power spectrum.

With more data samples, this feature disappears. Figure 7.17 (b) shows the

autocorrelation on an expanded time scale. As shown here, it is found that

typical autocorrelation times are on the order r,,, -10-20 psec.

Cross-correlations of probe signals yielded no coherence even for adjacent

probes except during a subset of shots in which a global mode referred to as

'MARFE oscillations' appeared (chapter 11). This result is consistent with the

accepted spatial correlation length for fluctuations." From probe and electromag-

netic scattering measurements, the power spectrum in perpendicular wavenumber,

P(k±), peaks around kjp, ~ 0.3 where p, is the ion Larmor radius evaluated

at the electron temperature. For Alcator C edge plasma where B ~ 8 tesla and

Te ~ 15 eV, this implies a fluctuation correlation length of Acorr ~ 0.1 cm. The

closest DENSEPACK probe spacing was ~ 1 cm. Probes at the same minor ra-

dius location were spaced poloidally by ~ 3 cm (see Fig. 5.6). Thus, it is not

expected that there be any significant coherence in ion saturation fluctuations

between probes on the DENSEPACK array.

One other way in which a coherence might be detected between probes is

when the plasma has a bulk flow velocity directed from one probe to another.

If the time for a volume of plasma to move from probe to probe is less than the

autocorrelation time. rcorr, then some degree of coherence would be displayed

by the crosscorrelation function. With a probe spacing of ; 3 cm, this would

necessitate a flow velocity of V1 a 3 x 105 cm/sec. However, the estimated spatial

correlation length for fluctuations of Acorr ; 0.1 cm implies that this velocit

vector must align within 20 of a straight line path connecting two probes. Thus.

it is unlikely that a correlation between probes would be detected even if such
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a flow velocity in the edge plasma exists.

There were a number of discharges during reversed toroidal magnetic field

operation that displayed a global, low frequency (-- 270 Hz) mode referred to as

'MARFE oscillations'. In this case, crosscorrelations yielded coherence between

all probes. This phenomenon is presented separately in chapter 11 as part of

a discussion of MARFEs. It appears to be related to changes in macroscopic

plasma equilibrium, and so it is not included in this section on fluctuations.
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7.3.2 Spatial Dependence of i/i

The ion saturation current fluctuation level can be characterized by the

total energy in the fluctuations for a sample time period. Alternatively, one can

compute the root mean square (RMS) fluctuation amplitude and parameterize

the fluctuation level in terms of this quantity. The RMS is defined for a discrete

time series (s(kT); k = 0, N) as

N-i

RMS N Es2(kT), (7.20)
k=O

and for discrete functions; the following version of Parseval's theorem applies:

N-1 N-1

E s2 (kT) N E S(f,)S'(fn) (7.21)
k=0 n=O

N-1

N P(fn) (7.22)
n=O

as long as S(f,) is an accurate representation of the discrete Fourier transform

of s(kT). Thus, the RMS fluctuation level for a finite time data sample is simply

related to the integral of the power spectrum or to the time-averaged power in

the fluctuations.

The relative fluctuation level in ion saturation current collected by probes,

J, is most conveniently expressed in terms of the time averaged ion saturation

current, J, through the ratio J/J. Here, and throughout the remainder of this

thesis, J is defined as the RMS fluctuation level about the mean of the ion

saturation current. j/J therefore can be calculated from

N-I

N 1: J(k T) (7.23)
k=O
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and

N J(kt) J (7.24)

When electron temperature fluctuations are small, ion saturation current fluctu-

ations are proportional to density fluctuations allowing J/J to be interpreted as

For DENSEPACK, J/IJ was calculated using both fast sampled 1 MHz data

and slower sampled 10 kHz data. Since the power spectrum indicates that ion

saturation current fluctuations appear as a random turbulence, one expects that

J/j inferred from the 1 MHz data and from the 10 kHz data should in principle

agree when the analog bandwidth of the two systems is the same. More formally,

when the data is sampled over many autocorrelation times so that the. uniform

sample time interval cannot 'lock in phase' with fluctuations, a truly 'random'

sampling is obtained. This criterion was easily satisfied by both the 8210 and

8212 data retrieval systems. However, discrete Fourier transforms computed from

the 10 kHz data were not accurate since frequency components in the data exceed

the Nyquist limit for this case.

The LeCroy 8212 10kHz digitizers had an- analog bandwidth of ~ 50 kHz

while the bandwidth of the fast, 1 MHz, 8210 modules was limited only by

the lowpass filters at 416 MHz. Thus, J/IJ computed from Eqs. 7.23 and 7.24

includes contributions from essentially the entire fluctuation spectrum for the

fast loggers. On the other hand, data from the slow loggers includes only a

range of 0-50 *kHz.

i/j was computed for ion saturation data recorded simultaneously by 8210

and 8212 data loggers. It was found that J/J from the 10 kHz data was typically

80-85% of the J/IJ computed from the 1 MHz data. This is consistent with
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the result presented in the previous section, i.e. 80-85% of the power in the

fluctuations occurred for frequencies under 50 kHz. When every 1 0 0 th point of

the 1. MHz data sample was used to compute J/J, simulating an 'effective' 10

kHz data sample, no statistically significant difference was found between this'

value and the J/J calculated using all the data points. This is expected since

this 'effective' 10 kHz data sample was not analog bandwidth limited as the

actual 10 kHz data was.

In summary, the relationship of J/J calculated from the 10 kHz data logger

system to j/T calculated from the 1 MHz system can be simply stated as

/i 10 ~ 0.80-0.85 /< (7.25)
10 kHz 11MHz

where the factor, 0.80-0.85, is attributed to the analog bandwidth of the 10 kHz

data and the power distribution in frequency of the fluctuations. This result in

itself is not interesting enough to demand so much attention. The relationship

in Eq. 7.25 is most useful in connecting fluctuations recorded by the slower data

logger system to the virtually unlimited bandwidth fluctuation level recorded

by the fast 8210 data logger system. The 8212 data logger system recorded

30 probe signals simultaneously over the duration of the shot whereas the 8210

system recorded only 15 probes for ~ 8 msec. Thus, a more complete mapping

of fluctuations versus poloidal position could be made from the 8212 data once

the relationship in Eq. 7.25 was found to hold true.

Figure 7.18 displays J/J computed from both 10 kHz and 1 MHz data as

a function of poloidal angle for two DENSEPACK radii of 16.8 cm and 17.2 cm.

The 10 kHz data represents an average of J/J over 16 sweeps which span 80

msec during the steady state portion of the discharge (t = 250 msec). The 1

MHz J/J is from - 1000 points during a single sweep around t = 250 msec.

As indicated above, the 10 klz data points are typically 80-85% of the 1 MHz

points, independent of poloidal angle. The data at 16.8 cm, shown in Fig. 7.18
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(a), was recorded with a better signal to noise level than the 17.2 cm data (b)

so that the error bars for this data are smaller. For both radii, there appears to

be little or no systematic variation in the value of /.i. The 16.8 cm data does

show some poloidal variation, suggesting that minima in J/J may occur near

the top and bottom poloidal locations. However, this trend is not observed in

the 17.2 cm data where the relative fluctuation level is found to vary in a way

that appears to be independent of angle.

The key point that is made in Fig. 7.18 is that although the density was

found to vary by a factor of 5-10 over poloidal angle (section 7.1), the quantity

i/j showed no variation that coincided with the density variation. Perhaps

more importantly, the scrape-off length was shown in section 7.1 and 7.2 to vary

in angle by at least a factor of 2-4 and yet J/IJ showed no correlation with this

spatial dependence.
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CHAPTER 8

MECHANISMS SUPPORTING POLOIDAL ASYMMETRY

Even in the absence of the enhanced H, emission signifying a MARFE

event, the edge plasma in Alcator C maintains a strongly asymmetric structure.

The question of why the edge plasma should exhibit such a strong poloidal asym-

metry arises. This chapter identifies five possible explanations for the measured

asymmetry: 1) systematic errors in measurement due to incorrect installation of

DENSEPACK and/or edge plasma perturbation by DENSEPACK, 2) noncircular

magnetic flux surfaces, 3) spatially dependent diffusion, 4) spatially dependent

convective transport, and 5) parallel plasma flows.

Section 8.1 considers incorrectly installed DENSEPACK probe array hard-

ware and DENSEPACK as a perturbing 'limiter'. The possibility that systematic

errors in DENSEPACK data appeared as a poloidal asymmetry was checked and

eliminated.

At first, it was thought that the outer magnetic flux surfaces were non-

circular so that plasma was being scraped off nonuniformly on the circular

poloidal ring limiters. Section 8.2 presents magnetic flux surface measurements

which show that this was not the case. The outer flux surfaces in Alcator C were

measured to be very nearly circular. Even for a well-centered discharge, the edge

plasma somehow maintained pressure asymmetries on magnetic flux surfaces. In

reviewing previous measurements of edge plasma in Alcator C (chapter 4), it was

found that edge plasma asymmetries detected previously also violated magnetic

flux surfaces, supporting this result.

Section 8.3 discusses the possibility that spatially dependent diffusion caused

the asymmetries. Measurements of J/J from DENSEPACK show that the fluc-

tuation amplitude was nearly independent of space. Thus, in order to maintain

this argument, one must require that the relative phase of h and <I fluctuations
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be dependent on spatial position. Unfortunately, no such simultaneous measure-

ments of ii and ', versus poloidal position in Alcator C are available at this

time.

Section 8.4,considers perpendicular convective transport in the edge plasma

as a mechanism to support asymmetries. Motivated by the Pfirsch-Schluter plus

convection model outlined in section 3.2, perpendicular E x B convection as in-

ferred from DENSEPACK data is examined. Perpendicular convection terms in

the reduced transport equations (section 3.3) are estimated to scale the impor-

tance of this convection in the edge plasma. It is shown that although E x B

particle transport can be significant compared to the rate of particle loss to the

limiter, it possesses neither the magnitude nor the structure needed to simply

explain the observed density asymmetry in the limiter shadow plasma. E x B

electron energy transport is shown to be even less important compared to paral-

lel power fluxes to the limiter. Thus, perpendicular transport estimated in this

model only perturbs the edge and does not, by itself, explain the asymmetric

equilibrium that is established. However, it is pointed out that for r 5 a, where

the metallic limiter can no longer 'short out' the plasma potential, and there is

no parallel transport to limiter surfaces, E x B fluxes may play a more domi-

nant role. DENSEPACK data combined with observations of MARFE phenomena

suggest that strong poloidal asymmetries also exist in this plasma region (r : a).

Finally, parallel convection in the edge plasma is considered in section 8.5.

Independent of the mechanism by which plasma parameters are maintained to

be nonuniform on a flux surface, bulk plasma flows along B can be driven by

such asymmetries. 99 Although parallel plasma flows can affect the ion satura-

tion current collected by a Langmuir probe, it is shown that the asymmetries

detected by DENSEPACK cannot be attributed to a misinterpretation of data

due to such flows. However, it is suggested that data from the thermocouple

array presented in chapter 4 can be explained in terms of poloidally asymmetric

transport and/or parallel flows. Recently, data obtained using a -two-sided en-
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ergy analyzer/Langmuir probe/heat flux probe 73 ,9 7 ,9 8 ,106 lends support to this

hypothesis. Asymmetric limiter damage discussed in section 4.2 can also- be

explained in terms of parallel plasma flows in the edge plasma. The required

parallel flow pattern is shown to be consistent with the poloidally asymmet-

ric perpendicular transport inferred by DENSEPACK extending inside the limiter

radius.

8.1 Check of Systematic Errors

When data from the DENSEPACK array first indicated such strong poloidal

asymmetries, it was suspected that the array was either incorrectly installed or

that the probes were perturbing the edge plasma. The following two subsections

address these points.

8.1.1 DENSEPACK Installation

The DENSEPACK probe array consisted of fixed length molybdenum probes

mounted on segments of a stainless steel support ring (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). The

array was installed one section at a time and clamped to Alcator C's vacuum

vessel flange. The complete support ring assembly was designed to rest against

the vacuum wall, insuring that the segments lay on a circular arc about the

vacuum chamber center. The poloidal ring limiter system in Alcator C was also

designed to rest against the vacuum wall. Thus DENSEPACK was constructed

to sample plasma on circles which were concentric with the limiter.

One possibility for the observed systematic variation in edge plasma param.-

eters is that the DENSEPACK hardware was incorrectly installed. If the backbone

structure of DENSEPACK was in fact elliptical, density and temperature differ-

ences on the same length probes would be detected.
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The position of DENSEPACK was checked during a vacuum break midway

through its operation when the full array of probes was installed. A fiber optic

scope was inserted into the vacuum chamber to view the position of the backbone

along the vacuum wall. It was found that the stainless steel ring segments were

flush against the wall as designed. Thus it was concluded that DENSEPACK was

indeed sampling plasma along concentric circles of radii 16.8, 17.2, and 17.6 cm.

The fact that the density scrape-off length was found to be a function of

angle further verifies that the edge plasma was truly asymmetric and that the

DENSEPACK backbone was not in a displaced position. No simple displacement

in DENSEPACK can account for the variation in the radial gradient of density

measured by DENSEPACK.

8.1.2 DENSEPACK Perturbations

Another possible way in which DENSEPACK itself could systematically cause

a poloidal asymmetry to be detected was that the probe array perturbed the

edge plasma. From Fig. 8.1, one can see that there are no probes over a

400 segment at the top and bottom locations. These are exactly the positions

where plasma density and temperature maxima were found to exist. This raised

concern that perhaps DENSEPACK, with its densely-packed probes, was acting as

a limiter and reducing the plasma density and temperature from the unperturbed

values.

In order to test this hypothesis, the molybdenum casing of a gridded energy

analyzer 7 3 was inserted in the gap between probes at the top location as shown

in Fig. 8.1. Normally the energy analyzer probe was pulled back and oriented

to collect plasma. In this case, it was turned 900 to expose its maximum area

to the plasma and act as a local 'limiter'. It was found that even when this

'limiter' was inserted to a radius of 16.7 cm, the poloidal profile of edge plasma

parameters inferred by DENSEPACK remained unchanged. The projected area
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of this 'limiter' was much larger than the area of DENSEPACK probes and yet

no perturbation in the edge parameters was detected. This was strong evidence

to support the conclusion that DENSEPACK itself was not perturbing the edge

plasma in a way to cause the measured asymmetries.

An additional argument similar to the one stated in the previous section

could be used. Even if DENSEPACK was perturbing the edge plasma, the poloidal

variation in the scrape-off length cannot be simply explained. It is not likely

that the same physical arrangement of probes on the inside and outside posi-

tions of the torus would lead to dramatically different gradients in the radial

density profile. It was therefore concluded that poloidal asymmetries detected

by DENSEPACK were due to true asymmetries appearing in the limiter shadow

plasma of Alcator C.
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8.2 Magnetic Flux Surfaces

Perhaps the simplest explanation for the observed poloidal pressure asym-

metries is that the outer magnetic flux surfaces in Alcator C were not circular

and did not align with the limiters. This type of argument was used in Ref.

[15] in an attempt to explain the heat flux asymmetries in Alcator C. However,

as discussed in section 4.3, this explanation was not consistent with the reversed

field data in Ref. 151 and with asymmetric limiter damage. It is now shown in

a more direct way that the outer magnetic flux surface shape in Alcator C was

very close to circular and could not explain the observed variation of plasma

pressure using the usual argument that n x T = const. on a non-circular flux

surface.

8.2.1 Measurement of Outer Magnetic Flux Surfaces

The outer magnetic flux surface shape was measured in Alcator C 'by a

series of 12 poloidal flux loops.77 In the limiter shadow plasma, where negligible

current flows, vacuum Maxwell's equations could be used to interpolate for the

magnetic field in that region (section 5.3.1). In this manner, outer flux surfaces

could be drawn by plotting surfaces of constant flux.

In order to compare magnetic flux surfaces obtained from the poloidal flux

loops with pressure surfaces obtained from DENSEPACK, the magnetic data was

processed in the following way. First, values of magnetic flux were interpolated

and read at the probe locations as shown in Fig. 7.11b. Then, contours of

constant flux were generated from this data in the same way that contours of

constant density and temperature were generated from DENSEPACK data except

that no smoothing was done. The result was a conformally mapped flux plot

as shown in Fig. 8.2a. In processing the magnetic data in the same way as

the probe data, any systematic 'artifacts' that might be introduced in data pro-

cessing would appear in the same way on both plots. This data was obtained
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simultaneously with the pressure data inferred frornDENSEPACK which is shown

for reference in Fig. 8.2b.

8.2.2 Comparison of n x Te Surfaces with Flux Surfaces

The magnetic flux surfaces and plasma pressure surfaces (n x Te) shown

in Fig. 8.2 clearly show that pressure was not constant on a flux surface in

the limiter shadow plasma. The flux surfaces show only a minor distortion

from circular whereas the pressure plot is far from circular. The most dramatic

departure from n x T, = const. is at large minor radii. A flux contour near the

maximum radii sampled by DENSEPACK traverses many pressure contour lines

as it encircles the plasma. The variation in pressure along these contours easily

exceeds a pressure ratio of 50:1.

Even when the plasma position was moved in-out or up-down so that the

outer flux surfaces shifted relative to the surfaces shown in Fig. 8.2a, the picture

in Fig. 8.2 still held true. Although in these cases the pressure surfaces shifted

slightly, it was found that the pressure profiles consistently violated n x Te =

const. on a flux surface and exhibited the same poloidally asymmetric structure.

The conclusion drawn from this data was that there were processes active

in the limiter shadow plasma that supported pressure asymmetries on a flux

surface. This is not so surprising in view of the fact that MARFEs were found

early in the operation of Alcator C to be toroidally symmetric, violating the

local rotational transform (section 4.4).
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8.3 Spatially Dependent Diffusion

In searching for mechanisms to explain the observed density and tempera-

ture asymmetries on a flux surface in the limiter shadow plasma, one can con-

sider the possibility that plasma transport is a function of space. Spatially non-

uniform sources and sinks can also be considered. The radiation term in the

electron energy equation is an example of such a local sink which can disturb

the electron temperature profile and lead to a radiation thermal instability (sec-

tion 2.5.3). The continuity equation, which provides an accounting of the local

plasma density, can also include an ionization source term and recombination

sink term.

Since the most marked poloidal asymmetry occurs in the density profile, the

continuity equation bears the most immediate attention. For typical edge plasma

temperatures of 5-25 eV, recombination is negligible. As argued in section 3.1,

ionization can also be neglected in the limiter shadow plasma of Alcator C.

Thus, neutrals and associated source and sink terms in the continuity equation

can be ignored. The only dominant terms remaining in the continuity equation

are convection and diffusion.

A system of reduced transport equations appropriate for conditions in the

edge plasma which neglect the neutral species was presented previously in section

3.3. This section and sections 8.4 and 8.5 draw on these equations as a model

of plasma transport near the limiter radius in Alcator C.

8.3.1 Scrape-off Length Variation: D1 (O)

The first complication considered in modelling transport in the Alcator C

limiter shadow plasma is that the cross-field diffusion rate is some function of

space. The 2-D diffusion model discussed in section 3.1.1 can be extended to a

3-D model that includes a poloidal variation of the diffusion coefficient. In this

new model, plasma is convected to the limiter 'surfaces along field lines as before
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and the plasma density is assumed to be approximately toroidally symmetric

(- 0). However, the perpendicular flux due to diffusion is written with a

poloidal dependence as

'()an BO' 1 an
F = -D(0) VLn -D(O) + B2 r 1  (8V1)

__ B2 r a90

where a cylindrical (r, 0, 4) coordinate system is used. The continuity equation

can therefore be written as

(8.2)

a2n 1 - B 21ani n C,-D 1 (0) -5-rFD2(O) B2 D (0) (8.3)
rr - 9dO B 2 r al - L(O)

where the divergence of the parallel flow to the limiter is approximated as the

value from the 2-D model. The fact that the parallel connection length, L(O),

depends on poloidal angle is explicitly shown for clarity. Since radial derivatives

dominate, Eq. 8.3 reduces to

a 2n n C,
Dj_(0) -- (8.4)

( r 2  L(O)

which yields the same exponential density dependence in radius except that the

scrape-off length depends on angle. A poloidal density profile at the limiter

radius, na(O), and a density of zero at r -+ oo can be specified as the boundary

conditions so that

n(r) = n, (O) e(a-r)/A( (8.5)
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L() Di(O)
A, (0) =, (8.6)

Cs

Thus, the first order response of a poloidally symmetric plasma to a poloidally

dependent perpendicular diffusion coefficient is a local adjustment of the radial

scrape-off length. The density at the limiter radius is not directly determined

by D, but is obtained by matching the fluxes crossing from the central plasma

into the limiter shadow plasma. Consequently, poloidal variations in density offer

no unambiguous information about DI. However, A, is readily determined from

DENSEPACK data and can be directly related to D_ through Eq. 8.6.

As shown in section 7.14, the scrape-off length was found to be a strong

function of angle in Alcator C edge plasma. From the simple model outlined

above, such a variation in the scrape-off length could be due to a poloidally

dependent diffusion coefficient through Eq. 8.6. A poloidal variation of factors

of 5-10 in scrape-off length implies factors of 12-50 variation in D, even when

accounting for a factor of - 2 variation in L(O). Including poloidal diffusion

terms in Eq. 8.4 only results in a reduction of the poloidal variation of the

plasma density. Thus, a factor of 12-50 variation in D1 represents the minimum

variation required to explain the poloidal variation in A,.

Given that the anomalous level of D_ observed in the edge plasma of

tokamaks is due to turbulence, one would expect that a factor of 12-50 variation

in D, would show up as some variation in the fluctuation level characterized

by J/J. However, Fig. 7.18 shows no clear evidence of any systematic poloidal

variation in J/i.

The conclusion is that either D1 changes in space independent of the rel-

ative power in the fluctuations characterized by j/i or that some other mecha-

nism is responsible for the poloidal asymmetries. It is unlikely that Di departs
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so markedly from some spatially uniform value implied by the spatially uni-

form level of J/J, especially when it is so widely accepted that fluctuations are

responsible for the anomalously high value for D1 . This inconsistency prompts

the following discussions of other mechanisms which could cause the edge density

profile to be asymmetric.

8.3.2 Scrape-off Length Variation: Directed h, 4, Fluxes

Another possibility is that edge plasma turbulence in Alcator C does not

lead to a purely isotropic diffusion flux but rather a directed, time averaged

(h _ x B) flux as discussed in section 2.4.2. In this case, the level of J/J is

not important in determining the magnitude of the perpendicular flux. Instead,

the relative phase of h and V 1 $, determines the magnitude and direction of

this time averaged 'diffusive' flux. Such fluctuation induced particle fluxes due

to ii and 4, have been detected in the edge plasma of other t'okamaks" and

estimated through the use of Eq. 2.15.

A possible scenario which could explain the measured poloidal variation in

the density profile is that coherent components of i, $, fluctuations are phased

differently at various poloidal angles in the limiter shadow plasma. These fluc-

tuation induced particle fluxes can then add or subtract to the local, purely

diffusive flux, depending on the poloidal position.

More formally, one can divide the perpendicular fluxes into two components:

namely, a part that includes an isotropic diffusion and a part that results from

phase correlated i, $, fluctuations,

p D+ F (8.7)

i = DVin (8.8)
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x V5(w)
-~B 2 cos'(w) O . (8.9)

Here, the directed turbulent flux is assumed to be dependent on poloidal an-

gle. On the other hand, D± is no longer assumed to be a function of space.

Incorporating Fi' into Eq. 8.2 results in

D 2 n n C

O9r2 + V - - L ). (8.10)

Performing V - [Eq. 8.9), one obtains

V- - -~ ,V (w) cos-y(w) Ow

B 2 lBI
+ 2 h (w) V4, (Lo) - B 3R COSJ(W) (9W-

(8.11)

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 8.11 can be neglected

compared to the first term since Vh/A is much larger than VBj/_B. Equation

8.10 can now be written with an effective source term due to correlated i, 4,

fluctuations as

a 2 n n Cs
-D, =r2 L(0) + n S"(0) (8.12)

where

S"'(O) =- J B x Vi,(w) Vh(w)
- B 2 I s
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and h is the time averaged density (= n unless otherwise noted).

The solution to Eq. 8.12 is also an exponential in radius except that now

the radial e-folding length is

D-
A(O) = ..F (8.14)

C,/L(O) - Si3'i'(O)

Thus, the density scrape-off length depends on the relative sign and magnitude

of S",'A(O) compared to C,/L(O). In view of the fact that potential and den-

sity fluctuations occur over very short spatial correlation lengths (- 0.1 cm for

Alcato.r C), it is possible that Sfl,4'(O) can be large enough to explain the ob-

served density asymmetry. Ideally, Vh/h and V , should be measured at various

poloidal locations in order to compute S" (0). Unfortunately, no simultaneous

measurements of Vii/ii and V$, have been made in Alcator C edge plasma.

In conclusion, transport due to h, , fluctuations is identified as a candi-

date mechanism which might explain the poloidal asymmetries in Alcator C edge

plasma. Since no data exists at this time to support or refute the above model,

the importance of h, 4, transport must be left as an open question which may

be answered in some future work. Keeping this in mind, other candidate mech-

anisms can still be investigated. The following two sections consider the possible

role of bulk plasma convection in the edge plasma of Alcator C.
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8.4 Perpendicular Convection

In addition to fluctuations in plasma density and potential, the edge plasma

exhibits non-zero time averaged components of n and 4 ,. Poloidal profiles of

such near steady state quantities were presented in detail in section 7.2. The fact

that the edge plasma can maintain near steady state gradients in <), prompts

one to consider the impact that E x B bulk plasma flows may have on the

equilibrium density and temperature profiles.

Section 7.2.4 already showed that typical gradients in <}, inferred from

DENSEPACK data suggest E x B convection velocities which can be significant

compared to the effective radial flow velocity due to diffusion alone. Thus, it

may indeed be possible for these flows to influence the equilibrium profiles in a

way analogous to the Pfirsch-Schlfter convection plus diffusion model discussed

in section 3.2.

In principle, it is possible to infer 2-D ExB flow patterns from DENSEPACK

data. From these flow patterns and the already inferred 2-D density and tem-

perature profiles, perpendicular convection terms in the reduced fluid transport

equations can be evaluated. In this way, the impact of E x B convection as it af-

fects density and temperature in the limiter shadow plasma can be investigated.

This approach is used in the following subsections to estimate the magnitude of

convection terms in both the continuity and electron energy equations.
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8.4.1 Convection Terms versus Non-Convection Terms

The purpose of this subsection is to compare the relative magnitude of

perpendicular convection terms in the continuity and electron energy equations

to other, terms in these equations. The approach is first to obtain simplified

continuity and electron energy equations which retain the dominant terms for

an edge plasma that is nearly poloidally symmetric. In doing this, the set of

reduced fluid transport equations presented in section 3.3 is used. Once this

is done, the magnitude of the convection terms can be compared to typical

magnitudes of non-convection terms in these equations. The goal is to see if

perpendicular convection in the Alcator C edge plasma is sufficiently strong to

perturb poloidally, symmetric profiles into the observed asymmetric structure.

Starting from Eqs. 3.114 and 3.120, the continuity and electron energy

equations can be written with explicit convective and diffusive transport terms

as

V r D + VC.Vn n VVC = 0 (8.15)

3 r D VT + n TeV-~ + - n VC -VT,
2 n 2  -e (8.16)

+ n TeV -V -V -q

where 1,D is the particle flux due to diffusion, and VC is some convection ve-

locity. From the MHD fluid model, V z V, while Ve is given by Eq. 3.112.

The radiation term normally in Eq. 8.16 has been dropped in order to consider

only the impact of convection on the electron temperature profile. By the same

argument, the ohmic heating term is also neglected.

The perpendicular convection in Eqs. 8.15 and 8.16 is assumed to arise

from E x B and diamagnetic particle drifts. Taking Bx[Eq. 3.118), and using
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Eqs. 3.112 and 3.116, one obtains both contributions for the convection part of

the perpendicular velocities,

BxVts BxVPs
V C - - +4, B P (8.17)

B 2  q n B 2 (

C BxVO, BxVP (8.18)
B 2  qnB 2

where E is written as

In the parallel direction, the bulk plasma accelerates to the sound speed

along field lines as it approaches the limiter surface. This effect leads to a local

plasma sink term in the continuity equation (section 3.1.1) of order

C n V (8.19)

In the electron energy equation, a similar scaling for the divergence of the parallel

flow is

n T, n T- Cs (8.20)

Incorporating Eqs. 8.17-8.20 into 8.15 and 8.16 yields

rD B x 17 4VFD + B -- - n + 2 n (V4, + VPj)-

_ _ _ _ 

(8.21)
B x VI n C,

B3 L
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3 D 3 [B x V4
F VT T V - - - n - VTe

2 n 2 B 2

+ 2 n Te {V4, - 4.92VT - 2.42TeVln(n))] R BXVIE!
B3

3 nTeC
+ n V I VTe + V -(-KeV1Te .'KViT) ~ - L

(8.22)

The numerical factors in this equation come from combining terms and using

Braginskii's transport coefficients.59

133- terms in Eqs. 8.21 and 8.22 are small compared to -B2 terms

and can be neglected. At the symmetry point between limiters, one expects

that V1Te - 0 and V1n _ 0 so that parallel heat conduction and convection

can be ignored. In the case where strong poloidal asymmetries develop, this

approximation cannot be made. However, here we are considering the case of a

nearly poloidally symmetric edge plasma. Furthermore, V - iqVIT, is neglected

relative to I, -D Te since density gradients greatly exceed temperature gradients

and perpendicular diffusion is always anomalously large.

With these approximations, the continuity and electron energy equations

reduce to

,7 E + B xV -, n C,
V±<-FD_- + -Vn - (8.21)

B 2  L

ED 3 rD 3 Bx, + 3n T, C,
n LTe V - +-ViTe + - n -- -VTe ~ . (822)

n 2 2 B 2  L

A similar version of these two equations appeared earlier as Eqs. 3.52 and

3.74 when Pfirsch-Schlater convection was considered as a possible perpendicu-

lar transport mechanism. However, we are interested in these somewhat more
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general equations in order to insert values for V4, inferred directly from the

DENSEPACK probe array.

DENSEPACK data shows that radial density profiles in the limiter shadow

plasma- are modelled well as a local exponential with an e-folding length that,

depends on angle,

n(r,O) ; na(O) e(ar)/t(8 ) . (8.23)

Assuming that diffusion is not a function of space, and using the fact that radial

gradients are much larger than poloidal gradients, the continuity equation can

be approximated as

n + BxV - Vn C (8.24)
A2 () B 2  L(0)

In a similar manner, modelling Te(r,O) as

Te(r,0) ; Tea(0) e(a-r)/() , (8.25)

the electron energy equation can be approximated as

3 DL n Te 3 B x V O, n Te CS

2 An(O) AT(O) ±2 B2 VT, L(G) (8.26)

since for exponential density gradients, V (Es/n) 0.

The impact of E x B convection on the density and temperature profiles in

the limiter shadow plasma can now be seen from Eqs. 8.24 and 8.26. In the ab-

sence of an E x B convection, these equations reproduce the unperturbed profiles
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as derived previously in sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 for Pfirsch-Schliiter convection.

Therefore, in order for the perpendicular convection terms to significantly per-.

turb the' density or temperature profiles, they need to be the same order of

magnitude as other terms in these equations. Using the local sink term in these

equations as a comparison, it is required that

0.1 - 1 (8.27)

for perpendicular convection in the continuity equation to be important where

L - Vn
En B(8.28)

n C,

Similarly for perpendicular convection to be important in the electron energy

equation,

E2 B2 V e 0.1 - 1 . (8.29)
I(TI T, C,

One can therefore examine e7 j and IETr as inferred from DENSEPACK data to

assess the impact of E x B convection on the edge plasma.

Finally, A, can be estimated in terms of c, 'from Eq. 8.24 when F_ is only

a function of poloidal angle as

A.,, (0)Ano(o) (,0
( +=( , (8.30)

where Ao is defined as the scrape-off length for the case no convection with

poloidally symmetric diffusion, Ao(0) = /DL(O)/C,. Thus, perpendicular con-

vection is another process which can result in-a density scrape-off length that
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depends on angle. Should E approach -1, a vety long scrape-off length would

result. On the other hand, if c, is +1, the scrape-off length becomes a factor

of 1/v/2 shorter.

The next step in this analysis is to determine the E x B flow field, and Vn,

VTe vector fields so that c, and ET can be calculated.

8.4.2, E x B Flow Fields

Two-dimensional E x B flow fields in the limiter shadow plasma of Alcator

C can be inferred from DENSEPACK data. Since E -V43, one first needs an

estimate of the spatial variation of D,. The local plasma space potential can be

estimated from the probe floating potential and the local temperature through

Eq. 6.5,

S:f + 3.5 T, . (8.31)

Once 4(r,0) is obtained from DENSEPACK data, the perpendicular E x B

velocity due to space potential variations,

Vs B x V(D,
B1 ~ B (8.32)V~L = B 2

can be computed. Since VS is perpendicular to both B and V+,, and B is

mostly toroidal, the E x B flow field closely follows surfaces of constant +,.

Figure 8.3a shows a typical E x B flow field as determined from surfaces of

constant (b, plotted in the usual conformal mapping format (see section 7.2.1).

In computing ET as defined in Eq. 8.29, the total E x B convection velocity

need not be calculated. Using Eq. 8.31,
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B x V4. Bx V(4f + 3.5 TeV) . Bx T

B2 VT, B 2  B 2  . (8.33)

_V - VT

Thus, the component of perpendicular convection that affects the temperature

profile, Vf, is due to floating potential variations alone. Figure 8.3b shows the

E x B flow field that results from just floating potential variations.

Both flow fields in Fig. 8.3 exhibit a complex spatial structure. Vf is

particularly interesting since the flow pattern possesses a radially inward com-

ponent on the inside and a radially outward component at the top-outside and

bottom-outside locations. This suggests that the flow field may be responsible

for the observed density and/or temperature asymmetry. However, as shown in

the next subsection, the impact of this convection on the equilibrium density

and temperature profiles is small compared to the rate of particle and energy

losses to the limiter. Thus, these flows merely perturb the plasma in the limiter

shadow region and do not explain the highly asymmetric equilibrium.
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8.4.3 Magnitude of Perpendicular Convective Transport

The magnitude of the perpendicular convection term and parallel flow diver-

gence term in the continuity equation (8.24) can be estimated from DENSEPACK

data. Figure 8.4 displays conformally mapped contours of nC,/L and

Vn.

nC,/L is simply computed from the local density and temperature. The

distance to the limiter, L, depends on poloidal angle and is taken into account

for this plot. Since the strongest Variation of nC,/L is through n, this quantity

generates contours which are similar to the constant density contours (Fig. 7.12).

BxV4'.
The perpendicular convective transport term, - B . Vn, plotted in Fig.

8.4b is obtained by computing the local perpendicular convection and gradient in

n. This term displays a more detailed structure in poloidal angle. All parameters

used in computing these terms are smoothed in poloidal angle, and gradients

are computed as an average over many data points. The idea is to look for

large spatial scale variations in these terms which may correlate with the general

structure of the observed density asymmetry.

The ratio of these two terms, E,, is plotted in Fig. 8.5. Typical values of f,

range ± ±0.15. This indicates that perpendicular convective particle transport in

the shadow plasma is indeed significant enough not to be ignored. However, as

indicated from both the poloidal variation and magnitude of c, this convection

does not simply explain the observed poloidal density asymmetry.

From Eq. 8.30, a variation of E, from -0.15 to +0.15 implies a scrape-

off length variation of only ; 15% . In addition, the areas of positive (,, and

negative E, do not coincide with the poloidal variation of the scrape-off length

or density (Fig. 7.13). Therefore, it is concluded from this simple model that

although perpendicular convective particle transport can perturb the edge density

profile, it cannot explain the observed asymmetry in density.
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A similar analysis can be performed to estimate values for ET over the

poloidal cross-section. Comparing Eq. 8.28 with 8.29, one can readily see that

IETI < EnI since gradients in Te are typically much smaller than gradients in

n, and only floating potential variations drive E x B flows that affect the tem-

perature profile. Computing ET from DENSEPACK data, it is indeed found that

IETI < lEn with typical values of IET 5 0.02. Perpendicular convective electron

energy transport is therefore only a small perturbation compared to the total

energy balance in the limiter shadow plasma of Alcator C.

In conclusion, the analysis of DENSEPACK data outlined in this section

indicates that although E x B particle transport in the limiter shadow plasma

can be significant compared to the loss rate of particles to the limiter, it is

not sufficient to explain the observed poloidal density asymmetry in any simple

way. In addition, it is found that E x B electron energy transport is negligible

compared to energy fluxes to the limiter and therefore does not directly influence

the equilibrium electron energy balance of the shadow plasma. Thus, the role of

E x B fluxes in this region is secondary in nature. Such fluxes may act to perturb

the edge plasma and cause other mechanisms such as a local radiation thermal

instability to occur, although there is no way to directly test this hypothesis

with DENSEPACK.
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8.4.4 Poloidal Asymmetries Inside the Limiter Radius

The above analysis of perpendicular, transport processes is restricted to the

limiter shadow plasma sampled by DENSEPACK. However, there is strong evi-

dence that poloidal asymmetries are not restricted to this region and can appear

on closed flux surfaces inside the limiter radius.

From the density profiles and scrape-off lengths measured by DENSEPACK,

the poloidal variation in -the density profile can be extrapolated to the limiter

radius. Figure 8.6 shows a density scrape-off length profile and the density profile

at r = 16.5 cm (limiter radius) that results from this procedure. Note that even

at the limiter -radius, the density retains the same asymmetric structure and

exhibits at least a factor of 2 variation over poloidal angle. Note also that the

density maxima are shifted to the small major radius side of the top and bottom

locations. The values of these maxima are very large at ne z 101 4 /cm 3 compared

to the central line-averaged density, Tz a 2 x 10 4 /cm 3 . Thus, the edge plasma

just inside the limiter radius must also support strong poloidal asymmetries.

The asymmetries detected during MARFE phenomena are consistent with

these observations from DENSEPACK. At the onset of a MARFE, a buildup of

density is typically detected at the smaller major radius edge of tokamak plasmas

by density interferometer measurements. 4 -3 1 2 4 In Alcator C, the line-averaged

density along the inside vertical chord can approach or exceed the central line-

averaged density (section 4.4.2). Comparing the path of this inside interferometer

beam (-12 cm inside the magnetic axis) with the poloidal density profile at the

limiter radius shown in Fig. 8.6b, one can see that it passes through high density

and steep poloidal density gradient plasma (dashed lines in Fig. 8.6b). However,

the line-integral of this density in the limiter shadow plasma is not nearly enough

to account for the observed density buildup along this chord. Consequently, the

density asymmetry must not only extend inside the limiter radius, r : a, but

also be more pronounced there.
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The radiating MARFE region coincident with these events is observed to be

strictly toroidally symmetric, not following field lines. Furthermore, this radiating

region is found to extend slightly inside the limiter radius where field lines are

not intercepted by limiter surfaces. This is further evidence of a poloidally

asymmetric plasma existing on closed flux surfaces inside the limiter radius.

The implication of these observations combined with DENSEPACK data is

that perpendicular transport in both the limiter shadow and a small annular

region inside the limiter radius is highly poloidally asymmetric. Gradients are

thereby supported along field lines. The resulting picture is an edge plasma that

displays poloidal asymmetries yet retains toroidal symmetry.

Transport modelling of the edge plasma region just inside the limiter radius

is more complex than the limiter shadow plasma. One must now include neutral

ionization source terms which could be neglected in the shadow plasma of Alcator

C. In addition, steady state E x B fluxes may be more important. The poloidal

limiter which was present during the DENSEPACK experiment is not available

to 'short out' E-fields in this region. An additional consequence can be a sharp

potential mismatch between the limiter shadow plasma and the plasma just inside

limiter radius. The limiter as such an electrically perturbing structure has been

considered in the past. 22 ,1O2

Unfortunately, this plasma region is difficult to diagnose. Nevertheless,

whatever transport processes which are active in this region result in a poloidally

asymmetric density boundary condition for the limiter shadow plasma.
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8.4.5 Refinements to Perpendicular Transport Model

It is possible to consider cases in which the local plasma sink term in the

limiter shadow plasma is not simply nC,/L as modelled here but some more

complicated function of space. Clearly, edge plasma conditions differ near a lim-

iter surface so that such a modification is needed in a more accurate description

of the shadow plasma. Where this sink term is smaller, E x B convection as

considered above can possibly play a more important role.

There is also the question of whether the shadow plasma retains the ob-

served poloidal structure at various toroidal locations. Observations of MARFE

phenomena indicate that a level of toroidal symmetry exists, although at lim-

iter locations, the MARFE He, emission .is always recorded to be much higher,

indicating that the poloidal structure may change there.

An additional unknown in the above perpendicular transport model is the

parallel convection velocity. It has been assumed up to now that the parallel

flow uniformly accelerates to the sound speed at the limiter surface with poloidal

symmetry. However, since it has been shown that pressure is not necessarily

constant on a flux surface, parallel flows can be driven which can greatly distort

this picture. The following section considers such parallel flows which may be

present in the Alcator C limiter shadow plasma. A possible consequence of such

parallel flows is an asymmetric power loading of limiter and probe surfaces in

Alcator C.
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8.5 Parallel Convection

Section 3.1 considered a simple 2-D diffusion model for the shadow plasma

where perpendicular diffusion was assumed to be independent of space and the

local sink term from parallel convection was approximated as a spatially in-,

dependent quantity, -nC,/L. However, section 8.2.2 pointed out that plasma

pressure contours in the poloidal plane of the limiter shadow plasma are highly

asymmetric, deviating from flux surfaces. Furthermore, data presented in sec-

tion 8.4.4 indicated that asymmetries exist inside the limiter radius. This implies

that perpendicular transport processes are dependent on space and, in particular,

poloidal angle. Therefore, a model which accurately predicts density and flow

velocities, along field lines in the limiter shadow plasma must include spatially

varying effective particle source terms from perpendicular convection and diffu-

sion. Unfortunately, a completely rigorous model which includes these effects is

inherently three-dimensional and 'too complicated for this present analysis, par-

ticularly in view of the accuracy and spatial extent of the DENSEPACK data set.

Nevertheless, a number of simple observations based on asymmetries detected by

DENSEPACK are made in the following subsections.

From observations of MARFE phenomena, it has been established that the

edge plasma exhibits toroidal symmetry, at least in the MARFE region. The

implication of this combined with DENSEPACK data is that plasma pressure

gradients occur along field lines in the edge plasma. From the parallel momenturn

equation, subsection 8.5.1 will show that such pressure gradients can result in

parallel flows which achieve near-sonic speeds even in the absence of a limiter

surface. It is suggested that parallel flows in the shadow plasma may scrape off

plasma in a toroidally asymmetric way and might account for the asymmetric

limiter damage (section 4.2) and the results from directional thermocouple probes

shown earlier (section 4.3).

In order to further investigate this hypothesis, parallel flows along a flux

tube to limiter and probe surfaces is modelled in subsections 8.5.2 and 8.5.3 using
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the reduced fluid transport equations with the approximation that Te _ const.

along a field line. It is shown that plasma will indeed scrape off in a toroidally

asymmetric way if particles diffusing into a flux tube carry a non-zero, total

parallel momentum. Such an analysis is typically used to estimate the Mach

number of the unperturbed plasma flow field in divertors from two-sided probe

data. 103,104

The fact that the plasma density inferred by a Langmuir probe can depend

on the bulk plasma flow velocity prompts one to consider such parallel flows in

the interpretation of DENSEPACK data. Using the parallel flow models, subsec-

tion 8.5.4 shows that unless the parallel plasma flow field in the vicinity of the

probes significantly exceeds Mach 1, the asymmetric density previously iiferred

from DENSEPACK data cannot be explained as a misinterpretation of the data

due to such flows.

Recently, the directional Langmuir probe part in a multiple edge probe

diagnostic 73 9 7 98 has detected ion drift side/electron drift side asymmetries in

the rate of ion saturation current collection. The asymmetries detected by this

probe are found to depend on the relative direction of the toroidal magnetic field

and the plasma current. Subsection 8.5.5 suggests that such asymmetries and the

observed scaling with magnetic field direction might be explained in terms of the

poloidally asymmetric perpendicular transport inferred by DENSEPACK and/or

parallel plasma flows. Such parallel flows may arise in an attempt to equalize

density on a flux surface in the edge plasma. Subsection 8.5.6 notes that the

directional thermocouple probe data may be explained by the same argument,

supporting the original hypothesis presented in section 4.3 that asymmetric heat

fluxes might be a consequence of an asymmetric edge plasma.

Finally, a possible connection is made between the asymmetric limiter dam-

age pattern (section 4.2) and the asymmetries detected by the DENSEPACK

probe array. Subsection 8.5.7 shows that the asymmetric limiter damage pattern

can only be explained by this model if near-sonic parallel flows occur in the
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plasma region r ; a since poloidally asymmetric perpendicular transport alone

cannot produce this result. Such a hypothesis of parallel flows is found to be

consistent with the asymmetric perpendicular transport inferred by DENSEPACK

and the previous discussion in section 8.4.4 which pointed to strong poloidal

asymmetries also occurring in the edge plasma region, r i a.

The starting point in these analyses of parallel flows is a consideration of

the parallel momentum equation.

8.5.1 Parallel Force Balance with Near-Sonic Flows

Using the reduced fluid transport equations presented in section 3.3.2, the

parallel momentum equation is simply

mi n (V_, -V 1 )V 1 + mi n (VKi - VI)V 1  -,lp (8.34)

or equivalently,

11
mi n (VV±)V = -V1(P + mi n V) + m1 in (8.35)

In the absence of the left hand side, Eq. 8.35 reduces to a version of Bernoulli's

equation for fluid flow. For an incompressible fluid, i.e n = const, the ther-

mal energy plus directed kinetic energy would be constant along a field line.

Rewriting Eq. 8.34,

1 VgP
2 Vmi n (8.36)

=-Cf VNin(n) - VgC2
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with the definition C2 =, +T . For the moment, considering a flow field which

is uniform in the perpendicular direction so that the (Vi V-I)V term can be

neglected, Eq. 8.36 can be used to obtain a relationship for the parallel Mach

number, M (= V/C,),

V M 2 + (M 2 + 2)Vln(T + T,) + 2 Vj 1ln(n) 0 . (8.37)

Thus, a plasma flow along field lines is driven by pressure variations through

Eq. 8.37.

Ideally, one would like to know n, Te, and T along B in order to estimate

the variation in M from Eq. 8.37. Lacking this data, an assumption must

be made about the parallel variation in n, Te, and Ti, or equivalently, if one

uses the DENSEPACK data in the poloidal plane, an assumption must be made

about toroidal variations in these quantities. Since MARFEs are observed to be

a purely toroidal band of radiating plasma, the simple assumption can be made

that the edge plasma is toroidally symmetric in n, Te, and Ti over the entire

edge plasma. Near a limiter surface, this assumption is not expected to hold

true since a density variation can occur as the plasma accelerates to the sound

speed. Nevertheless, if the assumption of toroidal symmetry is made, parallel

gradients in edge quantities can be simply estimated from poloidal variations as

recorded by DENSEPACK and the direction of B.

Proceeding with this assumption, DENSEPACK probe data indicates that

V 1 in(Te+Ti) : Vl1n(T) is typically smaller than V 111n(n) so that Eq. 8.37 can

be approximated as

A 2 - 2 In(n) - constant (8.38)
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along a field line. Therefore variations in ln(n) alone most strongly influence the

parallel Mach number in the edge plasma.

Figure 8.7a displays a conformal mapping contour plot of constant ln(n) as

inferred from DENSEPACK. Figure 8.7b superimposes circular contours represent-

ing constant flux (dashed lines on this same plot). From these plots, it is found

that In(n) can vary by ~ 3 or more on a 'flux surface. Equation 8.38 predicts a

variation in M of - 2.4 for this ln(n) variation along field lines. Thus, typical

density variations along field. lines can easily lead to parallel flows approaching

Mach 1 in a plasma region that is not necessarily near a limiter surface. Since

it is found that maxima'and minima in Te follow maxima, and minima in n, in-

cluding Te and T (~ 2 x Te) variations, as in Eq. 8.37, only leads to a prediction

of even sharper changes in flow velocities along B.

The above analysis relies on assuming toroidal symmetry in n and inferring

V 11In(n) from DENSEPACK.data. In actuality, the density asymmetry is probably

a result of poloidally asymmetric perpendicular transport which is strong enough

to maintain poloidal density variations despite parallel transport. Thus, a better

model might be obtained by assuming that the effective particle source term due

to perpendicular convection and diffusion varies in poloidal angle yet is toroidally

symmetric. The following sections use this assumption to examine in a more

quantitative way the parallel flows along flux tubes that intercept probe and

limiter surfaces.
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8.5.2 Simple Model for Parallel Flows Between Collection Surfaces

The parallel continuity equation can be written to include an' effective

source term as

VnV_= -V1 -nV
(8.39)

=S

or defining z to be the coordinate along B

(nMC,) = . (8.40)
dz

For simplicity, it is assumed that dT/dz terms can be neglected compared to

On/9z terms, or equivalently, the sound speed is constant along a field line. In

this case, Eq. 8.38 also holds true (still neglecting V_1 - VI term). Combining

Eq. 8.40 and 8.38,

M eM2/ 2  - =2 S 9z (8.41)
Mino C, ZZI

where no is the plasma density at some point that M 0. At the limiter

sheath, the Mach number must be |Mj = 1. Setting M 1 = -1 and M 2 = +1 at

the limiter locations, z =L, yields

no C, L
0.61 = S az .(8.42)

Thus, the effective perpendicular source averaged along a flux tube, (S), mus

satisfy the condition.,

(S) = 0.61 n C. (8.3
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When the source term varies along the field line (poloidally asymmetric in

this toroidally symmetric model), the Mach number can approach unity far away

from the limiter surface. Figure 8.8 plots Mach number, density, and source term

versus parallel position using Eq. 8.41 for the case of a constant source (a), and

a spatially non-uniform source (b). Figure 8.8b is set up to coincide with a

flux tube in the Alcator C limiter shadow plasma that passes from the inside

midplane location (-L), where a minimum perpendicular source is expected,

to a point near the top of the poloidal cross-section, where S is found to be

larger. Note that no matter how the source is distributed along the flux tube,

the particle flux to each surface, nC., is always equal. This is because Eq. 8.38

forces a one-to-one correspondence between flow velocity and density. Since the

Mach number at these surfaces is forced to be unity from the sheath condition,

the density at both surfaces must be the same. The spatial variation in S is

handled by the parallel flow accelerating to near sound speeds farther away from

one surface than the other. The point where M = 0 simply becomes the 'center

of mass' location of S.

This picture changes when including cross field momentum transport as

would arise through the VI, V1 term in Eq. 8.36. If particles carry a non-zero

net momentum as they appear in the flux tube, the pressures, and therefore

densities, at the two surfaces will be unequal. The following section considers a

simple version of this case.
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8.5.3 Estimating Parallel Flows with 1l Momentum Source

The problem of estimating particle fluxes along a flux tube when perpen-

dicular transport carries parallel momentum into this region has been considered

before. Stangeby 103 treats the case of a probe surface immersed in a drifting

plasma and uses an MHD fluid analysis similar to the following approach.

Neglecting VI 1ln(Te + Ti) as before, but retaining the V, . V 1 term, the

parallel momentum equation reads as

(V - V 1 )M 1 M 2  dln(n)
+ - -w + =0 .(8.44)

C, 2 z 9z

Unfortunately, introducing the (V -V,) term makes the model two-dimensional.

However, following the analysis by Stangeby, this term can be approximated by

a momentum source term,

(K1 - V)M S (M - MO) (8.45)
C, n C,

for the case when the flux tube is adjacent to a uniformly flowing plasma with a

specified parallel Mach number, Mo. Here, S is the same local particle source due

to perpendicular transport as was in the continuity equation. Particles appear

in the flux tube at a rate S carrying parallel momentum, miMOC,.

Using Eqs. 8.45, 8.44, and 8.40, an equation similar to 8.41 can be obtained

for this model,

( ""1 fa
1 -- I' 7 U M no C , 12 S 9z . (8.46)p n e 2 M no oI

A relationship for n versus Mach number is also obtained,
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n(M) = (8.47)1+ M2 -MoM

With the condition that IM = 1 at the sheath edge, Eq. 8.46 results in

4 1 S M9. (8.48)
M0-2 n o C,_

Thus, the flux tube averaged source, (S), is constrained to be

(S) 0.5 no C, 4 ) . (8.49)

When MO 0, (S) is reduced slightly compared to that predicted by the mo-

mentum source-free model in Eq. 8.43. This is because particles now must

accelerate from rest to the collection surfaces. KS) can be larger when IM0 1 > 0.

For |MOI = 1, the flux tube averaged source term and therefore total particle

loss rate to the surfaces increases by a factor of 4/3.
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8.5.4 Toroidally Asymmetric Fluxes to Limiters and Probes

Fluxes to limiter or probe surfaces can be estimated from the parallel flow

with momentum source model using the condition that IM = 1 and Eq. 8.47,

no C~
F(z =-L) =- 2 S (8.50)

no Cs
F(z =L) n (8.51)

2 - MO

Figure 8.9 plots M(z), n(z), and S(z) computed from Eqs. 8.46 and 8.47 for

the same two source functions as in Fig. 8.8 with Mo = 0.5. Note that now

the fluxes to the probe surfaces (nC,) are no longer equal. When IMOI ~ 1, one

side of the probe or limiter surface can receive three times the particle flux as

the other. This is in contrast to the results obtained in section 8.5.3 where no

momentum source was included.
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Stangeby1 3 uses the above relationships to suggest that uniform plasma

drift velocities, MoC,, can be inferred using a two-sided Langmuir probe. In

this case, the ratio of ion saturation currents collected by identical probes on

sides facing upstream (u) and downstream (d) would be

I at 2+ IMo(
2-(MoI(8.52)Ifa,2 -|JMOJ

Note that for a single Langmuir probe that collects current from both sides, the

total ion saturation current is obtained from Eqs. 8.50 and 8.51 as

q A no C, q A no C,
2 2+MO 2 2-Mo (8.53)

1 (4 (85
q A no C, .

2 4 - M2

Comparing this to Eq. 6.27 used for DENSEPACK data reduction, one can see

that at JMO = 0.5 an error of 7% is introduced in the inferred unperturbed

density. Systematic errors from probe area variations, probe fitting uncertainties,

etc., can combine to yield a Z 10% uncertainty in computing no. Thus, the

effect of plasma streaming by DENSEPACK probes can be typically ignored in

comparison.

In the worst case when IMoI -+ 1, a 30% error in no would result. Al-

though this leads to a non-negligible error in the calculated no, it does not

explain the x10 or more variation in no found using the data analysis technique

which ignored flows. Therefore, assuming that this model is at least approxi-

mately correct, the poloidal variation in no cannot be simply attributed to a

data interpretation problem from plasma streaming past DENSEPACK probes.
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8.5.5 Directional Probe Results

Recently, a multiple probe diagnostic has been operated in Alcator C edge

plasma."7 3 ' A two-sided combination Langmuir probe/retarding field energy an-

alyzer/heat flux probe has been used to obtain plasma density, electron tem-

perature, ion temperature, and total heat flux in the directions parallel and

anti-parallel to B. A complete description of the results from this diagnostic is

forthcoming.' 0 ' Nevertheless, the two-sided Langmuir probe part of this diagnos-

tic has already yielded important information about asymmetries in the Alcator

C edge plasma.

The position of the gridded energy analyzer shown in Fig. 8.1 is the same

poloidal position of this multiple probe diagnostic in Alcator C. The probe head

shown in Figs. 8.10 and 8.11 has two Langmuir probes, one facing in the electron

drift direction and one facing in the ion drift direction. Figures 8.10 and 8.11

trace the flux tubes which intercept the probe back to the limiter surfaces for

the case of forward toroidal field (8.10) and reversed toroidal field (8.11). Figures

8.10a and 8.11a are views looking down on the-top half of the vacuum chamber

with the torus straightened into a cylinder and flattened. Figures 8.10b and

8.11b show projections of flux tubes sampled by the two-sided Langmuir probe

on DENSEPACK ln(n) and flux surface conformal mappings.
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Figure 8.12 shows a variation in ion saturation current collected from the

ion and electron drift sides of the probe. Here, the ratio of ion saturation current

collected from the electron drift side divided by ion saturation current collected

from the ion drift side is plotted versus radius for both toroidal field directions.

All discharges shown are similar in central parameters to the one which generated

the In(n) conformal mapping, namely, I -300-370 kA, h, -1.7-2.2x10 4 /cm 3 .

For the forward field direction (8.12a), one can see that nearly a factor of

100 more current is collected on the electron drift side than the ion drift side as

the limiter radius (r = 16.5 cm) is approached. At larger minor radii, the ratio

drops to - 10. For the case of reversed toroidal field (8.12b) the probe collects

more on the ion drift side near the limiter radius. Again, at larger minor radii

the probe reverts back to collecting a ratio of - 10 more on the electron drift

side.
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As seen in Figs. 8.10 and 8.11, DENSEPACK data implies that the flux

tubes sampled by the probe intersect plasma regions of varying density and

perpendicular transport. In Fig. 8.10 -with a forward toroidal field direction, the

long flux tube intersects a region where the plasma density and scrape-off length

are measured to be high. On the other hand, when the toroidal field is reversed,

(8.11), the long flux tube samples a plasma region of lower density and shorter

scrape-off length. Thus, it is expected that conditions measured on the ion drift

side and electron drift side of the probe should be different and affect in some

way the current collected by the probe.

The asymmetry measured by the two-sided Langmuir probe can, be ex-

plained at least qualitatively in terms of the flux tubes sampled by the probe

and the poloidal asymmetries in perpendicular transport which are folind by

DENSEPACK to exist in Alcator C shadow plasma. Figure 8.13 shows schemat-

ically the two-sided Langmuir probe inserted between limiters in Alcator C.

Plasma in the long flux tube region, A', is sampled by the probe on the electron

drift side. Similarly, plasma in region B' is sampled by the probe on the ion

drift side. Regions A' and B' are populated by particles diffusing perpendicular

from regions A and B respectively. Ion saturation currents collected by the two

Langmuir probes depend on two effects: 1) the rate of perpendicular transport

into the collection flux tube and 2) on any parallel flows which occur outside

these flux tubes. Such a parallel flow which can be driven by asymmetries in

the edge plasma is labelled as Vo in Fig. 8.13.
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The first effect can be examined in terms of the densities and density

scrape-off lengths measured by DENSEPACK. For simplicity, consider the densi-

ties at the probe head edge and radial scrape-off lengths characteristic of regions

A and B to be nA, AB, and nB, AB. The scrape-off lengths in regions A' and

B' can be simply scaled from AA and AB using the connection lengths in these

regions,6 9 , 0 7

AA' AA 2(8.54)

, ~ . (8.55)

The densities along flux tubes intercepted by the Langmuir probe tips, nA,, nRB,

can be estimated from

n nA et^ - nA e-1.22s/A^ (8.56)

nB' ~n -B = n e-1.73s/AD (8.57)

where A is the distance from the probe's leading edge to the Langmuir probe

tip. A for this probe is - 0.5 cm.

Using the parallel flow model outlined in section 8.5.2 which includes no

momentum source, the ion saturation current to each probe side is approximately

Ie a 0.61 A nA Cs e~1. 2 2 /AA (8.58)

Isa ~ 0.61 A nB C, e- 7 3 s/AD (8.59)
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or the ratio is simply

I . .t /I z A (1.r /ADo-1.22/xA) (8.60)

If the edge plasma were poloidally symmetric, then nA nB and AA AB. In

this case, taking a typical value recorded by DENSEPACK of A ~ 0.3 cm yields

I.at/Isat ~ 2.3 (poloidally symmetric case) . (8.61)

Now consider the case of poloidal density asymmetries with a forward

toroidal field direction as diagrammed in Fig. 8.10. From Figs. 7.7 and 7.2,

AA ~ 0.4 cm, AB - 0.2 cm, and nA/nB - 1.4 which yields

Jet/i -20 (forward field case) . (8.62)

For reversed field, regions A and B are interchanged implying nA nB and

AA AB. This results in

Iat/I'at 0.41 (reversed field case) . (8.63)

Notice -that these estimates are on the same order as the observed ratios of

Ist/I ,a displayed in Fig. 8.12 for r ~ 17.2 cm. Thus, it is possible that

poloidally asymmetric perpendicular fluxes can contribute to two-sided asymme-

tries measured by this diagnostic. The fact that the magnitude of the observed

two-sided asymmetries agrees with this rough calculation corroborates the asym-

metries detected by the DENSEPACK array and offers a simple explanation for

the dependence of the two-sided asymmetries on the relative direction of B and
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Ip. However, this is not the only mechanism which can yield a two-sided asym-

metry.

Parallel plasma flow is the second mechanism which can result in the ob-

served two-sided asymmetry in this fluid model. As shown in sections 8.5.2-8.5.4,

a flux tube will be preferentially unloaded at one end if particles diffusing into

the region carry non-zero parallel momentum. Unfortunately, the simple model

developed in section 8.5.4 is valid only for a small probe surface (relative to

the scrape-off length). In the case of a large probe, such as in the two-sided

Langmuir probe system discussed above, the formulation for the ratio of ion sat-

uration currents in Eq. 8.52 does not apply. Nevertheless, the qualitative feature

of particles being scraped-off preferentially at one end of the flux tube is still

expected to hold true.

Since plasma is sampled ~ 0.5 cm behind the leading edge of this probe,

any two-sided asymmetry which might be detected from parallel flows is expected

to be enhanced. The ratio of ion saturation currents approaching - 3 in equation

8.52 for Mo -+ 1 is expected to be much greater at a point - 0.5 cm behind the

probe's leading edge. Thus, the magnitude of two-sided asymmetries detected by

this diagnostic may also be explained in terms of parallel plasma flows in the

edge plasma.

A quantitative analysis of this effect requires the use of a 2-D transport

model to properly include the effect of this 'large probe'. However, such an

analysis is beyond the scope of this present work. Further analysis of asymme-

tries detected by this diagnostic will soon be available in Ref. [125].

8.5.6 Directional Thermocouple Probe Results

Section 4.3 reviewed some early probe measurements made in Alcator C

as an introduction to the Alcator C edge plasma. In particular, it was pointed

out that the directional thermocouple probes recorded a factor of 2 or more
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directional asymmetry in the heat flux to probes at the F-bottom port location.

Figure 4.4 showed the ratio of electron drift side to ion drift side heat fluxes

for the case of forward and reversed toroidal field directions. The result is

reminiscent of the ion saturation current ratios displayed in Fig. 8.12. For the

thermocouple probes at F-bottom, a similar picture of particle collection flux

tubes as in Figs. 8.10a and 8.11a can be constructed. However, since the view

is now looking up from the bottom of the vacuum chamber, the plasma current

in the picture is reversed. As a result, flux tubes for probes on the bottom

with reversed field look exactly like those' for probes at the top with the forward

toroidal field direction. With this in mind, the thermocouple probe asymmetries

measured early in Alcator C operation are consistent with the recent two-sided

Langmuir probe results. It appears therefore that the hypothesis stated in section

4.3 of heat flux asymmetries in the Alcator C edge plasma being most likely a

consequence of poloidally nonuniform edge conditions is supported.

8.5.7 Asymmetric Limiter Damage: Parallel Flows for r 5 a

Asymmetric damage on the limiters was discussed previously in section 4.2.

Since the explanation of the damage pattern in terms of outer flux surface shape

and/or position was placed in question, poloidal. asymmetries of the edge plasma

are now examined as another possible cause.

The analysis of asymmetric limiter damage is simpler than the analysis of

the two-sided Langmuir and thermocouple probe data. Figure 8.14 shows a cross-

sectional view of the Alcator C vacuum chamber including limiter shadow plasma

regions labled A' and B'. The sketch in Fig. 4.2 indicates that high damage

areas on the molybdenum blocks of 10 cm and 13 cm limiters occurred on the

electron drift side for a limiter segment near the top-inside poloidal position and

on the ion drift side for a limiter segment near the bottom-inside. These damage
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areas are indicated for the top-inside and bottom-inside limiter parts shown in

Fig. 8.14.

The edge plasma flow models discussed in sections 8.5.2 and 8.5.3 pointed

out that no matter how spatially non-uniform the cross field particle transport

rate is into regions A' and B', particle fluxes to the bounding surfaces are forced

to be equal unless the perpendicularly transported particles carry a non-zero net

parallel momentum. Thus, in order to explain the preferential limiter loading on

one side of the flux tube using this fluid model, plasma just inside the limiter

radius must possess a non-zero, flux tube averaged flow velocity. The required

average plasma flow in regions A and B is labelled as VA and VB in Fig. 8.14.

The hypothesis of plasma flows occuring in the plasma region, r < a, implies

that -poloidal pressure asymmetries must not be restricted to the shadow plasma

but must also extend somewhat into this region. In discussing the behavior of

the inside edge interferometer chord signal during MARFE phenomena in Alcator

C (section 4.4.2), it was pointed out that this diagnostic sometimes records line

averaged densities that exceed the central cord line averaged value before the

signal 'breaks up' from the MARFE. It was concluded at that time that poloidally

asymmetric density profiles may exist inside the limiter radius. The discussion of

DENSEPACK data extrapolated to the limiter radius in section 8.4.4 also supports

this hypothesis.
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This idea of poloidally asymmetric plasma parameters occuring inside the

limiter radius can be investigated further in connection with trying to explain

the toroidally asymmetric limiter damage. Figure 8.15 proposes a scenario where

parallel plasma flows in the region r : a attempt to equalize the density in this

plasma region. Radial scrape-off lengths inferred from DENSEPACK data indicate

that perpendicular transport is highest on the outside midplane and lowest on

the inside midplane. Consequently, it is expected that a parallel transport of

particles from high perpendicular particle source regions to low source regions

occurs. A poloidal projection of these expected parallel flows, VA and VD, is

shown in Fig. 8,156. Since these flows are constrained to be on field lines,

the toroidal direction of the flow depends on the direction of the toroidal field

relative to the plasma current. Figure 8.15a traces these flows along B for the

case of forward toroidal field direction. The view shown here is looking at plasma

inside the limiter radius with the eye positioned at the vacuum vessel wall. The

limiter position and areas of damage on the stainless steel support structure

is indicated in both figures. Note that the direction of VA and VB is exactly

what is needed to explain both the toroidal location and poloidal extent of the

asymmetric limiter damage.

If the (_V1 1V term in the parallel momentum equation is neglected,

one obtains Eq. 8.38 which can be used to roughly scale the magnitude of this

parallel flow. Equation 8.38 shows that merely a factor of 1.6 variation in n

along a field line leads to parallel flow velocities on order of Mach 1. Thus, it is

relatively easy for parallel flows on the order of the sound speed to exist in the

plasma region just inside the limiter radius. In addition, since temperature de-

creases with increasing minor radii, particles having Mach 1 flow velocity in the

plasma region r ; a can cross field diffuse into the shadow plasma and appear

as Mach > 1 particles there. Furthermore, including the viscosity term in the

parallel momentum equation (which may be needed for this case of sharp radial

variations of the parallel flow) only leads to a further enhancement of parallel
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momentum transport into the shadow plasma region. A strong parallel momen-

tum source for flux tubes in the shadow plasma is therefore readily obtained as

a consequence of poloidally asymmetric pressure profiles.

Finally, notice that although the limiter damage is localized to different

poloidal regions on the two sides, the total damage area on one side is approx-

imately equal to the damage area on the other side. Thus it appears that if

parallel flows are responsible for the asymmetric limiter damage, they do not

exhibit a preferential toroidal direction. This is expected since there is no mech-

anism to impart a non-zero toroidal momentum to the total volume integral of

these parallel flows.

In summary, it is possible that poloidal asymmetries in the plasma region

just inside the limiter radius are responsible for the toroidally asymmetric and

poloidally localized damage seen on Alcator C limiter and vacuum vessel struc-

tures. A fluid model, which includes a parallel momentum source from perpen-

dicularly transp6rted particles, predicts toroidally asymmetric fluxes to limiter

surfaces when parallel plasma flows exist in the plasma region just inside the

limiter radius. Assuming that the poloidally asymmetric perpendicular transport

as detected by DENSEPACK extends inside the limiter radius, such parallel flows

are likely and consistent in direction and spatial extent with those necessary to

explain the asymmetric limiter damage, even when the outer flux surfaces are

perfectly aligned with the poloidal limiters.

In closing, it should be pointed out that parallel flows can also be driven

by misaligned outer flux surfaces. A flow pattern of parallel flow similar to that

outlined above can result when the flux surfaces are shifted to small major radii

with respect to the limiters. Thus, the asymmetric heat loading detected far into

the limiter shadow plasma can arise from parallel plasma flows driven by both

mechanisms. However, parallel flows driven by poloidally asymmetric transport.

may always be present whereas plasma flows driven by misaligned flux surfaces

can be eliminated by careful positioning of the plasma.
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VOLUME II of II

CHAPTER 9

EDGE VERSUS CENTRAL PARAMETERS:

OHMIC, GAS FUELED DISCHARGES

The DENSEPACK data presented in chapters 7 and 8 was obtained during

only a few plasma discharges. Although these discharges were chosen for display

because they represented the most typical conditions that exist in the Alcator C

edge plasma, one would like to know how edge conditions change when central

plasma parameters such as line-averaged density, plasma current, toroidal field,

and fill gas are varied. In addition, it is of particular interest to examine the

degree of edge plasma poloidal asymmetry versus these central quantities.

Clearly, it is not possible to display edge plasma parameters versus cen-

tral parameters in the same detail as was shown in chapter 7. Consequently,

DENSEPACK data is presented in this chapter in a more condensed format that

shows the general trend of edge versus central dependences. To accomplish this,

data was processed in two ways.

First, all discharges in which DENSEPACK data was recorded were sum-

marized in a DENSEPACK database file. Central and edge plasma quantities

were recorded at four selected times during the steady state portion of the dis-

charge. Maxima, minima, and poloidal averages of density, temperature, scrape-

off length, etc., obtained from DENSEPACK along with central line-averaged den-

sity, plasma current, plasma position, etc., were recorded in this file. Data entries

in the file could be scanned and plotted to look for edge versus central plasma

scalings. Section 9.1 discusses the organization of the DENSEPACK database and

outlines calculations of perpendicular diffusion coefficients and particle confine-

ment times. The results of this database survey for typical ohmic, gas-fueled

discharges in which the entire 3600 DENSEPACK ring was used is the primary

focus of the remainder of this chapter.
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One important result of this survey was that similar edge plasma parameters

occurred at various central densities and currents as long as the combination of

central quantities, h6/I,, was held roughly fixed (section 9.2). It was found

that a critical value of iie/I determined which scaling law the edge density

obeyed. Two distinct edge density scaling laws were identified coincident with

two regimes: a non-MARFE regime, and a MARFE regime.

fze/I, appeared to be important for other edge plasma parameters as well.

Poloidally averaged values of ne, Te, V1 , J/J, etc. are plotted versus FQI, in

section 9.3. A clearer connection between the MARFE threshold and the edge

density scaling laws is made in this section.

The magnitude of the edge plasma density asymmetry was found to be

relatively insensitive to central parameters in contrast to what was expected

in the Alcator C edge plasma. However, temperature and floating potential

asymmetries were found to change, decreasing at high values of te/Ip. These

dependences are shown versus e/Ip in the final section, 9.4.

DENSEPACK data was also processed in a a way which retained information

about faster time variations in edge parameters. Maxima, minima, and poloidal

averages of various edge quantities were recorded continuously over the entire

duration of the discharge. This yielded short time resolution (- 5 msec) traces of

these quantities for discharges which exhibited fast changes in central parameters,

such as during pellet injection or lower hybrid current drive. Chapter 10 presents

results from these discharges in which data from only the inside half ring of

DENSEPACK was available. A comparison is made between these discharges and

the ohmic, gas-fueled discharges discussed in this chapter.

The starting point in this presentation of edge versus central plasma pa-

rameter scalings is a brief description of the DENSEPACK database.
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9.1 DENSEPACK Database

9.1.1. Database Quantities

A summary of central and edge plasma parameters was tabulated for all

discharges in which DENSEPACK was operating. Table 9.1 lists the various quan-

tities that were recorded for each discharge in addition to the toroidal magnetic

field and.fill gas. All quantities in table 9.1 resulted from a ~ 20 msec time

average centered about four different sample times during the discharge. The

four time values shown here were most typically used although they could be

varied.

For DENSEPACK variables, maximum, minimum, and average values over

poloidal angle were recorded along with angular positions of two relative maxima

and minima. In addition, n,, Te, Vf, and J/J were recorded at the DENSEPACK

radii of 16.8, 17.2, and 17.6 cm. The density. scrape-off length, A,, was inferred

from an exponential fit to the data at the three radii, and na was obtained by

extrapolating along this' exponential back to the limiter radius.

The quantities nc, x A, and -y were recorded to enable an estimate of the

global particle confinement time, rp. As described in section 3.1.3, the central

density profile was assumed to follow a parabola in minor radius raised to some

power, y.

An estimate of the perpendicular diffusion coefficient, DL, was also made

from the poloidally averaged scrape-off length data to look for systematic vari-

ations with central parameters. The following two subsections describe the re-

lationships that were used in estimating both D, and rp from DENSEPACK

database entries.
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Table 9.1 - DENSEPACK Database Quantities

DENSEPACK Description
Variable

n, Electron
Density

Te Electron
Temperature

V1  Floating
Potential

i/i Ion Saturation
Fluctuation

Aft Density Scrape-off
Length

na Density at
Limiter Radius

n, x A Limiter Density x
Scrape-off Length

Central Description
Variable

f, Central Line-
Averaged Density

I, Plasma
Current

In/Out In-Out
Position

Up/Down Up-Down
Position

UL MHD q at
Limiter Radius

Central Density
Parabola Power

Time
(msec)

200

250

300

350

Time
(msec)

200

250

300

350

x

Radii
(cm)

16.8

17.2

17.6

X

Quantity

Maximum
Value

Minimum
Value

Poloidal
Average

,, Maxima
Location

e2 Maxima
Location

01 Minima
Location

02 Minima
Location
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9.1.2 Perpendicular Diffusion, DI

The perpendicular diffusion coefficient, D1 , can be estimated using Eq.

3.10,

A2 CD 1i L (9.1)

with the assumption that the neutral density is low enough so that condition

3.11 holds.

For the purposes of examining edge versus central plasma scalings, D1

was estimated from Eq. 9.1 using the poloidally averaged scrape-off length. The

sound speed, C, in Eq. 9.1, was estimated from poloidally averaged temperatures

at two radii, r 16.8 and 17.2 cm,

/(Te)ae© 16.8 + (T),,e@ 17.2)(1 + r)C V2., (9.2)
2 mi

where r T T/Te ~- 2. The connection length, L, was taken as 100 cm.

9.1.3 Particle Confinement Time, r,

As described in section 3.3.3, the global particle confinement time, T, can

be estimated from probe measurements in the limiter shadow plasma. Data pre-

sented in chapter 7 showed that the edge plasma is highly asymmetric in poloidal

angle. Thus, an estimate of r, from a single radial density profile obtained at

one poloidal location can be misleading. DENSEPACK circumvents this problem

by covering most of the (rO) poloidal plane.

A proper formulation for r, when the edge plasma is poloidally asymmetric

proceeds exactly as presented earlier, except that the surface integral in Eq. 3.19
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must be performed over the poloidally varying quantity, A, x n,. C, also varies

in poloidal angle through the variation in rT. However, this variation is small

enough to be ignored considering the accuracy of the data set.

r, can therefore be approximated as

r e (9.3)2 (-1+ 1) (Anna)ave C, f(g)

where (Anna)ave is a poloidal average of scrape-off length times density at the

limiter radius. For the database survey, C, as defined by Eq. 9.2 was used. f(-Y)

was numerically approximated as the exponential plus offset function shown in

Fig. 3.2.

9.1.4 Units of DENSEPACK Database Quantities

Many plots of the data accumulated in this database will be presented in

the sections to follow. For convenience of display, the database quantities are

scaled so that they fall in the range 0.1-10. Table 9.2 lists the units associated

with each variable. Unless otherwise specified, these units apply for all variables

shown on graphs and referenced in the text in both this chapter and chapter 10.

In addition, some labelling on graphs in the following sections does not

employ superscipts, subscripts, or Greek characters. Consequently, a quantity

such as fte/Ip is denoted as 'NeBar/Ip' on these graphs. Table 9.2 shows vari-

able names, descriptions, and associated alternate 'plot variable' names. These

definitions apply for the remainder of this thesis.
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Table 9.2 - Units of DENSEPACK Database Variables

DENSEPACK Alternate Description Units
Variable Name

ne Ne Electron 1 x 101 3 /cm 3

Density

Te Te Electron eV
Temperature

Vf Vf Floating volts
Potential

j/I DJ Ion Saturation x1
Fluctuation

Scrape Density Scrape-off cm
Length

na Na Density at 1 x 1013 /cm 3

Limiter Radius

n, x An NaScrape Limiter Density x 1 x 1013 /cm 2

Scrape-off Length

Central Alternate Description Units
Variab le Name

fi NeBar Central Line- 1 x 10 4 /cm 3

Averaged Density

I, Ip Plasma kA
Current

he/Ip NeBar/Ip 1 x 10 2 /cm 3-kA

In/Out InOut In-Out cm (+ out)
Position

Up/Down UpDown Up-Down cm (+- up)
Position

qL qL MHD q at x1
Limiter Radius

Gamma Central Density x1
Parabola Power

B Bt Toroidal Magnetic tesla
Field
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9.2 he/I, Scaling of Edge Parameters

As expected, edge plasma density and temperature were found to be most

sensitive to central line-averaged density and plasma current. Toroidal magnetic

field and fill gas species were found to influence slightly the parameters in the

edge. Up-down position, of the outer magnetic flux surfaces never varied more

than 2 mm and so was treated as essentially fixed. On the other hand, the

in-out position could vary by more than 5 mm from shot to shot and therefore

was treated as a central plasma variable. Still, edge parameters where found to

be relatively insensitive to in-out position except for extreme values (±0.8 cm

or more). This was found to hold especially true for the poloidally averaged

quantities.

Since the edge plasma was found to be most strongly dependent on the

central density and current, discharges of various fill gases and toroidal magnetic

fields could be grouped together and examined for fie and I, dependences. An

interesting result was that the edge plasma depended on fie and I4 in a way that

implies that the combined quantity, ?te/Ip, could be used to parameterize the

edge plasma state. Furthermore, above a critical value of iie/Ip, edge parameters,

particularly density, exhibited a different scaling. The critical value of he/I

inferred from DENSEPACK data coincided with the fte/,p threshold for MARFEs

as presented in section 4.4.

It is interesting to note that measurements in other tokamaks have also

identified the quantity ie/I, to be important in the scaling of edge parameters.

A discussion of DENSEPACK data scalings and some observations in the edge

of other tokamaks is presented in the subsections to follow. First, some general

observations on the scaling of the poloidally averaged edge density in Alcator C

versus central h, and I are presented.
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9.2.1 ft, & I, Scaling of Edge Density: General Observations

Figure 9.1 plots angle averaged edge plasma density at the DENSEPACK

radii of r = 16.8, 17.2, and 17.6 cm versus central h, for a restricted range

of plasma currents, 280 kA < I4 < 309 kA. Hydrogen and deuterium plasmas

run at 6 and 8 tesla are included in this plot. It is not surprising to find that

the edge density increases as the central density increases. However, density at

r = 16.8 cm increases nonlinearly with h, for low values of A,. As later plots

will show, this resulted in shorter scrape-off lengths at high h, but also higher

particle loss rates (shorter rp) due to the increased plasma density at the limiter

radius.

The MARFE threshold iie/I, ; 0.6 (in database units) is also indicated on

this plot. Note that the nonlinear dependence of edge density versus central

density is diminished above this threshold. As later analysis will show, the

poloidally averaged edge density in this regime is sensitive to I, but relatively

insensitive to central ft.

Figure 9.2 shows a more unexpected trend. The same three densities are

-plotted in this graph but versus plasma current, for the restricted range of den-

sities, 1.6 x 1014 /cm 3 < f,< 1.7 x 10 1 4 /cm 3 . Again hydrogen and deuteriurn

discharges at 6 and 8 tesla are included. The plasma density at all radii is

generally found to decrease with increasing plasma current. This is particularly

apparent for the density at r = 16.8 cm. A factor of two increase in I4 causes

roughly a factor of two decrease in edge density at all radii. However, for cur-

rents below the indicated threshold, the data points begin to deviate from this

trend. The edge density actually increases with plasma current in this regime,

fte/I, 2 0.6 .
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In the regime ite/I, 5 0.6, the relationship of edge density increase for

increasing fe and decrease for increasing 1p implies that the edge density at

some radial location can be held fixed for multiple combinations of n, and I.

From the results shown in Figs. 9.1 and 9.2, one may deduce that the edge

density itself simply depends on this same combination of central parameters,

h /I,.

Pursuing this idea further, Fig. 9.3 plots poloidally averaged edge density

at the three DENSEPACK radii versus ie/I,. The discharges are restricted to

hydrogen at 6 tesla although there is no explicit restriction on the range of

plasma currents and densities. Again, the MARFE threshold, h7,/I, ; 0.6, is

indicated. In addition, data obtained from three types of discharges are indicated

on the 16.8 cm data points: a) discharges which displayed a MARFE during the

data sample time (clear MARFE case), b) discharges which displayed a MARFE

at some time other than the data sample time ('partial' MARFE case), and c)

discharges which displayed no MARFE. Note that these three types of discharges

recorded by DENSEPACK observed the ie/Ip, MARFE threshold scaling law.

Poloidally averaged edge density at all three radii, shown in Fig. 9.3, closely

track a smooth curve verus h/I, for fte/p 5 0.6. Above fze/Ip ; 0.6, edge

density data points scatter and a close relationship with h,/I, is no longer seen.

The implication of Figs. 9.1-9.3 is that the edge density obeys two separate

scalings with central plasma density and current, depending on the magnitude

of the critical parameter, fe/4I, typically associated with the onset of MARFE

phenomena. The next section extracts more information about edge density ver-

sus central plasma parameter scalings for the two regimes by employing multiple

parameter, nonlinear regression analysis techniques.
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9.2.2 fie & I Scaling of Edge Density: Regression Analysis

Figure 9.3 implies a nonlinear relationship between edge density and some

combination of line-averaged density and plasma current. In general, this data

can be fitted with equal accuracy to an unlimited number of functions of A-e

and Ip. However, a simple function of a few variables is the most desirable. A

search for a relatively simple functional form that still had enough freedom to

adequately describe the observed trends was therefore performed.

To further simplify this fitting problem, the data set was divided into two

regimes: a non-MARFE regime and a MARFE regime. The density data from

each regime was treated separately and a best fitting functional form was selected

independently for each. The first part of this discussion of the regression analysis

only deals with data sampled in the absence of a MARFE.

Figure 9.4 plots poloidally averaged edge density at r = 16.8 cm versus a

fitted function of the form

(ne)ave C x I0 (9.4)

where C, a, and 0 are determined by regression analysis. The data was selected

from only hydrogen, 6 tesla discharges in order to eliminate any effects due to

gas species or toroidal field (section 9.3).

The general trend of increasing edge density with increasing central density

or decreasing plasma current is reproduced by this regression although this three

parameter function has trouble matching the overall grouping of the data points.

The data points appear to curve away from the straight line that corresponds

to perfect agreement.
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The uncertainties displayed beside each fitted parameter in Fig. 9.4 and

the figures to follow are estimated standard deviations. These were obtained by

successively perturbing each data point and re-fitting the perturbed data. The

total uncertainties for the fitted parameters were then obtained by summing the

contributions from each perturbation.9 3 The magnitude of the estimated standard

deviations depends on the assumed standard deviation for the probe density data.

Nevertheless, they provide a measure of the relative accuracy between parameters

and between fitting functions.

A better fit to the data in Fig. 9.4 was obtained when a fourth parameter

was included in the fitting function. Fig. 9.5 displays the agreement to a fitting

function of the form

(ne)ave = ii, (a + b f I ) . (9.5)

The data points are now more uniformly distributed about the perfect agreement

line. Notice that again the edge density depends on some positive power in iZ

(a ~ 4.2) and on some negative power in I, (3 s -5.5).

The functional form of Eq. 9.5 was chosen so that (ne)ave -+ 0, as f - 0,

similar to Eq. 9.4. Equation 9.5 is also conceptually pleasing in that it contains

both a linear and a nonlinear term in fie. From the fit, one can see that at

low values of h,, the edge density is modelled to increase linearly with h,. For

values of Re near the limit, fle/Ip ~ 0.6, the edge density increases nonlinearly

with h,. The range of he in the data set includes both extremes. Therefore, by

including both terms, a better fit to the data was attained.
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The estimated uncertainty in coefficient b is large since for a given fit it

depends exponentially on the values of a and 3 which also have some uncertainty.

However, the important functional dependences are contained in a, a, and /

which have reasonably small estimated standard deviations (, 20%).

The values and uncertainties of a and 3 displayed in Fig. 9.5 suggest that

one can force a requirement that / = -a and still obtain a good fit to the data

set. Figure 9.6 plots the Lata against this less general function of h, and Ip,

(n,)ave = ie [a + b (htIe i)Q] (9.6)

which now contains an explicit tii/Ip dependence. As shown in Fig. 9.6, the

data is modelled well by Eq. 9.6, verifying that the additional parameter, /,
could indeed be set to -a within the accuracy of the data set. Thus, the initial

observation that the edge density depended strongly on the value of te/Ip for

the non-MARFE regime was borne out in this more rigorous regression analysis.
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Figure 9.7 plots all the hydgrogen, 6 tesla data points against a fit that

is similar to the one shown in Fig. 9.6. It is clear that the functional form

given by Eq. 9.6 does not universally apply over the entire range of ft/I,,. Our

attention therefore shifts to the data points obtained in the regime when fi/I,

Z 0.6 or in the MARFE regime.

For these data points, a regression analysis approach similar to the one used

in the non-MARFE regime was employed. Figure 9.8 plots poloidally averaged

edge density data at r = 16.8 cm obtained only when a MARFE was present

during the time of data sampling. The abscissa in Fig. 9.8 is the predicted

density from a fitted function of the form of Eq. 9.4. For the sake of clarity,

only hydrogen, 6 tesla discharges are shown as in earlier plots.

The scatter in the data points is larger in this regime. A better regres-

sion fit was obtained when points from other discharges of various gas species

and toroidal magnetic fields are included; however, the discussion of this more

complete analysis is deferred until section 9.3.

The principal point made by Fig. 9.8 is that the edge density in the

MARFE regime no longer scales by some positive power in A, and some negative

power in I,. The edge density scaling is now dominated by the magnitude of the

plasma current alone. Higher plasma currents allow higher edge densities when

ne/I, ; 0.6, and higher central densities do not directly affect the edge density

in this regime.

Thus it is clear that the value of ie/IP not only enters directly into the

scaling of edge plasma parameters in some cases but also determines which scal-

ing law the edge density follows. ft/I, has been identified in other tokamaks as

an important edge density scaling parameter. The next section considers some

of these observations.
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9.2.3 ie/Ip, Scaling of Edge Density in Other Tokamaks

The scaling of edge parameters with central density and inverse plasma

current has been seen in other tokamaks.- This has been through indirect ob-

servations such as the onset of MARFE phenomena and/or the approach of a

density limit in ohmic discharges or through more direct observations such as

probe or H, measurements in the edge.

As discussed in chapter 4, the density and current threshold for MARFE

phenomena reported in Alcator C and Doublet III followed an approximate fte/Ip

scaling law. MARFE phenomena is now being identified in other tokamaks and is

generally associated with the approach of a density limit. For ohmic heated dis-

charges, the maximum density that can be attained is dependent on the plasma

current. This result is usually seen in a 'Hugill' plot which shows achievable

tokamak densities and currents on a 1/q versus hR/Bt diagram. A boundary

of hIe/Ip ;z const. is a straight line on this plot which can define the tokamak

density limit and/or the onset of MARFE discharges. For Alcator C, the MARFE

threshold can be written in terms of Murakami number, m (= heR/BT x 10' 9 /m 2

tesla), asm1 1

1/q z 0.11 m (Alcator C MARFE threshold) (9.7)

Recently, ASDEX has reported similar results for ohmic discharges,11 2

1/q - 0.06-0.08 m (ASDEX MARFE threshold). (9.8)

Thus, in terms of parameterizing the edge state, the quantity fe/Ip works well.

More direct measurements of edge parameters have also identified te/1,

as important. Edge Langmuir probe measurements on the Frascati tokamak' '
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show that the same edge density at a given radius can be maintained by multiple

combinations of central densities and plasma currents. The importance of this

result is recognized with edge density control for optimum lower hybrid wave

coupling.113

1, measurements also generally show a h/I, dependence. TFTR reports

r, inferred by H0, measurements decreasing with A, but increasing with I,.109

The implication is that the particle recycling coefficient depends on fte/Ip.

Thus, the magnitude of he/Ip appears to be important in defining the

plasma edge state. Measurements from DENSEPACK support this observation.

Not only is the edge density affected by the value of Re/Ip, but other edge

parameters tend to group according to the value of ne/I,.
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9.2.4 Plotting Te, Vf, J/j, and All Edge Parameters vs. n,/IP

The edge parameters Te, Vf, and /IJ were found to depend on h, and Ip

in a way that is similar to the edge density dependence on he/Ip or at least in

a way that allows them to be plotted unambiguously versus ii/Ip.

It is found that discharges with high I, or low h, generally exhibit higher

temperatures at r = 16.8 cm than discharges with low Ip or high A.. This is

similar to a functional dependence on n,/I observed for the edge density. At

larger minor radii, r = 17.2 and 17.6 cm,' the dependence of T on I, is weak if

detected at all. Te at these radii actually tends to increase with increasing it.

However, because little if any I, dependence is detected for this data, one can

still plot T versus h/I,, and obtain a grouping of points that has the same,

if not less, scatter than would result from plotting against h, alone. However,

one would not be able to deduce a scaling relationship that, depends explicitly

on h/I,, from this Te data set.

As the following sections will show, the floating potential, Vf, and nor-

malized ion saturation current fluctuation level, j/i, show clearer trends with

h and I4. Thus, all parameters in the edge appear to be affected in some

way by the value of he/I,. By plotting edge parameters versus i/I,,, typical

measured values can be summarized for discharges with a wide range of central

plasma currents and densities. Consequently, more subtle dependencies on fill

gas species and magnetic field, can be identified.

The following section makes use of this idea to plot DENSEPACK measure-

ments versus te/Ip for various central plasma parameters.
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9.3 Poloidally Averaged Edge Parameters vs. e/Ip, B, and Gas

This section presents poloidally averaged edge parameters as inferred by

DENSEPACK versus central line-averaged densities and plasma currents. Hydro-

gen and deuterium discharges run in 6 and 8 tesla toroidal fields are included.

For convenience, most data are plotted versus Ae/Ip. Results from a regression

analysis are also summarized for the edge density data at radii r = 16.8 and

17.2 cm, and for densities extrapolated to the limiter radius, r = 16.5 cm.

9.3.1 Edge Density: Regression Analysis

As outlined in section 9.2.2, regression analyses using a variety of fitting

functions were performed on the poloidally averaged density data. These regres-

sion analyses were extended to include discharges with hydrogen and deuterium

fill gasses at 6 and 8 tesla magnetic fields. The results of these analyses are sum-

marized first for the non-MARFE regime, iie/I, 5 0.6, and then for the MARFE

regime, he /Ip Z 0.6.

A. Non-MARFE Regime (Sie/Ip 5 0.6)

The best fitting function for edge density scaling in this regime was found

to be

(ne)ave = fl, (a + b (ite/Ip)a B' p6) , (9.9)

where B is the toroidal magnetic field and IA is the atomic mass of the discharge

gas species. The strongest dependence was found to be on ie/Ip, B, and p,

in that order. A magnetic field term and/or gas term was also tried as a mul-

tiplier on the right hand side of Eq. 9.9 but both resulted in negligibly small

dependencies (exponent - 0). It should be pointed out that data from only two
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different gasses and two different toroidal magnetic fields were included in this

regression. Thus, the functional dependence of Eq. 9.9 on B and A (strictly

power law in second term) is only a matter of convenience and does not repre-

sent any relationship inferred froin the data. On the other hand, as discussed in

section 9.2.2, the functional dependence of Eq. 9.9 on he and I, does represent

the data over a large variation in ft (factor of - 5) and a smaller variation in

I, (factor of - 2).

Figure 9.9 displays poloidally averaged density data at r = 16.8 cm against

the fitting function given by Eq. 9.9. All hydrogen, deuterium, 6 and 8 tesla

points are included on this plot although only non-MARFE data points are fitted.

This figure demonstrates that the function in Eq. 9.9 models the edge density

scaling well for a variety of discharges. The uncertainty in all three exponents

is estimated to be around the ± 10-20% level.
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B. MARFE Regime (te/Ip Z 0.6)

For dischargeswhich displayed a MARFE during the data sample time (t

250 msec), the best edge density fitting function was found to be

( ave C .(910)

Inclusion of h, and B terms showed that the edge density does not depend on

these parameters within the accuracy of the data. The strongest dependence was

found to be on I,. It is interesting that in this regime the edge density was found

to be proportional to some function of A whereas in the non-MARFE regime, the

density scaling analysis indicated th.at such a multiplier was inappropriate. Again

the power law dependence on yi used here is assumed and cannot be verified from

this data which includes only two gas species.

Figure 9.10 displays poloidally averaged density data at r 16.8 cm against

the fitting function given by Eq. 9.10. All points. are during a MARFE in

hydrogen and deuterium plasma at 6 and 8 tesla. The wide range of plasma

currents in this data set, 134 kA < I, < 361 kA, is seen to strongly affect the

edge density through the positive 3 exponent, 0 ~ 1.4. The 1p dependence of

the edge density in this regime as first presented through Fig. 9.8 is now more

clearly evident.
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C. Summary of Edge Density Scalings from Regression Analysis

The regression parameters for poloidally averaged densities at r = 16.5, 16.8,

and 17.2 cm which result from best fits of Eqs. 9.9 and 9.10 are summarized in

tables 9.3 and 9.4. Degenerate cases in which 6 and/or I are forced to zero are

also included.
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Table 9.3 - Edge Density Regression Parameters

for non-MARFE Regime (fe/Ip <~ 0.6)

Full Regression a b a y 6

(ne)ave @ 16.5 cm 1.2 ± .070 .92 ± .52 5.1 ± .67 1.9 ± .36 -. 96 ± .16

(n)eve 16.8 cm .60 ± .028 .24 ± .15 4.0 ± .43 1.7 ± .32 -. 56 ± .13

(neave @ 17.2 cm .29 ± .087 .40 ± .58 5.3 ± 1.0 .94 ± .69 .012 .28

Regression, 6 = 0 a b a

(ne)ave @ 16.5 cm 1.0 ± .063 3.7 ± 1.6 4.6 ± .49 1.0 ± .22

(ne)ae @ 16.8 cm .57 ± .029 .54 ± .27 3.8 ± .41 1.3 ± .24

(ne)ave © 17.2 cm .29 ± .0076 .39 ± .48 5.4 ± .84 .95 ± 48

Regression, 6 = 0, -= 0 a b a

(ne)aue @ 16.5 cm .99 ± .059 25. ± 5.9 4.3 ± .41

(ne)ave @ 16.8 cm .57 ± .029 6.6 ± 1.4 3.8 ± .40

(ne)ave @ 17.2 cm .29 ± .0074 2.7 ± 1.1 5.5 ± .75

(ne)ave = ?ie I a

Fitting Function:

+ b (ft/I,) " B (x 1013 /cm 3)

,- in units of 10 1 4/cm 3

I- in units of 102 kA

B - in units of tesla

- in units of AMU
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Table 9.4 - Edge Density Regression Parameters

for MARFE Regime (he/I, Z 0.6)

Full Regression c 3 6

(ne)cwe 0 16.5 cm 1.6 ± .11 1.3 ± .070 -. 61 ± .045

(fne)(,e 16.8 cm .62 ± .043 1.4 ± .069 -. 44 ± .045

(ne)e, , 17.2 cm .19 ± .012 1.3 ± .065 -. 21 ± .043

Regression, 6 = 0 c /

(ne), 0 16.5 cm 1.1 ± .058 1.6 ± .053

(ne)ave 0 16.8 cm .52 ± .027 1.5 ± .052

(ne)ave 17.2 cm .17 ± .009 1.3 ± .052

Fitting Function:

(ne)ae = c , p0 (x10 13 /cm 3)

I, - in units of 102 kA

- in units of AMU
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9.3.2 Edge Density: Regression Results, MARFE Threshold

The fitted functions presented in tables 9.3 and 9.4 completely describe the

poloidally averaged edge density in Alcator C over the entire operating range

recorded by DENSEPACK. It is useful to plot the edge density predicted by these

regression analyses 'versus Te for various I,. Figure 9.11 plots the fitted functions

in this way for density at r = 16.8 cm during hydrogen, 8 tesla discharges. For

a given plasma current, the density predicted by both scaling laws must match

at some value of iie. The transition point between scaling laws is therefore

independently determined with no explicit mention of the critical value of h,/I,.

These transition densities for various plasma currents are connected by a solid

line in Fig. 9.11.

Figure 9.11 illustrates an interesting dependence of edge density on central

a and I which was true for all radii. For a fixed plasma current, the edge

density depended nonlinearly on the central density until a critical value of h,

(or edge density) was reached. A further incrieasein ft, did not directly result

in an increase in edge density. This transition is coincident with the occurence

of a MARFE in Alcator C and suggests that the MARFE itself is a consequence

of this high he, low I, regime (chapter 11).
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The density-current transition line can be examined further. Figure 9.12

plots the transition points identified in Fig. 9.11 versus I4. It is not expected

that they should fall along a straight line as shown, considering that they result

from the matching of two highly nonlinear functions of je and Ip. Nevertheless,

this line is almost precisely the MARFE threshold iI, line presented in Ref.

j5) and reproduced in Fig. 4.19. A similar result can be obtained using r = 16.5

and 17.2 cm data.

Figure 9.13 re-plots the MARFE threshold data from Ref. [51 along with a

simple linear regression fit to the data points. This fit is seen to be markedly

similar to a linear regression fit performed on the density scaling thresholds

in Fig. 9.12. Thus, it is clearly established that the transition in the edge

density scaling is a consequence of the edge plasma approaching a regime which

is dominated by edge physics associated with MARFE phenonema.
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9.3.3 Density Scrape-off Length

The edge plasma density e-folding length averaged over poloidal angle is

plotted versus ft/Ip for hydrogen, 6 and 8 tesla discharges in Figs. 9.14a and

9.14b and for deuterium, 6 and 8 tesla discharges in Figs. 9.15a and 9.15b. The

general trend is decreasing A, for increasing iie/I,. Except for the hydrogen, 8

tesla data, there is no systematic difference between scrape-off lengths obtained

in hydrogen versus deuterium, 6 versus 8 tesla discharges.

The scrape-off length obtained for the hydrogen, 8 tesla discharges is typ-

ically 20% lower than the three other cases. This data was taken last in this

series of gas and field scans when the probe array began to show evidence of

damage. Thus, there may be systematic errors introduced from unknown probe

collection areas in this data which could account for the observed discrepancy in

An.

The dependence of An on ie/Ip can be connected with the edge density

scaling laws developed in the previous sections. The poloidally averaged scrape-

off length should be closely related to a scrape-off length calculated from the

poloidally averaged edge densities. That is

17.2 - 16.8
i- ((ne)ae@16.8/(ne)aveL17.2) (Cm)

Using the regressions in tables 9.3 and 9.4 (6 0, y 0),

- 0.4
A .57+6.6(ii, (cm) (9.12)

n 0.29+2.7(ft, /I,)r-

for fie/I, 5 0.6 and
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- 0.4
A = 0.52 I e 0.38 cm (9.13)

S 0.17 I --

for h,/I, Z 0.6.

For small Te/Ip, Eq. 9.12 predicts that A, asymptotes to a 0.6 cm. For

large ie/Ip, Eq. 9.13 shows that A, should saturate at A e 0.38 cm. In

between, A, depends predominantly on he/Ip.

Figures 9.14 and 9.15 closely track this dependence on he/I,. The scrape-

off length in Fig. 9.14a asymptotes to (A:zave a 0.65 and (An)ae a 0.45 for low

and high values of h/I, respectively.
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9.3.4 Edge Temperature

Electron temperature averaged over poloidal angle for DENSEPACK radii of

r = 16.8, 17.2, and 17.6 cm is displayed versus iie/Ip in Figs. 9.16 and 9.17.

The general trends in temperature versus he/I, persist for hydrogen, deuterium,

6 and 8 tesla discharges. The magnitudes are also similar in all cases except for

the hydrogen, 8 tesla data which remains suspect.

An interesting result is that (Te)ave at r = 16.8 cm decreases while (Te)ae

at r = 17.2 and 17.6 cm increases as he/I, is increased. Furthermore, (Te)a,je at

r = 17.2 and 17.6 cm becomes indistinguishable at high values of h/Ip. Thus,

one can see that the average radial temperature gradient generally decreases as

f'e/IP increases.

Because of the large scatter in the data set, no regression analysis was

performed on the (Te),ve data. In any case, the data is fairly well summarized

versus ae/pI in Figs. 9.16 and 9.17. Note that the general trend of decreas-

ing (Te)ave versus he/i, at r = 16.8 cm is coincident with the edge plasma

approaching a radiation-unstable, MARFE-prone regime.
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9.3.5 Floating Potential

DENSEPACK probe floating potentials averaged over poloidal angle are dis-

played in Figs. 9.18 and 9.19 for the same set of discharges displayed in the

previous sections. Although the scatter is large, there is a clear trend in (VI aoe

versus h/IE, for all three radii. (Vf)ve, is found to decrease nearly linearly with

s/I,. A linear least squares fit line is superimposed on the data for each ra-

dius to emphasize this point. Again the hydrogen, 8 tesla data shows a different

character than the other three types of discharges and is questionable.

Another clear, reproducible trend evident in these data is the inversion of

the average radial gradient in floating potential versus fte/pI. For low values of

Fe/Ip, the poloidally averaged floating potential is generally higher at r = 16.8

cm than at r = 17.2 or 17.6 cm. As fte/Ip is increased, the floating potential

at all radii falls. However, the floating potential at r = 16.8 cm falls faster so

that for fe/I, > 0.5-0.6 the average floating potential at this radius is below

the floating potential at the other two radii. It is interesting that the cross-over

point occurs near the critical value of t/II, identified for the Alcator C edge

plasma, namely, ie/I, z 0.6.

From Fig. 7.9 and the discussion in section 7.1.5, the probe floating poten-

tial relative to the limiter potential is

Vf &D, + 3.5 (Te"t - Tepobe) (9.14)

where 6', is the change in plasma potential along a field line connecting the

probe and limiter. 64, can arise from B x VB particle drifts or non-ambipolar

perpendicular particle transport. One would expect that the poloidally averaged

floating potential at some radius should also follow Eq. 9.14,

(V) :Ze (65,)ave + 3.5 ((Te) Iimte - (Te)Jbe*) . (9.15)
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By up-down symmetry, B x VB contributions to ( 64s)2ve average to zero. The

only remaining contributor to (P,)ave is then non-ambipolar transport.

The decrease in floating potential with fte/I, can be reconciled with the

electron temperature measurements and Eq. 9.15. If, for the moment, one as-

sumes that (64,)ae is fixed at some value, independent of ft6 /Ip, then changes in

(Vf)ave and (Te);"bes with fe/Ip imply something about changes in (Te) limiter

More specifically, in order for (Vf)t,.e to decrease for increasing ne/Ip, the tem-

perature difference, (Te)(pebe- (Te)gN"eter must increase with increasing Fe/I,.

Because of the factor of ~ 3.5 in Eq. 9.15, the floating potential is sensitive

to small changes in this temperature difference. A change in floating potential of

10 volts implies a temperature difference increase of - 3 eV. This means that a

temperature depression along a field line to the limiter of ~ 0 eV for low fie/Ip

increasing to ~ 3 eV at high ie/Ip could completely explain the observed floating

potential variation versus fte/Ip for r = 16.8 cm. Smaller parallel gradients in T,

could explain the floating potential at other radii.

Sizing typical power fluxes in the edge plasma, one can make a connection

between increasing parallel gradients in Te with increasing values of fe/Ip. By

matching heat conducted to the limiter along field lines to heat transmitted

through the sheath, a relationship between edge density and temperature and

the temperature gradient along a field line can be obtained. Stangeby uses this

approach to estimate values of n and T that indicate when parallel gradients

become important in the edge power balance. This condition is stated as1 08

L(cm) l(cm-) > 8 x 10" (9. 1)
. T/(ev)

which becomes satisfied at r = 16.8 cm for typical Alcator C edge valut>.

(n,)ave 2.5 x 1013 cm 3 , (Te)ave - 18 eV, L ~ 100 cm.
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Higher fte/Ip results in higher edge densities (in non-MARFE regime) and

allows Eq. 9.16 to be more easily satisfied. Consequently, a steeper temperature

drop along field lines to the limiter is expected. This is consistent with the

observation of a lowering floating potential and the relationship between parallel

Te, gradients and V1 suggested by Eq. 9.15.

The appearance of parallel temperature gradients is also important for the

development of a localized radiation thermal instability or MARFE. If the parallel

heat conduction in the edge is very good, any parallel temperature perturbation

will be quenched' and will not result in a radiation unstable plasma. This con-

dition was stated more quantitatively earlier in section 2.5.3. Thus, in order to

observe a MARFE, one must be able to sustain a perturbed parallel temperature

profile. The observation of decreasing (Vf)a,, as the MARFE regime in Alcator C

is approached suggests through Eq. 9.16 that parallel temperature gradients are

indeed becoming larger and perhaps more easily perturbed as iie/Ip increases.

For completeness, -one should also consider the fte/Ip dependence of the

( term in Eq. 9.15. However, non-ambipolar transport is very difficult to

quantify or to scale with edge densities and temperatures. Perhaps the parallel

electron temperature variations dominate Eq. 9.15 and lead to the observed

floating potential scaling indicated above, but this alone is no rigorous basis for

concluding that changes in ambipolar transport does not occur with changing

edge densities and temperatures. However, further investigation of non-ambipolar

effects is beyond the scope of this present work.
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9.3.6 Fluctuations

Figures 9.20 and 9.21 display the normalized fluctuation amplitude in the

ion saturation current averaged over poloidal angle, (J/J)ave, versus fe/I, for

the three DENSEPACK radii. Unlike other edge quantities reported in'the pre-

vious sections, magnitudes of (J/J)ve are found to depend slightly on the gas

species. At it/I ;, 0.4, hydrogen, 6 tesla data show (J/J)ve@17.2 ; 0.30

whereas deuterium, 6 tesla data is higher at (j/J)ve@17.2 ~ 0.35. The mag-

netic field does not appear to change the magnitude of (J/J)ave as evidenced

by Fig. 9.21. Recall that the hydrogen, 8 tesla data should be treated with

caution.

All these fluctuation data were obtained from the 10 kHz digitizers. To

obtain the full bandwidth fluctuation amplitude, one should multiply these values

by a factor ~ 1.2 (see section 7.3.2).

The overall dependence of (J/J)ave on le/Ip is clear for the hydrogen data

in Fig. 9.20. The fluctuation amplitude for this data generally decreases with

increasing e/Ip. On the other hand, the deuterium data shows only a slight

hint of decrease for increasing iie/Ip.

The relative level of (J/J)ave between the three radii remains constant

independent of gas, field, or te/I. Typically, fluctuations at r = 17.2 cm are

22-26% higher than at r = 16.8 cm. Fluctuations at r = 17.6 cm are higher still

at roughly 34-38% above the level at r = 16.8 cm.
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9.3.7 Perpendicular Diffusion

The perpendicular diffusion coefficient can be estimated using Eq. 9.2 and

the measurements of A, and Te reported in the previous sections. The best data

recorded by DENSEPACK was obtained early in its operation during hydrogen,

6 tesla discharges. Figure 9.22 plots D 1 inferred from this data versus ae/Ip.

The trend of D± falling with e/Ip is due, to A, becoming small at high le/Ip.

For reference, the level of Bohm diffusion, DB, (Eq. 2.6) is also shown.

Note that this value is quite low compared to the average diffusion coefficient

computed from Eq. 9.2.

One possible explanation for this high estimated value of D1 relative to

DB is the approximations implicit in Eq. 9.2. First, a value of Ti ~ 2 x Te was

assumed in computing the sound speed. However, this could only account for

up to a factor of v' overestimate in D, compared to DB which is evaluated

using the electron temperature alone.

Second, the model itself used in deriving Eq. 9.2 comes into question. As

indicated in section 3.1.1, L can be replaced by Leff ~ 1.6-2 x L when parallel

flows are more carefully modelled. This can result in a additional factor of - 1/2

in the right hand side of Eq. 9.2. Yet, this alone is not enough to account for

the high value of Dj relative to DB. In addition, Section 3.1.2 showed that

the above formulation for D, is valid only if the neutral density satisfies Eq.

3.12. However, this condition is expected to be satisfied in Alcator C edge

plasma. One can further argue that the scaling of A, versus he/Ip shown in

Fig. 9.14a is inconsistent with the idea that high neutral densities are present

which invalidate Eq. 9.2.

Consider A, given by Eq. 3.9 which includes neutral ionization. At low

central plasma densities, one expects that the edge neutral density will also be

low. At high central plasma densities, particularly in the MARFE regime, one

expects the edge neutral density to be high. Equation 3.9 predicts that A, should
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increase as the neutral density increases. However, the observation is that A,

decreases for increasing central densities. Thus, neutrals appear to play no direct

role in defining the value of A, and can be ignored. Equations 3.10 and 9.2 are

therefore valid approximations in this respect.

It is interesting that both D_ and KJ/J)ave, tend to fall with increasing

fe/Ip. Perhaps this is an indication that fluctuations are directly responsible for

the average value of D1 and A, found in the edge.
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9.3.8 Global Particle Confinement Time

The final parameter to be reported in this section on edge versus central

parameter scalings is the global particle confinement time, rp. Figures 9.23 and

9.24 display 7- versus fte/Ip computed from Eq; 9.3 for the same four data

sets shown in earlier sections. As discussed previously, the hydrogen, 8 tesla

data should be treated as unreliable. Nevertheless, r, inferred from this data is

displayed in Fig. 9.23b. Typical T, values obtained in this manner are ,in the

range 0.5-2 msec.

The general trend is a reduction in 7- for increasing ft,/I,. r, reduces by

a factor of ~ 1/2 as t/I,, scans from - 0.4 to - 0.7. Also, the deuterium data

shows roughly a uniform factor of -- d higher particle confinement times than

the hydrogen data. Both these observations can be traced back to the input

parameters in Eq. 9.3.

It was shown earlier that density, temperature, and scrape-off length are

very similar for hydrogen and deuterium discharges in both 6 and 8 tesla fields.

Thus, the - Vi larger values for r, in deuterium over hydrogen come from the

C, term in Eq. 9.3. It is difficult to assess whether this V increase in T-, for

deuterium is real or just a consequence of the model used to derive r, . A

further uncertainty in the absolute magnitude of r arises from the model used

to derive Eq., 9.3. Setting L -+ Leff ; 1.6-2 x L as suggested in section 3.1.1

leads to an increase in the inferred rp of up to a factor of ~ 2. Nevertheless,

the scaling of rp with hf/I, is not sensitive to these type of assumptions in Eq.

9.3.

The reduction in r, as ft/JI increases can be understood from the scaling

of edge -parameters presented in earlier subsections. r,, as calculated by Eq. 9.3

depends most strongly on the ratio of the central line-averaged density to the

edge density.
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Using the fitted functions for edge density presented in section 9.3.1, the

dependence of rp on re and Ip can be examined more closely. From Eqs. 9.3,

9.9-9.13, and tables 9.3 and 9.4,

In 0.57+6.6(n,/I)(1
7pe A (9.17)0.99 + 25(fz,/I,)4.3

for fz,/Ip ; 0.6 and

r, B (9.18)

for fe/Ip Z 0.6, where A and B are weak functions of fi/Ip. Thus, as ft/I, is

increased, -, falls quickly according to Eq. 9.17 until the transition, ile/Ip ~ 0.6,

is reached. After this point, r, begins to rise gradually with ?e/I, according to

Eq. 9.18. This behavior is evident in Figs. 9.23 and 9.24. The drop in r, as the

MARFE threshold is approached indicates that the MARFE state is characterized

by a high edge plasma recycling (low -,).
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9.4 Poloidal Asymmetries vs. fie/I, B, and Gas

This section focuses on poloidal asymmetries in edge parameters measured

by DENSEPACK and their scaling with central plasma parameters. Poloidal max-

ima and minima in density, scrape-off length, and temperature normalized to the

poloidal average are displayed versus fte/IP. This normalization removes the over-

all edge plasma scaling covered in the previous section and leads to a simpler

presentation of the relative asymmetry. For floating potential data, the poloidal

maximum minus the minimum for a given radius is plotted. Poloidal locations of

maxima and minima for all these edge parameters are also plotted versus ft/IP.

Since no systematic dependence is found on gas or magnetic field, hydrogen dis-

charges at 6 tesla and deuterium discharges at 6 and 8 tesla are combined in

each plot.

Measurements of poloidal maxima or minima for a given radius involve

only one Langmuir probe. Consequently, these data show more scatter than

the poloidally averaged data presented earlier. In addition, the measurements

of density and temperature minima were found to be slightly dependent on the

in-out plasma position. This is because these minima typically occur on the

midplane (chapter 7). To account for the position dependence, the data was

modeled as,

Y~leas YJ (1 + a InOut + b InOut 2 ) (i = 1,2, ... n) , (9.19)

where a and b are fitted coefficients. The position corrected data values, Y., are

displayed in this section. Eq. 9.19 results in at most a 20% correction.
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9.4.1 Density Asymmetry versus ie/I,

Figures 9.25-9.27 plot normalized poloidal maxima and minima in density

versus he/Ip for two DENSEPACK radii, r = 16.8 and 17.2 cm, and for density

extrapolated to the limiter radius, r = 16.5 cm. The maximum to average density

ratio, n'""/(ne)ae, is relatively insensitive to fte/I, with only the r 16.8 cm

data showing a slight increase with fte/I. Typical values are n'a" /(ne)ave ~

1.5-2.5 for all three radii. The minimum to average density ratio, n"""/(ne)ave,

shows more of a dependence with ii,/Ip, generally lowering at high e/I,, except

for the r = 17.2 cm data which remains fixed to a very low value, ~ 0.05-0.15.

Thus, the strong poloidal asymmetry in density outlined in chapter 7 persists for

all values of te/Ip. There is only a slight increase in this normalized asymmetry

at high values of ht/I,. Note that discharges in the MAIRFE (ft,/I, 5 0.6) and

non-MARFE regimes (ie/Ip Z 0.6) show no obvious difference in the normalized

density asymmetry.

Poloidal locations of density maxima and minima for r = 16.8 and 16.5 cm

are indicated in Figs. 9.28a and 9.28b. The solid points on these plots represent

positions of high density while the open points designate low density. As shown

in chapter 7, the density minima on the inside (1800) and outside (00,3600)

locations are similar in magnitude for r - 16.8 cm. However, due to the short

scrape-off length on the inside, minima there are always the lowest for r ; 17.2

cm. Note that the angular positions of all these extrema remain the same for

any value of fe/pI. Again, data points in the MARFE versus non-MARFE regime

do not indicate any shift in the overall density asymmetry.

The density asymmetry data combined with the scalings presented in the

previous sections indicate that poloidal variations in density at a given radius

follow a relationship,

n,(O) ~ (ne).,e f(0) , (9.20)
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where f(0) is a function of poloidal angle that looks like the profiles in Fig. 7.2.

For the density at r = 16.8 cm, f(0) has the properties

f (0) 1 ~- 2.0 (9.21)

z 0.5 . (9.22)

The absolute density asymmetry at r = 16.8 cm therefore scales as

n max n1.5 (ne)e .ee ( ,aj (9.23)

Using the fitted functions in tables 9.3 and 9.4, one obtains

"max nmn 1.5 ft (.6 + .24 (,/11)4- 0 B 7 A- 56 ) (x10 1 3 /CM3) (9.24)

for ie/I, 5 0.6, and

n". - rn" ~ 1.5 (.62 I,' - (xl10 3 /cm 3 ) (9.25)

for ie/I, Z 0.6. These scalings indicate that although the normalized density

asymmetry is relatively constant over the range of fi/, the absolute density

asymmetry is a strong function of fi/I.
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9.4.2 Density Asymmetry: Comparison with Asymmetry Model

Equation 9.20 can be contrasted with the simpler form used to investigate

poloidal density asymmetries in section 3.2.4,

n(r,O) ~ no(r) + ni(r,O) (9.26)

where ni is a small density perturbation compared to no. Clearly Eq. 9.26 did

not correctly model the observed density asymmetry. Nevertheless, it does allow

an identification of asymmetric driving terms for the case of a nearly symmetric

edge density. These same driving terms are expected to be active in the case of

a fully developed, large poloidal density perturbation when Eq. 9.26 no longer

applies. However, at this level of perturbation, the magnitude of the asymmetry

itself can determine the average edge density.

The density asymmetry model presented in section 3.2.4 identified Pfirsch-

Schliiter convection as a possible mechanism which can lead to poloidally asym-

metric density profiles. In this model, asymmetric fluxes driven by E x B Pfirsch-

Schl5ter convection are balanced by diffusion parallel to the field lines. The

resulting poloidal density perturbation depends on. cosO, and the degree of asym-

metry is found to depend on the value of b, where

n! fiB 2

6, oc . (9.27)
Pf T,3 A

This scaling of 6, compares favorably with the scaling of the absolute density

asymmetry given by Eq. 9.24, although it is not expected to agree exactly. Both

equations show a strong dependence on he (or a) and an inverse dependence on

Ip. Thus, it is possible that a poloidally asymmetric driving mechanism such as

Pfirsch-Schliter convection can lead to strong poloidal asymmetries and explain
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the observed edge density scaling. At least it is recognized that particle trans-

port along field lines is, not high enough compared to perpendicular transport

processes to force complete poloidal symmetry in the edge plasma.

9.4.3 Temperature Asymmetry versus fte/IP

Figures 9.29 and 9.30 show normalized maxima and minima in electron

temperature recorded at r = 16.8 and 17.2 cm respectively versus Iie/IP. The

asymmetry for the temperature is similar to the density asymmetry. Ratio of

maximum to average temperatures are typically Te""/(Te)ave ~ 1.1-1.7 for

both radii. However, both normalized temperature minima are in the range

TiVm /KTe)ave a 0.5-0.8, unlike the very low relative density minimum at r = 17.2

cm.

The temperature asymmetry is also relatively insensitive to fl/I. How-

ever, contrary to the density data, there is evidence of a slight decrease in the

relative temperature asymmetry for high fz/Ip. This is seen in the lowering

Tjna/(Te),ae in Fig. 9.29a.

The poloidal locations of temperature extrema in Fig. 9.31 show no obvious

dependence on te/I,. Here, open points denote low temperature measurements

and solid points correspond to high temperature locations. The pattern is similar

to the one presented earlier for density. Again the MARFE versus non-MIARFE

regimes show no change in the temperature asymmetry. However, as discussed

in section 9.3.4, there is a trend of lowest temperature data points at the upper-

inside location (MARFE location) becoming even lower as fie/Ip is decreased.
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9.4.4 Scrape-off Length Asymmetry versus A,/I,

Normalized maxima and minima in density scrape-off length is plotted ver-

sus Ae/Ip in Figs. 9.32a and 9.32b. Typical values range A Z/(An)ave ~ 1.5-2.5,

An "/(An)ave ~ 0.3-0.5, with no apparent correlation with ft/I,.

As indicated in chapter 7, the poloidal structure of the scrape-off length

profile is different than the density or temperature profile. Poloidal locations

of maxima and minima in A, are indicated versus fe/I, in Fig. 9.33. The

scrape-off length minima are always near the inside midplane. The factor of - 5

variation in scrape-off length from inside to outside is maintained for all values

of FZe/Ip.

The non-MARFE versus MARFE regime (ft/I, 5 0.6 or ; 0.6) does not

show any difference in these plots except perhaps in the A'i"/(An)aue data which

shows more scatter in the MARFE regime.
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9.4.5 Floating Potential Asymmetry versus ie/I,

DENSEPACK probe floating potentials show the strongest asymmetry vari-

ation with fie/Ip of all the edge parameters measured. Figures 9.34a and 9.34b

plot maximum minus the minimum floating potential values in poloidal angle

versus Ai/Ip. Figure 9.35 shows that the maximum floating potential occurs

near the top of the poloidal cross section (270') and the minimum near the

bottom (900), independent of fz/4I. The difference of this top-bottom potential

can range from 5-25 volts for low values of e/Ip but drops to - 5 volts at

r = 17.2 cm and ~ 7 volts at r = 16.8 cm for nft/I, 2 0.7.

The probe floating potential is related to the electron temperature near the

probe, the electron temperature near the limiter surface, and changes in plasma

potential due to non-ambipolar fluxes through Eq. 9.14. Thus, it is difficult to

identify the dominant mechanism which would explain this change in Vf with

fe / I,.
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CHAPTER 10

EDGE VERSUS CENTRAL PARAMETERS:

LHRF hEATED AND PELLET FUELED DISCHARGES

In addition to the ohmic, gas fueled discharges reported in the previous

chapter, data was recorded by the inside half of the DENSEPACK probe array

during Lower Hybrid Radio Frequency (LHRF) heating and pellet fueling. Dur-

ing LHRF heating, edge densities and temperatures were found to increase uni-

formly by -50% and -25% respectively over the values measured during- ohmic

heating alone. The result was a relative reduction in the global particle con-

finement time and an increased power loading on limiter surfaces. Section 10.1

presents changes in edge parameters during LHRF heating and discusses some

implications of increased edge particle and energy fluxes on impurity production

rates.

Following pellet injection, the edge plasma was found to achieve one of two

states. For small increases in central line-averaged density, the change in edge

plasma parameters for changing central parameters followed the ohmic, gas fueled

relationships presented in the previous chapter. However, for large increases in

central ft resulting from pellet injection, the final edge plasma state deviated

from the gas fueled scaling laws. The edge plasma in this new regime was

characterized by lower densities at all radii for the same central h,. The result

was an increase in the global particle confinement time. Section 10.2 presents

DENSEPACK data before and after pellet injection. Changes in global particle

confinement time are plotted versus relative pellet size. It is shown that a relative

density increase due to pellet injection of Afte/fte ; 1 is required to attain the

high particle confinement time regime.
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10.1 Change in Edge Parameters During LHRF Heating

The experimental arrangement of DENSEPACK during the LHRF heating

experiment is shown as configuration 'B' in Fig. 5.4. Lower hybrid waveguides

were located in B, C, and F port locations.. The effects of LHRF on edge

plasma parameters were found to be independent of which Lower Hybrid launcher

was active. For all the LHRF and pellet discharges, only the inside half of

DENSEPACK was used. Consequently, poloidal averages (notated as ( )ave or ( ))
of edge plasma parameters recorded in the database corresponded to a spatial

average over only the inside half of the array.

10.1.1 Time Evolution of Edge Density and Temperature

Figure 10.1 shows the time evolution of spatially averaged density and elec-

tron temperature at r = 17.2 cm during a LHRF pulse. Central parameters for

this data and all data presented in this section are 1 5 TI 2 (x10 4 /cm 3 ),

300 _ I 5 400 (kA) in deuterium plasma. Note the marked rise in edge density

(- 60% change) and temperature (- 40% change) during the time when all three

waveguides are fired (580 kW total).
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10.1.2, Change in Density, Temperature, and Particle Confinement

Edge plasma parameters for a range of injected LHRF powers were recorded

in the DENSEPACK database. Figures 10.2-10.4 plot changes in poloidal averages

of edge density, temperature, and, scrape-off length for the inside section of the

DENSEPACK array along with an estimate of the global particle confinement

time as a function of LHRF power. In all cases there is a monotonic increase in

the magnitude of change versus LHRF power.

The edge 'density increases - 75% at the highest LHRF powers with data

at larger radii showing the largest percentage increase (Fig. 10.2). Changes in

edge temperature show a similar trend with A(Te)ave/(Te)aue typically - 30% at

the highest powers (Fig. 10.3). Some points at zero RF power are included for

reference and indicate the change in edge parameters that can occur between the

'before' 'and 'during' sample times due to changes in central parameters alone.

The change in angle averaged, normalized' ion saturation fluctuation am-

plitude, J/IJ, (0.1 5 f ! 50 kHz) is plotted versus RF power for the three

DENSEPACK radii in Fig. 10.4. A trend of a reduction in J/J during the

edge density increase that occurs with LHRF heating is evident. However, the

decrease in J/IJ is too small to be attributed to a constant level of J and an in-

crease in J from the increased edge density and temperature that occurs during

RF heating.

The density scrape-off length plotted in Fig. 10.5a only slightly increases

with RF power (- 10%). Consequently, the density extrapolated to the limiter

radius (Fig. 10.5b) exhibits roughly the same percent increase as the density in

the shadow plasma (- 50%). The result of the increased plasma density at the

limiter radius combined with the increased electron temperature in the shadow

plasma leads to a reduction in the global particle confinement time. Figure

10.5c shows an estimated ~ 40% decrease in r, at the highest LHRF powers.

Assuming that the change in edge parameters measured by the inside section of
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DENSEPACK applies to the entire poloidal extent of the shadow plasma, these

data indicate that the total edge particle and energy flux changes during LHRF

heating.
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10.1.3 Edge Plasma Power Balance and Impurity Production

As discussed in section 2.2.3, the total power flux to a limiter surface can

be expressed as

Pt0 t 6 Te q no . (10.1)
2

For these LHRF heated discharges, the ohmic input power was - 600-800 kW.

Thus, the additional LHRF power leads to roughly a factor of ~ 2 increase in

the total input power with Pf ; 650 kW. Equation 10.1 predicts that the factor

of - 1.5 increase in edge density and - 1.2 increase in edge electron temperature

recorded by DENSEPACK for this level of LHRF heating also leads to an increase

in power loading on limiter surfaces of approximately a factor of 2. Thus, the

measured change in edge plasma parameters during LHRF heating is consistent

with edge power balance considerations.

The increase in edge density and temperature and associated increase in

power flux to limiter surfaces can affect the rate of impurity release through

evaporation, sputtering, and/or arcing. For values of RF power, Prf < 550

kW, it is found that impurity density increases during LHRF heating can be

attributed to a rise in thermal sputtering rates from the increased edge densities

and electron temperatures.100', For values of Prf > 550 kW, limiter evaporation

due to non-thermal electrons generated during the LHRF heating process takes

over, and the direct impact of increasing edge densities and temperatures on

impurity production becomes secondary in importance.
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10.2 Change in Edge Parameters Following Pellet Injection

Pellet injection experiments were performed with the inside half. of the

DENSEPACK array installed in 'C' port as shown in Fig. 5.4. The injector

located at 'E' port was capable of pneumatically launching frozen H2 and D 2

pellets along the major radius of Alcator C at velocities approaching 900 m/sec 87

The number of gas atoms in a single pellet corresponded to roughly the total

number of ions in an Alcator C plasma with line-averaged electron density of h,

; 1-2x1014 /cM 3 .

Ablation of the pellet near the center of the plasma discharge leads to a

rapid increase (t 5 100 [sec) in the total particle inventory. This method of

'pellet fueling' is inherently more efficient than gas fueling since the particles

are deposited directly in the central plasma region. The inside probes of the

IjENSEPACK array were used to record changes in edge parameters during pellet

injection with the idea of characterizing edge plasma conditions of pellet fueled

versus gas fueled discharges.

Probes at r = 16.8 cm which were damaged during the first phase of opera-

tion (configuration 'A' in Fig. 5.3) were converted to sample plasma at r = 17.2

cm prior to the pellet fueling experiments. Thus, most of the data collected

by the inside half of DENSEPACK during pellet injection was at r = 17.2 cm.

Consequently, poloidally averaged plasma parameters obtained at this radius are

the primary focus of the presentation in this section.

10.2.1 Departure of Edge Density from Gas Fueled Scaling

Figure 10.6 plots inside, poloidally averaged density data at r = 17.2 cm

before and after pellet injection versus iie/Ip. Data points from hydrogen and

deuterium pellets injected into an 8 tesla deuterium plasma are included. Some

data points from strictly gas fueled hydrogen plasmas at 6 tesla obtained early

in the operation of DENSEPACK are also combined with this data and indicate
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that edge conditions did not change when the pellet injector was installed. Data

points obtained just before pellet injection or during gas fueling alone are shown

as solid circles. Open triangles designate points obtained following pellet injec-

tion. A solid line connects these initial and final states when both were sampled

for the same discharge.

As discussed in chapter 9, edge plasma parameters for ohmic, gas fueled

discharges are found to depend on the combination of central variables, e/IP.

The inside, poloidally averaged density at r = 17.2 cm measured before pellet

injection follows the same ohmic, gas fueled scaling relationship with n, and Ip

that was inferred from the full poloidal array. Figure 10.7 overlays the regres-

sion fitted functional form presented earlier in tables 9.3 and 9.4 for density at

r = 17.2 cm. The magnitude of this curve is scaled to match these lower densi-

ties detected by the inside segment of DENSEPACK. Central parameters used to

determine the shape of this curve are I = 370 kA and B = 8 tesla in deuterium

plasma. Note that the pre-pellet data points follow this curve, and the usual

transition to the MARFE scaling regime near he/I, -: 0.6 is evident.

In contrast, edge densities following pellet injection fall into one of two

catagories: those which continue to follow the gas fueled relationship (type I),

and those which depart from the gas fueled scaling law (type II). Figure 10.7

shows these two cases clearly with the type II pellet fueled data points grouped

well below the gas fueled points that correspond to the.same ?ie/Ip. No system-

atic distinction can be made between the type I or II points and the pellet fuel

(H 2 or D 2 ).
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10.2.2 Change in Temperature, Scrape-off Length, & Confinement

Poloidally averaged electron temperature and density scrape-off length mea-

sured before and after pellet injection are shown versus e/I,- in Figs. 10.8 and

10.9 respectively. The electron temperature data points do not show any signif-

icant difference between pellet fueled and gas fueled discharges. The scrape-off

length shows a slight increase following pellet injection; however, there is no ob-

vious distinction between the type I and type II points identified in Fig. 10.6.

As a consequence of the low edge density yet high central Ae achieved

during type II pellet injection, the global particle confinement time (r) increases

dramatically for these discharges. Figure 10.10 plots particle confinement time

estimated by Eq. 9.3 before and after pellet injection versus fie/I,. Note that the

type II pellet fueled discharges display the highest achievable r values. Since

this estimate of r, is based on inside probe measurements alone, the absolute

magnitude is not accurate. When the longer density scrape-off lengths on the

outside of the tokamak are included in this calculation, r, reduces to the values

-shown previously in Figs. 9,23 and 9.24. However, the relative increase in r-

following pellet injection in Fig. 10.10 does reflect the relative increase in global

particle confinement time that would be observed by using data from the full

DENSEPACK probe array. The only implicit assumption is that relative changes

in edge parameters detected by the inside array occur uniformly over the full

poloidal extent of the edge plasma.
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10.2.3 Change in Particle Confinement Time versus Pellet Size

It is interesting that some pellet fueled discharges attain high particle con-

finement times while other discharges show no change. This type of threshold

behavior has been detected in the change in central particle transport following

a pellet injection. 115 116 It has been suggested that the pellet size relative to the

target plasma density plays a role in determining whether or not the plasma

attains the high central confinement mode.

With this idea in mind, the relative change in r, for the pellet fueled data

points in Fig. 10.10 is plotted versus relative pellet size in Fig. 10.11. Here, rel-

ative pellet size is parameterized as Ahe/he, the change in line-averaged density

during pellet injection normalized to the line-averaged density prior to pellet in-

jection. As shown, the high r, mode is indeed accessible only to discharges with

zA~e/5e 1. The relative increase in global particle confinement time exceeds

100% in some cases. No discharges with Ahi/h ; 1 attain the enhanced r,

regime.

The observation of a reduced edge density and enhanced particle confine-

ment time when Af,/h, ; 1 for pellet fueled discharges is also consistent with

observations of central density profiles. When Ah,/h, ; 1, the density profile

becomes more peaked following pellet injection.1 1 7 The radial dependence of the

central density profile for these cases can be described by Eq. 3.20 with ^y ~ 0.5

prior to pellet injection (gas fueled profile) and y approaching - 2 following

pellet injection. This observation of peaked density profiles agrees with the mea-

surement by DENSEPACK of an edge density that is lower after pellet injection

than would be expected with gas puffing alone.
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The fact that -y changes during pellet injection adds some uncertainty to

the estimate of ri from DENSEPACK data. Equation 9.3 accounts for the total

inventory of particles in the plasma by modelling the density profile as a parabola

to some power, y. A change in -7 of 0.5 - 2' yields a decrease in r of - 25%

when all other quantities in Eq. 9.3 are held fixed. In order to estimate a lower

bound on the change in particle confinement time during pellet injection, values

of -y ~ 0.5 prior to pellet injection and y = 2 after pellet injection were used

to compute confinement times for those discharges which showed an increased

r,. Thus, the changes in rp displayed in Figs. 10.10 and 10.11 represent lower

limits and may be higher if the actual central profile is flatter than is assumed

(y< 2).
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CHAPTER 11

MARFES

A primary goal of the DENSEPACK probe experiment was to study the

temporal and spatial evolution of the MARFE phenomena in Alcator C edge

plasma. However, strong poloidal asymmetries were detected by the DENSEPACK

probe array independently of the occurence of a MARFE. The MARFE was de-

tected in the shadow plasma as only a relatively slight perturbation to this

already poloidally asymmetric equilibrium. As a result, the main focus of the

edge plasma study using DENSEPACK probes shifted from examining MARFEs

to studying the dominant, poloidal asymmetries in density and temperature and

identifying mechanisms which might support such asymmetries (chapters 7-8).

This chapter now returns to the topic of MARFEs in Alcator C and examines

edge plasma parameters measured by DENSEPACK within this radiating plasma

region located on the inside of the torus.

At this point in this thesis, the difference between MARFE and non-MARFE

discharges as detected by the DENSEPACK array has only been presented in

terms of the transition between edge versus central plasma parameter scalings

above he/I, ~_ 0.6 (chapter 9). As shown in the previous chapter, pellet injection

can cause an initially MARFE-free discharge to enter the MARFE regime. Pellet

injection therefore provides a means of studying the difference in edge parameters

with and without a MARFE in a single discharge. Section 11.1 makes use of pel-

let injection to examine edge plasma parameters detected by the inside segment

of DENSEPACK during a MARFE. A slight rearrangement of the poloidal density

asymmetry was found to occur. This led to an increase in plasma density and

scrape-off length near the usual, upper-inside MARFE location. Thus, the single

Langmuir probe measurements reported earlier in section 4.4.3 were reproduced

by the DENSEPACK probe array.
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Section 11.2 introduces a new edge plasma phenomenon, a 'MARFE oscil-

lation', which is simultaneously detected by the DENSEPACK probe array and

the H, camera system (described in section 5.2). During reversed toroidal field

operation, some discharges displayed a MARFE with a cleat ~ 265 Hz up-down

oscillation in the H, brightness profile. This 'MARFE oscillation' provided a

unique opportunity to correlate changes in H, emission with changes in density

and temperature in this 'moving' MARFE region. It was found that a local den-

sity increase and temperature decrease corresponded to a local enhancement in

H, emission, consistent with a radiation thermal instability model for MARFE

formation (section 2.5.3).

The fact that this radiating plasma region was found oscillate in up-down

position implies that local particle and energy transport to the MARFE changed

as the MARFE evolved. A simple model is that a local thermal instability ini-

tially grows but is quenched after a period of time and causes an adjacent plasma

region to become unstable. The timescale for this relaxation process (- 2 msec)

and spatial amplitude of the radiating region (- 17 cm) suggests that perpen-

dicular transport is important in defining the MARFE boundary.

Finally, section 11.3 includes some closing remarks on asymmetries and

MARFE phenomena in Alcator C and other tokamaks.
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11.1 Density Asymmetry of MARFE versus Non-MARFE Discharges

11.1.1 Inside Edge Density Before and After Pellet-Induced MARFE

Pellet injection can cause the edge plasma of Alcator C to change abruptly

from a non-MARFE state to a MARFE state. This effect was used to examine the

edge plasma during MARFE and non-MARFE conditions in a single discharge.

Figures 11.1 and 11.2 plot the time evolution of edge plasma density sam-

pled at r = 17.2 and r = 17.6 cm by the inside probes of the DENSEPACK

array during a pellet-induced MARFE. Density versus time and poloidal angle

is represented as both a three-dimensional surface and a contour plot in the

top half of Figs. 11.1 and 11.2. The schematic drawing of DENSEPACK in

the lower left corner shows which probes were active during the data collec-

tion (solid dots). Profiles of density versus poloidal angle at t = 220 msec and

t = 280 msec are shown in the lower right corner. Central plasma parameters

are h, z 2.2 x 101 4 /cm 3 before and 'h . 3.7 x 1014 /cm 3 during the MARFE

with I, a 375 kA, B ~ 8 tesla in a deuterium discharge.

Pellet injection and the subsequent MARFE activity occurs at t = 250 msec

as indicated on the contour plots. This MLIARFE displays exactly the same charac-

teristics as a gas fueled MARFE previously discussed in section 4.4. The MARFE

turns on abruptly as the central T1e/IP value increases suddenly from ie/Ip 0.58

to ft/I, - 0.98 (database units) and remains present for the remainder of the

discharge.

Independent of the MARFE, the edge density profiles exhibit the usual

strong poloidal asymmetry: density maxima near the top (0 - 2500) and bottom

(0 ~ 115') of the poloidal cross section and a density minimum near the inside

midplane (0 a 1800). For this particular discharge, the peak densities near the

top are uniformly higher than those near the bottom. However, this up-down

asymmetry is much larger than is typically observed with the full array and with

poloidally symmetric ring limiters installed (chapter 7). This apparent up-down
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asymmetry may be due to uncertain probe area or to the poloidally asymmetric

limiters which were installed for this set of experiments (configuration 'B' in Fig.

5.4).

During the MARFE, the poloidal edge density profile is perturbed from the

pre-MARFE structure. A reduction in plasma density occurs on probes sampling

near the top location at the start of the MARFE and remains for the duration

of the MARFE. At the same time, an increase in plasma density is observed

near 0 ~ 2050 on the r = 17.2 and particularly r = 17.6 cm probes. This is the

same location where the enhanced H,, emission associated with the MARFE was

observed.

This 'filling in' of the poloidal density asymmetry at large minor radii dur-

ing the MARFE results in a local increase in the density scrape-off length (A,).

Figure 11.3 shows this more clearly by plotting the poloidal variation of A, ver-

sus time in the same format that density was previously shown. A 'bump' in

the scrape-off length at t Z 250 msec is seen near 0 = 2050, corresponding to

the MARFE location. A larger increase in A, occurs for t Z 360 msec which

can be attributed to an 'end of shot' MARFE which is typically seen in Alcator

C discharges. At this time, the plasma current begins to ramp down, fi/Ip

increases, and the MARFE region expands to fill the entire inside region of the

edge plasma.
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11.1.2 Comparison of DENSEPACK Data with Single Probe Data

These observations of density decreasing near the top of the poloidal cross

section and increasing at large minor radii in the MARFE region is consis-

tent with the early single Langmuir probe measurements of MARFEs in Alcator

C. 2 7 2 At that time, probes at the top location detected a 'density depletion' dur-

ing the MARFE while a probe in the MARFE region ('MARFE probe', section

4.4.3) detected a density increase.

The increase in density scrape-off length detected by DENSEPACK in the

MARFE region is also consistent with the probe results reported in section 4.4.3.

The MARFE probe measured an increase in A, from - 0.25 cm to 0.41.

In comparison, the inside probes on DENSEPACK measured an increase in A,

from - 0.15 cm to - 0.20 cm for the MARFE displayed in Figs. 11.1-11.3

before the current ramp down. During current ramp down, A, exceeded - 0.4

cm. Unfortunately, molybdenum limiters were used during the MARFE probe

experiments while silicon carbide coated carbon limiters were used during the

DENSEPACK probe experiments. Since edge impurities play a major role in

power balance of a MARFE, it is not expected that the same edge conditions

are accurately reproduced with such different limiter materials. Nevertheless, the

general features of the MARFE detected by DENSEPACK were found to agree

qualitatively with earlier probe measurements.
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11.2 MARFE Oscillations

During a number of discharges with reversed toroidal field, the up-down

position of the maximum H, brightness associated with a MARFE was found

to oscillate, with poloidal displacement of approximately ±300 about the inside

midplane. Figure 11.4 shows the time evolution of plasma current (a), central

line-averaged density (b), inside line-averaged density (-12.0 cm vertical chord)

(c), and total H, brightness (spatially unresolved) (d) during a discharge which

exhibited this 'MARFE oscillation'. The usual signature for the start of a MARFE

occurs near t = 120 msec. The MARFE oscillation appears at t = 220 msec and

is seen as a modulation of the total H, emission, (trace d). No MHD activity

was correlated with this oscillation. Oscillations in loop voltage and plasma

positioning circuits (from power supply regulation, typically 360 Hz) also did

not correlate with the frequency of the MARFE oscillation, f z 265, Hz.

The central plasma parameters which lead to a MARFE oscillation are iden-

tical to those needed to form a stationary MARFE (section 4.4). The stationary

MARFE formed first when fz,/I exceeded ; 0.6. As ite/Ip was increased further,

an oscillating MARFE region occurred. It is not clear why some discharges dis-

play this oscillation while other discharges do not. However, these oscillations are

only observed during reversed toroidal field operation which indicates that subtle

differences in outer flux surface shape may be an important factor. (Outer flux

surfaces tend to be slightly 'D' shaped in reversed toroidal field operation. 77 1 1 8 )
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11.2.1 Oscillation in Up-Down Ha Brightness Profile

The modulation in the total H,, emission in Fig, 11.4 (d) coincides with an

up-down oscillation in the Ha brightness profile. Figure 11.5 shows the plasma

volume viewed by the H, camera system (a) and the corresponding Ha bright-

ness profile (b) at two sample times during a MARFE oscillation. The H, camera

was positioned to view plasma along horizontal chords at the same toroidal lo-

cation that the DENSEPACK array was installed. The view of channels 1 and 16

was slightly obstructed by the window geometry. Thus, the data points obtained

by these channels are systematically lower and more sensitive to stray light.

Normally, a stationary MARFE is evident as a vertical H, brightness profile

similar to Fig. 4.6b for forward toroidal field operation and to the solid circle

trace in Fig. 11.5b for reversed field. During a MARFE oscillation, the vertical

Ha brightness profile oscillates between the solid and open circle traces in Fig.

11.5b. Thus, the enhanced Ha emission associated with the MARFE region moves

in poloidal angle, past probes on the DENSEPACK array.
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11.2.2 Correlation of Ha Brightness with DENSEPACK Signals

With the DENSEPACK probe array and Ha camera system operating si-

multaneously, a correlation of changes in H, light emission with changes in ion

saturation currents can be made during the MARFE oscillation. To facilitate this

comparison, the following quantities are computed from the spatial and temporal

Ha brightness, S(O,t), and DENSEPACK ion saturation currents, J(O,t):

AS S- (

S5

AJ J-J
(11.2)

where S and i are the time average of S and J over some interval. Thus, AS/S

and AJ/J represent the relative change in Ha brightness and ion saturation

current about their mean values. With the steady state background in S and J

removed, AS/S and AJ/J readily show perturbations about the time averaged,

poloidally asymmetric equilibrium.

Figures 11.6 and 11.7 plot 3-D surfaces of AS/S and AJ/J versus time

and angle for a 10 msec portion of a MARFE oscillation. S and . are computed

over this same 10 msec interval.

The diagram in the lower left corner of Fig. 11.6 indicates the plasma

region over which the changes in H,, signal were detected (cross-hatched region).

The contour plot in this figure shows an oscillation of H, brightness in poloidal

angle and time. Solid contours correspond to positive values of AS/ and dashed

contours correspond to negative values. Poloidal profiles of AS/S are shown

at t = 243.5 and t = 245.5 msec, The MARFE oscillation appears as a clear

oscillation in AS/S with a frequency of f ; 265 Hz.

A similar picture is constructed for AJ/J in Fig. 11.7. Relative changes

in ion saturation current show a pattern that is nearly identical to the relative
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changes in H, emission. Again the frequency of oscillation is - 265 Hz; however,

maxima and minima in AJ/j do not exactly coincide with maxima and minima

in AS/S.

A change in ion saturation current can arise from a change in local plasma

density and/or a change in electron temperature. In order to unfold these two

contributions, it was necessary to sweep the DENSEPACK probes at a frequency

which was faster than the frequency of MARFE oscillation. For a limited number

of discharges, the DENSEPACK array was driven with a 5 kHz triangle voltage

waveform spanning +30 to -60 volts. A Langmiir probe characteristic was

thereby obtained every 100 psec and recorded for a total of 8 msec by the 1

MHz data loggers. Pairs of positive-ramping and negative-ramping characteris-

tics were combined and fitted using the simple exponential model (section 6.3.4).

In this manner, displacement currents due to any stray capacitances were effec-

tively averaged out. The result was an estimate of plasma density and electron

temperature every 200 psec.

Figure 11.8 shows the time evolution of plasma density (b) and electron

temperature (c) obtained in this manner for a single probe of the DENSEPACK

array during a MARFE oscillation. HQ brightness on a horizontal chord that

terminates near the probe is also displayed (a). This figure shows that the

increase in H, brightness corresponds to a local increase in plasma density and

decrease in electron temperature. Thus, the radiation thermal instability model

for MARFE formation is borne out in this analysis of the MARFE oscillations. A

local increase in edge radiation is indeed coincident with an increase in density

and decrease in temperature. This radiation can, in turn, locally cool the plasma.

Inferred electron temperatures of 7-14 eV correspond to those values needed for

the radiation thermal instability to develop.

The density and temperature data in Fig. 11.8 also indicates that the

local electron pressure is not constant during the MARFE oscillation. At the

maximum in H, brightness, the electron pressure is nTe z 2.4-3.1x101 3 eV/ cm.
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while during the minimum in H, brightness, neTe ~ 2.0-2.2x10' 3eV/cm 3 . This

corresponds to an average electron pressure increase of - 30% during the H,

increase. Thus, the MARFE oscillation cannot be simply explained in terms of

a radiatively cooling plasma with neTe ~~ const. Other effects such as parallel

and perpendicular transport must be considered. These processes may ultimately

determine the oscillation frequency and spatial extent of the MARFE oscillation.
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11.2.3 MARFE Oscillation and Edge Plasma Transport Times

During a MARFE oscillation, the, MARFE region moves from the 8 - 2100

to 0 B 1500 location in r = 2 msec. This characteristic time can be compared

to other transport times in the edge plasma of Alcator C.

One possibility is that the MARFE oscillation is made up of adjacent flux

tubes that become successively unstable. For a given flux tube, the radiation

thermal instability might develop at some point along its length. As the temper-

ature suddenly drops, particles and energy would be convected along field lines,

quenching the instability. At the time of recovery, an adjacent flux tube could

begin its cycle. Thus, the radiating region might appear to propagate in poloidal

angle but may actually be composed of many independently acting flux tubes.

The characteristic time for this relaxation process would be. the transit time

of sound speed flow along a flux tube or

AZ
Ttransit ~ (11.3)

where AZ is the parallel distance that particles must travel. However, even

when AZ ~ 100 cm, rtanit 25 psec. Thus, this relaxation process is much

too fast to account for the observed oscillation.

Another possibility is that the boundaries of the MARFE region are defined

by some spatially dependent perpendicular transport that changes in time. If

the radial diffusion and/or convection flux of particles and energy depends on

poloidal angle, then a preferred position for instability might develop. The po-

sition of this MARFE region would simply depend on the poloidal structure of

this radial transport at a particular point in time. However, there is currently

no data to support or refute this hypothesis.

Finally, poloidal convection could also affect the position of the MARFE

boundary. As shown in section 7.2.4, poloidal E x B convection can be on the
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order of V 9 ~ 2 x 104 cm/sec in the limiter shadow plasma. A MARFE moving

~ 600 in 2 msec implies a poloidal velocity of

A6 a
V 9 ~ 9 x 10 3 cm/sec (11.4)

at the limiter radius. Thus, the timescale of the MARFE oscillation is within

the range of transport times expected from poloidal E x B fluxes.
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11.3 Comments on MARFEs and Poloidal Asymmetries

When MARFE phenomena were first detected on Alcator C, 3 it was sus-

pected that a low temperature, high density, radiating plasma region was forming

as a result of a radiation thermal instability. A model of the MARFE was. first

proposed as a localized, low temperature plasma region satisfying nT = const.

on a flux surface.2 In this way, the formation of a high density plasma which

could refract the inside laser interferometer beam could be explained.

A picture for the MARFE presented at that time was a toroidal band of

high density, low temperature plasma forming at the upper-inside position of

the poloidal cross-section. The fact that the MARFE formed at this poloidal

position was attributed to asymmetries in impurity concentrations and/or heat

fluxes from the central plasma. 5 Thus, it was expected that in the absence of

a MARFE, the edge plasma would exhibit poloidal symmetry in density and

temperature. During a MARFE, a strong poloidal asymmetry was expected to

develop.

The DENSEPACK probe experiment has since yielded much more informa-

tion about the edge plasma in Alcator C and has led to a clearer picture of

MARFEs and edge plasma poloidal asymmetries. The MARFE was found to be

a result rather than a cause of asymmetries in the edge plasma. Perpendicu-

lar transport in the limiter shadow region was inferred by DENSEPACK to be

higher at the larger major radius edge of the plasma and lower at the smaller

minor radius edge. Thus, the hypothesis of a preferentially cooler, MARFE-

prone plasma region existing at the upper-inside poloidal location is verified by

this experiment. Futhermore, the density at the limiter radius was found to be

strongly poloidally asymmetric, independent of a MARFE. In fact, a MARFE

was detected as a relatively weak poloidal perturbation. Flux surface pressure

asymmetries were found to be always present. This suggests that the toroidally

symmetric character of the .\LARFE was due to an entire edge plasma that was

poloidally asymmetric yet toroidally symmetric. The existence -of such an edge
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plasma requires that perpendicular transport fluxes dominate over parallel trans-

port fluxes, a condition that can be satisfied in the edge plasma.

MARFE phenomena are now being reported on most current, day tokamaks.

As the plasma density is raised above some threshold, the edge plasma first

'lights up' somewhere on the smaller major radius edge of the plasma. Raising

the density further causes a larger MARFE region until this radiating plasma

completely engulfs the entire plasma, defining the tokamak density limit. Thus,

it appears that strong poloidal asymmetries in perpendicular transport of the

edge plasma exist universally in tokamaks.
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IV. SUMMARY

CHAPTER12

THESIS SUMMARY & SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The primary focus of this thesis was on the measurement and analysis of

poloidal asymmetries in the Alcator C limiter shadow plasma. An edge plasma

diagnostic system consisting of a poloidal array of 80 closely spaced Langmuir

probes (DENSEPACK) was developed to record spatial variations in plasma pa-

rameters over the entire poloidal extent (3600) of the edge plasma in the Alcator

C tokamak. However, during the course of this thesis, a number of other topics

relevant to the study of edge plasma were investigated.

Section 12.1 summarizes the topics which were covered and the major re-

sults which were obtained during this study. This section is divided into three

subsections: Introduction & Background, Experimental Apparatus & Data Reduc-

tion, and Experimental Results, corresponding to the major divisions under which

this thesis was organized.

Section 12.2 points to some of the limitations that were encountered during

this work. Possible avenues of approach for further studies are identified.
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12.1 Thesis Summary

12.1.1 Summary: Introduction & Background

As an introduction to the physics of a tokamak edge plasma, the topics

of electric sheath formation, plasma-surface interactions, perpendicular transport

processes, and radiation processes were reviewed. The edge plasma conditions

necessary for the onset of a radiation thermal instability (MARFE) were derived.

A brief summary of typical edge plasma parameters measured in a number of

tokamaks was presented.

Generally, the radial density profile in the limiter shadow region of tokamaks

follows an exponential law. A simple radial diffusion model which predicts an

exponential density profile in radius was therefore presented. A relationship

.between the radial density e-folding length (scrape-off length), neutral density,

electron temperature, and perpendicular diffusion coefficient was obtained. It was

shown that the perpendicular diffusion coefficient (D±) can be simply related to

the density scrape-off length (A,), the connection length to limiter surfaces (L),

and the plasma sound speed (C,) through the formula

A C
D_ L (12.1)

when the edge neutral density in Alcator C is below ~ 3 x 10 1 2 /cm 3 . A rela-

tionship for the global particle confinement time in terms of the edge density,

density scrape-off length, electron temperature, and central line-averaged density

was also obtained from this model with the same restriction on the edge neutral

density.

This simple radial diffusion model is lacking in that it predicts a poloidally

and toroidally uniform edge plasma. Observations of MARFE phenomena and

direct measurements of edge plasma parameters made during the course of this

thesis indicate that the edge plasma in Alcator C is poloidally asymmetric. It
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is recognized that poloidally asymmetric diffusion and/or convection may cause

the limiter shadow plasma to depart from poloidal symmetry. Consequently, a

special case fluid model of the limiter shadow plasma which includes diffusion

and neoclassical Pfirsch-Schlaiter convection was developed. It was found that

both the density and temperature profile can be significantly perturbed from

poloidal symmetry under the conditions of high plasma density (n) and low

plasma current (I). A correlation was made between this simple asymmetry

scaling in n and I, and with the observation of a similar n and I scaling for

the threshold of MARFE formation in Alcator C.

In order to more carefully investigate transport in the edge plasma, a sys-

tem of reduced, fluid transport equations appropriate for Alcator C edge condi-

tions was identified. These continuity, momentum, and energy equations retained

explicit convection terms and provided a more formal basis for estimating edge

plasma transport from experimental data presented in subsequent sections of this

thesis.

Finally, the introduction and background section of this thesis reviewed

previous experimental observations of edge plasma in Alcator C. Asymmetric

limiter damage, first probe measurements on Alcator C, and MARFE phenom-

ena were reviewed. All these earlier observations pointed to the existence of a

highly asymmetric edge plasma and motivated the development of the primary

diagnostic used in this thesis, the DENSEPACK probe array.
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12.1.2 , Summary: Experimental Apparatus & Data Reduction

The primary edge diagnostic developed to record poloidal variations in Al-

cator C edge plasma parameters was an array of 80 closely spaced Langmuir

probes (DENSEPACK). DENSEPACK consisted of three different length molyb-

denum probes mounted with - 1 cm spacing on a rigid stainless steel support

ring. Plasma was thereby sampled at minor radii in the limiter shadow region of

16.8, 17.2, and 17.6 cm over a poloidal angular extent of 3600. Data acquisition

electronics allowed 30 probes to be operated simultaneously. The goal was to

map out any poloidal variations in plasma density and temperature, particularly

during those discharges which exhibited a MARFE event. Through the use of fast

data loggers, this system was also used to look for large spatial scale fluctuation

correlations between probes,

In a typical plasma shot, DENSEPACK generated over 100 Langmuir probe

characteristics for each of the 30 data channels. Consequently, much effort was

spent on developing a series of data processing programs to facilitate the fitting

of many probe characteristics in a fast, reliable way.

Two models for the Langmuir characteristic were used. The first and sim-

plest model uses one dimensional, non-magnetized probe theory to approximate

the current collected along field lines by the DENSEPACK probes. However,

data points obtained near electron saturation voltage biases had to be ignored

since this model does not properly account for- perpendicular electron diffusion

into the collecting flux tube. Nevertheless, values for local electron density and

temperature were most readily obtained by this model.

The second, more complicated probe characteristic model was employed.

based on the work of Stangeby." Here the full probe characteristic is used, and

the diffusion limited electron saturation flux is taken into account by the intro-

duction of an additional parameter, the reduction factor (r). A fast numerical

algorithm was developed to iteratively fit this model to probe data and arrive

at values for electron density, temperature, and reduction factor.
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Fits of the simple plane probe model and the more complicated Stangeby

model to the same probe data showed a discrepancy in the inferred electron

temperature. The Stangeby model was found to systematically predict lower

electron temperatures (~' 30%) than the plane probe model. At the same time

that this thesis work was progressing, simultaneous measurements of electron

temperatures at the same location were made in Alcator C using a retarding

field energy analyzer and a Langmuir probe.7 3 ,97 These data showed that the

electron temperatures inferred by the plane probe model more closely agreed

with electron temperatures inferred from the retarding field energy analyzer.

Thus, the accuracy of electron temperatures obtained by the Stangeby model

was questioned. In any case, both models were used to analyze DENSEPACK

probe data.
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12.1.3 Summary: Experimental Results

A. Poloidal Structure of Edge Plasma

A major result of the DENSEPACK probe experiment was that the edge

plasma in Alcator C was found to be highly asymmetric independent of the

occurence of a MARFE. Relatively high density and temperature plasma was

detected on the top and bottom of the poloidal cross-section. The density scrape-

off length was measured to be short (~ 0.15 cm) on the inside major radius edge

of the torus and long (~ 0.8 cm) on the outside. The electron pressure was found

to vary -by a factor of ~ 20 or more over poloidal angle at a fixed minor radius.

The probe floating potential was found to systematically depend on poloidal

angle (0). A -sinO variation was typically recorded, consistent in sign and

magnitude with charge separation in the edge plasma due to B x VB particle

drifts.

The ion saturation current fluctuation spectrum (S(w)) obtained at various

poloidal angles was also investigated. No systematic variation in the spectral

shape of S(w) or total power in the fluctuations was found with respect to

poloidal angle. The probe spacing on the DENSEPACK probe array (- 1 cm) was

large compared to typical spatial correlation lengths for fluctuations (- 27r/k. ;

67rp, ~ 0.1 cm)." As a result, a cross-correlation of probe signals did not reveal

any significant coherence.

B. Mechanisms to Support Poloidal Asymmetry

The question of why the edge plasma should exhibit such a strong poloidal

asymmetry arose. Independent of a MARFE event, the edge plasma in Alcator

C was found to maintain a highly asymmetric structure. Five possible expla-

nations for the measured asymmetry were investigated: 1) systematic errors in

measurement due to incorrect installation of DENSEPACK and/or DENSEPACK

perturbing the edge plasma, 2) noncircular magnetic flux surfaces, 3) spatiallk
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dependent diffusion, 4) spatially dependent perpendicular convection, and 5) par-

allel plasma flows.

The possibility of systematic errors in the data set from an incorrect in-

stallation of DENSEPACK or from DENSEPACK perturbing the edge plasma was

checked and eliminated.

At first, it -was thought that the outer magnetic flux surfaces were non-

circular so that plasma was being scraped off nonuniformly on the circular

poloidal ring limiters. However, magnetic flux surface measurements, clearly

showed that this was not the case. The outer flux surfaces in Alcator C were

measured to be very nearly circular. In reviewing previous probe measurements

in the Alcator C edge plasma, it was found that edge plasma asymmetries de-

tected at that time also violated magnetic flux surfaces, supporting this result.

The possibility that spatially dependent diffusion played a role in support-

ing the asymmetry was examined. Measurements of ion saturation current fluc-

tuations (J/J) from DENSEPACK showed that the relative density fluctuation

amplitude (h/ft) was nearly independent of space. Thus, in order to explain

the poloidal asymmetry in terms of plasma fluctuations, it was required that

the relative phase of density (h) and potential fluctuations (() be dependent

on spatial position. Unfortunately, no such detailed measurements of h and 4

versus poloidal position in Alcator C are available at this time.

Perpendicular convective transport in the edge plasma was considered as a

mechanism to support asymmetries. Motivated by the Pfirsch-Schliiter convection

plus diffusion model outlined in the introductory section, perpendicular E x

B convection as inferred from DENSEPACK data was examined. It was found

that although E x B particle transport could be significant compared to the

particle loss rate to the limiter, it possessed neither the magnitude nor the

structure to simply explain the observed density asymmetry in the limiter shadow

plasma. E x B electron energy transport was found to be even less important

compared to parallel power fluxes to the limiter. Thus, perpendicular transport
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was found only to perturb the edge and did not, by itself, explain the asymmetric

equilibrium that was established. However, it was pointed- out that for minor

radii less than the limiter radius (r 5 a), where the metallic limiter can no longer

'short out' poloidal potential variations and where there is no strong parallel

transport to limiter surfaces, E x B fluxes may play a more dominant role.

Finally, parallel convection in the edge plasma was considered. Independent

of the mechanism by which plasma pressure is maintained to be nonuniform on

a flux surface, bulk plasma flows along RB can be driven by such pressure asym-

metries. It was suggested that the asymmetries detected by the thermocouple

array previously operated on Alcator C could be explained in terms of such

pressure asymmetries and/or parallel flows. More recently, data obtained using

a two-sided energy analyzer/Langmuir probe/heat flux probe7 3 ,9 7 98 supports this

hypothesis. It was suggested that the asymmetric limiter damage can also be

explained in terms of parallel plasma flows in the edge plasma. It was concluded

that poloidally asymmetric plasma might exist not only in the shadow plasma

but also just inside the limiter radius. Such a hypothesis is consistent with the

very high edge densities recorded on some shots by the inside interferometer

immediately prior to a MARFE.

C. Scaling of Edge versus Central Plasma Parameters

The DENSEPACK probe diagnostic recorded edge plasma parameters for

a range of central plasma densities, currents, toroidal magnetic fields, and fill

gasses. Consequently, a survey of edge versus central plasma parameters was

performed.

An important finding of this survey was that the edge density varied as

some function of the ratio of central line-averaged density to plasma currenw.

fi,/Ip. Multiple )ararmeter. nonlinear regression analysis techniques were applied

to density data in order to further investigate this trend. It was found that a

critical value of n, I, differentiated between two distinct scaling laws that lie
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edge density obeyed: 1) nedge/iie c a + b(fze/Ip)", a = 3-5, and 2) nedge OC I0,

= 1.2-1.4. These two regimes were identified with non-MARFE and MARFE

regimes, respectively.

Critical values of iie and I, computed independently from matching the

transition between these two regimes were found to correspond to the MARFE

threshold in he. and I observed in Alcator C. A proposed interpretation was

that the edge radiation power balance associated with a MARFE regime limits

the achievable edge density. 'Conversely, the onset of the MARFE regime is tied

to the edge density reaching a critical value for a given plasma current.

The central plasma quantity f/I, appeared to be important for other edge

parameters as well. Poloidally averaged density, electron temperature, floating

potential, and ion saturation current fluctuation amplitude along with global

particle confinement time were documented in plots versus fl/Ip.

In contrast to expectations, the degree of edge plasma density asymmetry

was found to be relatively insensitive to central parameters. However, tempera-

ture and floating potential asymmetries were found to change, decreasing at high

values of fte/Ip.

D. Edge Plasma During Lower Hybrid Heating and Pellet Injection

In addition to ohmic, gas fueled discharges, data was recorded by the

DENSEPACK probe array during Lower Hybrid Radio Frequency (LHRF) heat-

ing and pellet fueling. During LHRF heating, edge densities and temperatures

were found to increase uniformly with RF power by up to -50% and -25%

respectively over the values measured during ohmic heating alone. This resulted

in a relative reduction in the global particle confinement time (up to - 50% at

the highest LHRF powers) and an increased power loading on limiter surfaces.

Following pellet injection, the edge plasma was found to achieve one of

two states. For small increases in central line-averaged density, the change in

edge plasma parameters for changing central parameters followed the ohmic, gas
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fueled relationships. However, for large increases in central ne resulting from

pellet injection, the final edge plasma state was found to deviate from the gas

fueled scaling laws. The edge plasma in this new regime was characterized by

lower densities at all radii for the same central he. The result was an increase

in the global particle confinement time. It was found that a relative density

increase due to pellet injection of AAe/fe Z 1 was required to attain this high

particle confinement regime.

E. MARFES

One goal of the DENSEPACK probe experiment was to study the tempo-

ral and spatial evolution of the MARFE phenomena in Alcator C edge plasma.

However, strong poloidal asymmetries were detected by the DENSEPACK probe

array which overshadowed any effects due to a MARFE. The MARFE was de-

tected in the shadow plasma as only a relatively slight perturbation to this

already poloidally asymmetric equilibrium.

Pellet injection provided a means of studying the difference in edge param-

eters with and without a MARFE in a single discharge because central plasma

parameters could be suddenly changed from non-MARFE to MARFE conditions.

Contrary to expectations, only a slight 'filling in' of the poloidal density asym-

metry was found to occur during a MARFE. This led to an increase in plasma

density and scrape-off length at the poloidal location where the MARFE was

observed. Thus, the single Langmuir probe measurements first reported during

a MARFE in Alcator C were reproduced by the DENSEPACK probe array. How-

ever, the conceptual picture of the MARFE changed from being the development

of an asymmetric 'clump' of high density, low temperature plasma to being the

result of a 'filling in' of a highly poloidally asymmetric edge plasma.

Finally, a new edge plasma phenomenon, a 'MARFE oscillation', was intro-

duced. This 'moving' MARFE was simultaneously detected by the DENSEPACK

probe array and a H, camera system. The 265 Hz MARFE oscillation provided
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a unique opportunity to correlate changes in Ha emission with changes in den-

sity and temperature in this 'moving' MARFE region. it was found that a local

density increase and temperature decrease corresponded to a local enhancement

in H, emission, consistent with a radiation thermal instability model for MARFE

formation.

The fact that this radiating plasma region oscillated in spatial position

implied that local particle and energy transport to the MARFE ragion changed

as the MARFE evolved. The timescale for this relaxation process (~ 2 msec)

and spatial amplitude of the oscillation (- 17 cm) suggested that perpendicular

transport is important in defining the MARFE boundary.
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12.2 Suggestions for Future Work

A number of unanswered questions were identified during this edge plasma

study and remain for further investigation. The most important issues are sum-

marized below.

A. Correlated h, < Fluxes

Although the DENSEPACK probe system was configured to record ion satu-

ration current fluctuations and floating potential fluctuations, it was not possible

to record them simultaneously. This. made it impossible to estimate the correla-

tion between h and 1 fluctuations. The importance of this limitation grew more

apparent as it became clear that edge plasma asymmetries in density and tem-

perature could not be simply explained in terms of other transport mechanisms.

It was concluded that the poloidal asymmetry might be entirely explained in

terms of particle and energy fluxes from correlated h,D fluctuations, yet there

was no data from DENSEPACK to test this hypothesis.

In order to test this hypothesis, one would need to simultaneously measure

h and 4 over short radial and poloidal distances (- 0.1 cm) at various poloidal

angles. In this way, local Vi and Vi could be inferred and the divergence of

the resultant flux computed (section 8.3.2). Since the dominant component of

this particle flux is expected to be in the radial direction, only V,h and V7p

would need to be estimated. Thus, a combination of four Langmuir probes,

two sampling J in the poloidal direction and 'two sampling 4I in the poloidal

direction might be employed at various poloidal locations. Alternatively, Vrii

might be inferred independently by a high spatial resolution optical system and

spectroscopic techniques.
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B. Non-Ambipolar Effects

The floating potential of DENSEPACK probes was found to vary systemat-

ically in poloidal angle. Both the sign and magnitude of this overall potential

variation could be attributed to B x VIBI particle drifts. However, the small

spatial scale structure in floating potential could not be easily explained. This

structure was attributed to both poloidal and toroidal variations in electron tem-

perature and to 'non-ambipolar effects'. The issue of non-ambipolar transport

other than B x VIBI drifts was never addressed in a quantitative fashion in this

thesis and remains an open topic.

C. Toroidal Symmetry

The DENSEPACK probe array sampled plasma at only one toroidal location.

Hence, there was no direct measurement of possible toroidal variations. MARFE

phenomena has been observed to be toroidally symmetric, not following field

lines. On this basis, it was assumed throughout most of the discussion in this

thesis that the edge plasma in Alcator C tends to be more toroidally symmetric

than poloidally symmetric. The implication is that density and temperature

varies along a magnetic field line.

This assumption has yet to be directly verified on Alcator C. A simple

probe experiment at two toroidal locations could easily test the toroidal symme-

try hypothesis. Alternatively or in addition, identical probes could be positioned

on the same magnetic field line to look for a variation in density and/or tem-

perature. In a more ambitious experiment, two or more probe arrays similar to

DENSEPACK could be installed at different toroidal locations.
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C. Parallel Flows

The detection of strong poloidal asymmetries in pressure on a flux surface

implies that parallel flows may be important in the edge plasma. In a simple

picture, one can imagine that plasma pressure is not constant. but *that the total

kinetic plus flow energy is constant on a flux surface. As a result, parallel flows

on the order of the local sound speed become possible. With such flows, the

effects of parallel momentum transfer through viscosity and cross field particle

transport become important. These processes determine the parallel flow pattern

and possibly the asymmetric pressure profile as well.

At this time there is no direct measurement of parallel flows in Alcator C

edge plasma. However, such flows could be easily detected by a small, two-sided

Langmuir probe or by spectroscopic methods.

D. Probe Theory

The validity of probe theory in a magnetic field is always worrisome to the

edge plasma experimentalist. No completely rigorous magnetized probe theory

exists and in view of the difficulty of the problem, none is likely to arise in the

near future.

The magnetized probe model proposed by Stangeby 19 was used in this the-

sis work. However, some problems were encountered. First, electron temper-

atures predicted by this model were found to be systematically low compared

to retarding field energy analyzer results9 " 0  Second, the electron saturation

current reduction factor (r) predicted by this theory was found to be a factor of

- 10 too low even when a correction was made for the relatively close proximit.

of the limiter surfaces (section 7.2.5). Thus, an empirically verified magnetized

probe theory has yet to be formulated. A lesson learned during this Langmuir

probe work was not to worry about the entire probe characteristic but to 1j'c

the simple plane probe model and to ignore the probe data points that depart

from this model near electron saturation (section 6.3). This approach led to tht
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most reliable results and could be used to numerically fit probe data in 1/4

the CPU time (appendix D).

Another area where probe theory is lacking is in dealing with a probe

immersed in a flowing plasma. Again Stangeby'0 3 has formulated a simplified

fluid model for probe current collected in the presence of plasma flow. However,

at sonic speeds the theory breaks down. Furthermore, the analysis of data from

large probes in which the current collecting electrode is recessed is not handled

by this theory. Unfortunately, many edge plasma probes' must be designed with a

recessed electrode to satisfy other design constraints. Consequently, much effort

is needed in both theoretical modelling and experimental verification of models

which include such effects.

F. Plasma Parameters Inside r = a

One inherent limitation of probe measurements in high density tokamaks

is the inability to sample the plasma region inside the limiter radius (r 5 a).

Power fluxes become too high for the probe to withstand without serious damage.

Unfortunately, perhaps the most interesting physics occurs just inside the limiter

radius. At this location the radial density gradients are still large and determined,

by neutral ionization and radial transport. Parallel transport to limiter surfaces

no longer occurs. MARFE phenomena reside at this minor radius location, and

poloidal asymmetries detected in the limiter shadow plasma probably originate

there. Thus, the next step in understanding and diagnosing the physics of the

edge plasma is the development of diagnostic systems to probe this plasma region

in detail.
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APPENDIX A: Toroidal Coordinate System and Operators

The right hand coordinate system (f,0, ) describing the toroidal geometry

referenced in this thesis is illustrated in Fig., A.1. r = 0 defines the central axis

of the torus and the poloidal 'angle, 0, is measured from the outside midplane.

A differential arc length in this coordinate system is defined, as

Os = Or i + rTO 0 + (Ro+rcosO)aO

With the definition, E = r/Ro, the following operators are thus defined:

Vf r + + af Of
fr r (90 (Ro + r cosO) 0o

V-V - [r (i+ E cos6) Vr0+ -[(I+ C COSO) VO] + a V4- r(1 + E cosO) r ao

1 ( FOlV X V= - (I + ( cosO) Ve - E V
r(1 + f cosO) L9 0J

- -E (Ro +r cosO) V - Vr]

- 0$ (1 + f cosO) -rVO - V,Or ao
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r(1 + c cosO)
[r(1 + E coso) 1dr L r] do

(1 + f coso) df
r, 0]

+ [E a

+ 4 (Ro+r cos0) I}

(V-.V)A =r V. r + V(aAr -A ) + (RO + rcosO)
( cosA

(Ro + rcos0)
sA i

do8+ sinOAO )I

+ vo + V aAcs + cosOA, - sinO Ao
r 090 (+ R+ rcos0) \( 04')
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Figure A.1 Toroidal Coordinate System
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APPENDIX B: Relationship Between (0,k) Coordinate System

and Parallel and Perpendicular Directions

The rotational transform in a tokamak relates the (0, 0) coordinate system

(subset of (Q, 0,4) coordinate system discussed in Appendix A) to the coordinates

parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. From construction in Fig. B.1,

the following vector component relationships hold:

E_1O -BO

E__ Be

A

A A
bx^

r

/ EL_. \

EE

El-

Elio

BB

Figure B.1 Relationship Between (0, ) Coordinate System

and Parallel and Perpendicular Directions
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APPENDIX C: DENSEPACK Probe Current & Bias Monitor Circuits

C.1 DENSEPACK Probe Current Monitor Circuit

Two versions of probe current monitor circuits were used in DENSEPACK's

probe drive system. The first version is shown in Fig. C.1. One of two drive

voltages from programmed power supplies could be selected for any probe using

switch S3. The probe drew current from this source through a load resistor

determined by the position of S1. A 1-2 amp fuse in series with the probe

protected the system in the event of a short circuit or when the probe drew

too much current. The voltage drop across the load resistor was differentially

stepped down and amplified through resistor dividers and four LF357 operational

amplifiers. This arrangement of LF357s provided a common mode voltage rejec-

tion of 100 volts with optimum common mode frequency rejection up to 1 MHz.

Switch S2 allowed a selection of simple RC filtering at - 1 MHz, 100 kHz, and

10 kHz. The output voltage was calibrated and balanced using trim pots so

that it was equal to the voltage drop across the load resistor. When switch S1

was in position 1, only the positive leg of the differential amplifier system was

used. The output of this circuit then corresponded to the floating potential of

the probe.
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The second version probe current monitor circuit is shown in Fig. C.2.

The option of monitoring the floating potential was eliminated in favor of an-

other load resistor, and a trim pot for each position of switch SI. DENSEPACK

Langmuir probes on the inside wall location in Alcator C measured very low

plasma densities. This circuit modification was performed to improve low cur-

rent sensitivity. In order to balance the resistor dividers at high load resistor

values, individual trim pots for each load resistor were necessary.

Each circuit. combined with a CAMAC logger channel was capable of cleanly

recording from ~ 2 amps to - 1 milliamp of probe current for triangle bias

waveforms of ±60 volts at 100 Hz - 5 kHz. The bandwidth of the amplifier

system was designed to be ~ 1 MHz, which was needed for recording high

frequency fluctuations.
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C.2 DENSEPACK Bias Voltage Monitor Circuit

The voltage output of each probe bias power supply was monitored by the

circuit shown in Fig. C.3. The circuit divides the input voltage by 20, inverts it,

and sends it to a CAMAC logger channel. The operational amplifier and filter

arrangement that was used matched the probe current monitor circuit.
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APPENDIX D: 'DENSEPACK Probe Fitting Algorithm

D.1 Outline of Fitting Algorithm

The procedure which was used to estimate no, Te, Vf, r, and iio/no for-

DENSEPACK probe data in program 'DPACK' is diagrammed in Fig. D.1. The

computer code was written to be general enough to handle a wide range of bias

waveform shapes and frequencies (10 Hz - 10 kHz) at various digitization rates.

Langmuir probe data recorded by both the 10 kHz data loggers (8212 units) and

1 MHz data loggers (8210 units) could be processed using this algorithm.

First a menu file containing program control information and default first

guess parameters is read. The raw probe bias voltage data is then read and

processed by the subroutine 'SETSW'.

D.1.1 Subroutine 'SETSW'

The subroutine 'SETSW' scans a probe bias voltage array, generating the

starting and ending array subscript locations plus sweep direction for positive-

going and negative-going sweeps. The voltage data set can have from one com-

plete sweep period to many. The only limitation is that the voltage be mono-

tonically changing between periodic absolute minima and maxima. SETSW firsi

takes the fast fourier transform of the voltage data to arrive at the fundamental

sweep period. Then an absolute maxima and minima search is performed about

the location estimated from the period. Array locations of these maxima and

minima and the sign of the sweep are outputted.

Once the bias voltages are divided into discrete sweeps, current data fron

each probe is read and analyzed. Before data fitting is performed, any D.C. offse

and coupling of the measured current data with the bias voltage is removed using

the subroutine 'DECOUPLE'.
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OPTION Combine ever n sweep
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Estimate uncertainty
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Figure D.1 Flowchart of Langmuir Probe Fitting Algorithm

(Program 'DPACK')
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D.1.2 Subroutine 'DECOUPLE'

Subroutine 'DECOUPLE' assumes that the probe current signal results from

four possible sources: 1) current collected by the probe, 2) leakage current from

the probe to ground or voltage on an unbalanced resistor bridge, 3) displacement

current due to capacitive coupling, and 4) an offset voltage from the instrumen-

tation electronics. To account for these effects, the measured current (Imeas)

is assumed to be related to the current collected by the probe (I"1) and the

probe voltage (Vp) through

Jmeas iou + Y Vi + C + Ioffset (D.1)

where Y and C are conductance and capacitance coefficients and Ioffset is an

offset current. Before a plasma shot when 17'1 is zero, the three coupling coef-

ficients are determined through a least squares fitting method by requiring that

the error,

[i> -, - Y Vp, _ C + Ioffset 2 (D.2)
i=1

be a minimum. A numerical differentiation subroutine is used to compute 9

at each data sample time, i. The actual collected current is then computed for

all data points using these coefficients and Eq. D.1. It is found that a total of

about six sweeps before the discharge is sufficient to obtain a good estimate of

Y, C, and Ioffet.

Figure D.2 demonstrates the action of the subroutine DECOUPLE. RawN

data is displayed for 30 msec before a discharge in Alcator C, (a). The data

exhibits a D.C. offset and a component proportional to the sweep voltage. At

this sweep rate, no appreciable current due to capacitance coupling is evidelit.

From the coupling coefficients obtained by DECOUPLE, the actual collected
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current is estimated for all data points. The first 30 msec of the processed data

is shown in Fig. D.1b. Here, the uncertainty of the zero current level is reduced

from - 10 miilliamps to ~ 0.5 milliamps.
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Figure D.2 Demonstration of Subroutine 'DECOUPLE'
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D.1.3 Subroutine 'OVERLAY'

In some cases, it is more desirable to combine a number of probe sweeps

into one sweep for fitting purposes. Because of the structure of the algorithm

in subroutine 'FINDISAT', it is necessary that a combined set of current-voltage

data points, {I,,Vpj}, be ordered by voltage. Subroutine 'OVERLAY' performs

this task for an arbitrary number of combined sweeps. Since this subroutine can

take a significant fraction of the CPU time, often it is skipped and no combining

of sweep data is done.

At this point in the probe data reduction algorithm, the sweep data sets,

{I, Vpj}, are identified and ready for processing. Now for each sweep of each

probe signal, the series of subroutines, 'FINDISAT, 'FINDVF', 'FINDRTE',

and 'FINDRTE' act in succession to arrive at reduced data quantities such as

I,.t, Te, and r.

D.1.4 Subroutine 'FINDISAT'

This first step in fitting the Langmuir characteristic utilizes the exponential

fitting technique discussed in section 6.3.4. The transition voltage, Vkne, is first

determined. Then an exponential fit is made to the data for all data points with

Vpj < Vknee. In this way an accurate estimate of Iset and a first guess estimate

of Te is obtained. A typical exponential fit to DENSEPACK data is shown in

Fig. 6.11.

D.1.5 Subroutine 'FINDVF'

The floating potential, Vf, is simply defined as the bias voltage at which

no net current is drawn. Vf is first calculated from the exponential fit obtained

previously by FINDISAT. A more accurate estimate for V1 is then performed in

subroutine 'FINDVF' by looking at data points about V1 and fitting a straight
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line through these points. The zero current crossing point then becomes the new

and more accurate estimate for Vf.

Program 'DPACK' has the option of exiting the fitting algorithm at this

point. At this time, 1,t and Te, have been estimated. If the exponential fit is

found to be sufficient (see section 6.3.6) or the CPU time becomes limiting, the

following estimate of r and Te based on Stangeby's model can be skipped.

D.1.6 Subroutines 'FINDRTEO' and 'FINDRTE'

Subroutines 'FINDRTEO' and 'FINDRTE' fit r and T to the {Ij,V } data

set based on Stangeby's model described in section 6.3.5 with Isat already de-

termined. Equations 6.31-6.35 are highly nonlinear in Te and r. In addition,

the normalized hill potential, 77h, must satisfy the transcendental relationship of

Eq. 6.35. The task of fitting r and Te is therefore divided into two steps. First, r'

and Te are estimated for a simpler version of Eqs. 6.31-6.35 in which 77 = 0 for

all biases. This is performed by subroutine 'FINDRTEO'. Then using this initial

guess for r and Te, rih is allowed to satisfy Eq. 6.35. 'FINDRTE' performs this

more general iteration for the final values of r and Te. By this two step process.

the time consuming intermediate iteration for rlh at each rpip and r is delayed

until the final r and T values are approached. In addition, the algorithm is

found to converge more reliably by introducing this nonlinear correction at the

end.

A number of iteration schemes were tried for subroutines FINDRTEO and

FINDRTE, ranging from generalized packaged library routines to hand written

routines. Generalized nonlinear fitting library routines were found to be verN

slow, possibly because they are too general. The fastest and most reliable itera-

tion method which was found for FINDRTEO and FINDRTE is a custom written

scheme. The scheme is based on a least squares method that approximates 111,

fitting function as a Taylor expansion near the final solution.
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Let the ideal, probe characteristic given by Eqs. 6.31-6.35 be represented

by

Imodel f(r, Te, Vi) (D.3)

The best combination of r and Te can

by

E >Z[meas

be found by minimizing the,error, f, given

- f(r, Te, V) I (D.4)

Near the optimum solution, f(r, Te, Vpi) can be expanded as

Off (ro, Teo, Vj) + (r -r
1r ro, T(, V1,

Of
+ (Te - TeO) Oe

(9T' or,,
(D.5)

Since f(r, Te, Vj) is an analytic function, U and L are also analytic anda9r a T,

readily evaluated. Thus given an initial guess of ro and TeO, a new r and T

pair can be found by using a linear least squares method of solution. This

technique is used repeatedly in FINDRTEO and FINDRTE to arrive at a final

estimate of r and Te. A check is made at various points to insure that the

stepsize change in r or Te is sufficiently small that Eq. D.5 is valid and that E

is indeed becoming smaller.

The algorithm is fast since new guesses of both r and Te are obtained each

iteration. This method has the additional benefit in that an estimate of the

uncertainty in Te and r can be made using techniques such as those described
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in Ref. (93). A DENSEPACK Langmuir probe current data set of 100 sweeps

spanning a total of 5,000 data points is typically processed in ~ 15 CPU seconds

on a VAX with floating point accelerator. Skipping subroutines FINDRTEO and

FINDRTE, the probe data can be processed based, on just the exponential fitting

algorithm in ; 4 CPU seconds.

D.1.7 Calculating no, and do/no

Once Iai, Te, and r are known, no is estimated using Eq. 6.36. io/no is

computed as the RMS deviation of Ii about Isat divided by sat for data points

in ion saturation. A cut-off upper voltage defining the ion saturation region is

inputted via the program menu.

When all sweeps are processed for a given probe, the reduced data is written

as a data record in a data file. The algorithm is repeated until all probe data is

processed. Reduced data is reviewed or combined into a data base by programs

described in section 6.1. Extensive diagnostic outputs can be switched on at

multiple points in program DPACK to check the fitting algorithm and examine

the accuracy of the fit.
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APPENDIX E: Electron Saturation Flux to a Probe when A, > L

E.1 Statement of Problem: Bounded Flux Tube

The rate of electron collection by a Langmuir probe biased at the plasma

space potential was first considered in a magnetized plasma by Bohm."0 This

treatment, which leads to a reduction parameter (r) as in Eq. 6.17, considers

perpendicular and parallel electron diffusion into a long, thin 'flux tube' depleted

of electrons by the probe as shown in Fig. E.1a. For DENSEPACK probes, the

parallel electron mean free path and/or parallel disturbance length (see section

6.2.2) can be-large compared to the distance to a limiter surface. The collection

tube can therefore be cut-off as shown in Fig. E.1b. In this case, the usual

analysis of electrons diffusing both parallel and perpendicular to B into an un-

bounded flux tube must be replaced by perpendicular diffusion alone into a flux

tube bounded by the limiter. This appendix estimates the saturated rate of

electron collection in this limit when Ai > L (L = distance to limiter surface).

E.2 1-D Model: Perpendicular Diffusion, Collisionless Parallel Flow

The geometry for this problem is shown in Fig. E.1b. It is assumed that

the probe is immersed in a uniform maxwellian plasma with electron and ion

temperatures, Te and Ti. Electrons diffuse perpendicular to B and travel along

field lines to be collected by the probe surface which is biased above the plasma

space potential. Ions also diffuse perpendicular to B and travel along field lines

but are reflected by the positive probe potential and collected at the sound

speed rate by the limiter surface which is assumed to be biased at the local

floating potential. The presence of this floating potential sheath at the limiter

causes most of the electrons that were initially heading towards the limiter to

be reflected back towards the probe. Thus, the probe does mostly all of the
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electron collecting in this flux tube region. In terms of electron collection, the

limiter surface behaves as a reflecting plane of symmetry. For the rest of this

analysis, the limiter will be treated as such. One could just as well change the

geometry to include mirror image probes a distance 2 x L to the right and left

of the probe in Fig. E.1b.

As stated, the electron-ion mean free path is long compared to the flux

tube length, L, so that the electrons and ions can be considered collisionless in

this region. Still, electrons and ions can undergo a collisionless random walk

perpendicular to B driven by classical diffusion and/or electrostatic turbulence.

The perpendicular diffusion and mobility of the electrons is therefore modelled

by the transport equation,

where the Einstein relationship, D1 = -T, pj, is assumed to apply (to be con-

sistent with Bohm's analysis) and 4 is the electrostatic potential (time averaged

in the case of electrostatic fluctuations). The ions, on the other hand, are as-

sumed to follow a Boltzmann relationship and with ne ni in the collection

tube region,

n = e (E.2)

Combining Eqs. E.1 and E.2, the perpendicular electron flux filling the collection

tube becomes

Here t oD =T e api-) Vs. n (E

Here, the usual definition of 'r =TI/T, applies.
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The rate at which electrons are removed along a field line by the probe

can be related to their average random thermal velocity, Ce, and the field line

length. If the probe potential is equal to the space potential, the parallel electron

Velocity is unchanged as it moves about the flux tube region. On the average,

the electron must traverse a parallel distance L before reaching the probe. This

includes electrons reflected at the limiter sheath. The average velocity component

in a direction along B, jVzj, is simply related to Ce by 7V- = Ce/2. Therefore,

the average residence time of an electron on a field line in the flux tube region

is approximately

Tres (E.4)
Ce

The electron distribution function will depend on the parallel distance from

the probe. At the probe surface, most of the electrons are moving toward the

probe while at the limiter sheath, an equal number of electrons are moving in

both directions. The details of the distribution need not be considered in this

analysis. Only an estimate of the electron density on a field line in the flux tube

region is required. Here, it is assumed that although the distribution function

varies along B, the spatial density is constant along a field line. The electron

density therefore only depends on the perpendicular coordinate. In this case, the

density profile must be such that perpendicular continuity is satisfied,

VI1- Le = n (E.5)
rres

The average residence time of an electron on a field line in the flux tube region

has been used in writing an effective perpendicular particle sink term. Using an

(r, z) cylindrical coordinate system centered at the probe and assuming that D1

and r are independent of space, Eqs. E.3-E.5 become
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D1 (11+r) r =r 9r 9r

Letting the probe collection area become a disk

conditions on Eq. E.6 are that n(r p) = no,

that n(r -+ 0) is bounded. These conditions lead

solution" for the density,

with radius p, the boundary

the unperturbed density, and

to a modified Bessel function

n(r) = Io(ar)
Io(ap)

(E.7)

with

a = \ .Z%
S2 L D, (1+ r

(E.8)

The resultant radial density profile across the probe surface as given by Eqs. E.7

and E.8 is shown in Fig. E.2a.

The total electron current collected by the probe at a given radius can

be obtained by recognizing that the local electron flux on the probe surface is

simply

1'
=- n(r) C, . (E.9)

Integrating rle over a single side of the probe, the electron current becomes

Ie -q no _T Ia) (E.10)
2aIo (ap)
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This can be compared to the electron current that would be collected if the flux

tube did not cause a density depression,

2

"ax 4q no C, 7r 4 (E.11)

Figure E.2b illustrates the reduction in electron current collected by a probe

because of this density depletion effect.

It is now possible to estimate a reduction parameter, r, based on this model

by requiring that

r Ie
r .a (E.12)1 +r Im"axe

This results in

r 2 I(ap) (E.13)
1 + r ap Io(ap)

When ap < 1, the right hand side of Eq. E.13 reduces to unity, implying that

r - oo. This model then predicts that the electron saturation current is not

reduced in this case. However, the approximation that n is constant along a

field line also breaks down. Cross-field diffusion is then strong enough relative

to parallel transport to cause the density to vary significantly along a field line.

This analysis therefore also requires that cp Z 1, which is similar to the parallel

density disturbance length in electron saturation, de, (section 6.2.2) being large

compared to the distance to the limiter. In the other limit when ap >> 1, which

validates this one-dimensional model, Eq. E.13 reduces to

r 2
- (E.14)

-t +r ap
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or

2
r n (E.15)

ap

so that the reduction parameter can be simply estimated when it is expected

to be small. For DENSEPACK probes, the reduction parameter was found to be

0.1-0.4, making Eq. E.15 of interest. Including the definition of a, Eq. E.15

becomes

S (1 +r) 1/2  8 L D
r ;Z PC (E. 16)

and for a square probe with area s2

(1 +7r)1/2 /8 7r L D_ (E.17)

Comparing these equations to Bohm's original result restated in Eq. 7.5,

one can see that the form is very similar. The important difference is that in

this case of a bounded flux tube (Ai > L, ap Z 1), the electron-ion mean free

path is replaced by the distance to the limiter surface. It is also interesting

to note that Eq. 7.5, with A,, replaced by L/4, agrees with Eq. E.17 within a

factor of 1-2 depending on the value of r. For ap ; 8, Eq. E.10, which retains

the hyperbolic Bessel functions explicitly, must be used in estimating r.
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Probe

'flux tube'

B

b)

n -Probe ~Limiter

L

z

Figure E.1 Unbounded and Bounded Electron Collection Flux Tubes
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a) Eq. E.7
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Figure E.2 Electron Density and Flux Depletion Across Probe Disk
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